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International students are “taking away jobs from Americans” (Citizenship and
Immigration Services Ombudsman, 2020). Such a narrative popularized by the previous
Trump administration positioned international students in the U.S. as threats to the
country, and in this case, American workers. This narrative also targeted existing
immigration policies, Optional Practical Training (OPT) and H-1B Specialty Occupations
work visa, for allowing international students/nonimmigrants to work in the U.S. Yet, this
narrative failed to account to the employment search experiences of international
students, or international Students of Color, the subject of this study. While OPT and H1B present as opportunities for international students, these immigration policies also
pose multiple barriers to international students (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017; Monahan,
2018). Besides, international Students of Color are subjected to discrimination due to
their race/ethnicity, culture, country of origin, and perceived immigration status (Lee,
2007; Lee, 2010; Yao et al., 2019; Yao & George Mwangi, 2022). The current study uses
narrative inquiry and counter-storytelling to analyze and examine the job search
experiences of international Students of Color in the U.S. Informed by neo-racism (Lee,
2007), racist nativism (Pérez Huber et al., 2008), and agency (Bandura, 2006), narratives

shared by four participants shed light on the discrimination international Students of
Color experience during their job search; the racist and nativist policies that led to the
discriminatory practices in hiring international students; as well as how participants
respond to these challenges. The findings indicate that international Students of Color are
discriminated against during their job search on their race/ethnicity and perceived
immigration status, informed by racist and nativist policies like OPT and H-1B. The
findings also indicate that participants have enacted agency during their job search,
especially around their nonimmigrant status as international students. This study signals
the need for U.S. higher education institutions to not only provide tailored career support
to international students, but also to advocate for international Students of Color who do
experience discrimination and systemic barriers in the U.S.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The pressure around post-graduation pathways has always been the source of
both my anxiety and motivation. I arrived in the United States (U.S.) to pursue the final 2
years of my undergraduate degree as an international, transfer student. I recognized the
amount of sacrifice, both financially and emotionally, that my parents had to endure in
order to send me abroad to the United States. I knew there was only one way I could
repay them, which is to make them proud and be able to be financially independent from
them after I obtained my bachelor’s degree. To do so, I decided to pursue a successful
career that my parents would be proud of. As soon as I started my junior year at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, I began preparing for my career. I took advantage of
any career-related opportunities provided to students I could get my hands on such as
leadership responsibilities through student organizations, student jobs, research,
volunteering, and internships. Most importantly, I also visited my college’s career coach
regularly, and attended every career fair hosted by my institution.
At first, I attended career fairs to improve on my networking skills. “Prepare and
practice an elevator speech.” “Dress professionally.” “Research the company
beforehand.” “Speak confidently.” “Lock eye contact and give a firm handshake.” I did
all of that, and I practiced by going to career fairs. I built a career portfolio for myself,
and I never stopped searching for opportunities. In my senior year, I was consumed with
a single goal: to be able to secure a full-time position after graduation. This was made
even harder for an international student like myself, and I became extremely concerned
about what this would mean for me. I sought out help from career coaches at my
institution, private career coaches for international students in the U.S., as well as
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international student peers who were in my shoes. “How do I approach the conversation
around my international status?” – a question I asked everyone I spoke to. To my
surprise, I received mixed responses from individuals. “You should disclose your status
right away.” “I’d say only disclose your status once you have made a good connection
with them [potential employers].” “Maybe you should not disclose your status until a job
offer has been made.” I was puzzled and confused, so were the career coaches at my
institution when asked about my situation. After receiving much advice, I decided to take
the stance of ‘be upfront and honest about your international status, but not before a
good impression or connection has been made with potential employers.’
I ramped up my job search in the beginning of my senior year as I applied for
more jobs in the career field I had chosen: Higher Education and Student Affairs. In the
career fair I attended in the fall semester of my senior year, I identified an organization
that assisted first-generation, low-income, high school Students of Color in their college
applications and preparation. It was the perfect opportunity for my skills and career
portfolio. I approached the two recruiters at their booth. Months of practice and
experience, as well as my prior research into the organization, had prepared me for the
next five minutes. I struck up a good conversation with the recruiters, expressed gratitude
and interest for the work that they do, as well as my goals and passion for my career in
higher education. I was bubbly, chatty, funny, and confident, I had networked perfectly!
To the recruiters, they saw a student who was passionate and a good fit for the
organization, and began to provide me with more information on the position opening
and application process. Not only did I make an impression via the networking strategies
taught to me, my American-accented English eased our communication while also
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masked my status as an international student. Then, my stance to ‘be upfront and honest
about your international status’ kicked in, so I disclosed my status. The joy on their faces
immediately faded, they exchanged looks with each other, and broke the news to me: “we
don’t hire international students.” The conversation quickly came to its end. While I still
tried to appear friendly and grateful for the connection made, it was clear that the
recruiters did not find any more value to continue chatting with me. I walked away
feeling disappointed and angry, as I had experienced and realized the harsh reality of an
international student trying to find a job.
…

The United States (U.S.) has long been one of the primary receiving countries of
international students pursuing education degree(s) abroad, with other competing
countries such as Canada, United Kingdom, Australia and more. In the 2019/2020
academic year, there were over 1 million international students from around the world in
the U.S. (Institute of International Education, 2021). Within this number,20.8% of
international students participated in the Optional Practical Training (OPT) program, a
12-month post-graduation employment authorization granted by U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) (Institute of International Education, 2021). Participation
of international students in OPT is one of the few pathways international students have to
legally work in the U.S., and is seen as a mechanism where the U.S. remains competitive
with other countries to recruit international talent (Esaki-Smith, 2021). The most wellknown temporary employment visa program, H-1B work visa, also allows international
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students an opportunity to continue their employment after their OPT eligibility ends
(Esaki-Smith, 2021; McFadden & Seedorff, 2017).
Indeed, international students are motivated to pursue their education in the U.S.
not only for academic quality, but for career prospects after graduation (Global Alliance
for International Student Advancement, 2021). Work authorization programs such as
OPT claims to provide international students “an opportunity to apply knowledge gained
from a program of study in a practical environment” (Ross & Moody, 2019, para. 5).
However, restrictions within these work authorization programs still create huge
challenges for international students in their job search, such as the temporary nature of
OPT’s employment authorization of 12 months (and up to 36 months for STEM majors),
as well as the labor and effort needed from employers to sponsor a H-1B work visa for
these students (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017; Monahan, 2018). Even if we1 did receive a
job offer, our international status still poses as a vulnerable threat, since the citizenship
status discrimination policy does not protect individuals on F-1 student visa (Office of
Special Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair Employment Practices, 2014). Though
international students may be threatened by U.S. policies, the community has also been
targeted as threats to U.S. national security (Allen & Bista, 2022), and even accused of
taking jobs from U.S. local workers (Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman,
2020). Such challenges become even more difficult for international Students of Color,
who can experience discrimination based on the intersections of racism, ethnocentrism,
nativism, and the U.S. political climate with their home countries (Lee, 2007).

Throughout this writing, I am using “we,” “us,” “our,” and other similar terms to refer to international
Students of Color, as I consider myself a member of this community. It is an act of empowerment as I
continue to center myself as part of this community through my research, and to invest my energy in this
necessary work to advance social justice and equity for my community.
1
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It is important to note that these barriers from work authorization programs,
policies, and negative perception around immigration are “external,” which means
international students have no control over these factors that do shape their experience.
Due to these external factors, international students have reported difficulties in
identifying resources unique to their career needs (Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011).
Targeted and tailored support for international students to navigate these policies are also
in need at higher education institutions and career counseling centers (Global Alliance for
International Student Advancement, 2021; McFadden & Seedorff, 2017;
Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011). In facing these external barriers, international students
have exercised agency by repositioning themselves and changing strategies in their job
search that will overcome the disadvantages associated with their international status
(Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011; Tran et al., 2020).
This study intended to shed a light on a long-standing issue faced by the
international student community, and a widely known concern among higher education
professionals who work with international students. Narratives of international Students
of Color need to be highlighted, as they experience compounding levels of barriers when
they participate in the U.S. employment search. By telling counter-stories of the
employment search experienced by International Students of Color in the U.S., I sought
to (a) challenge the dominant narrative of international students as threats, (b) critically
examine the challenges international students experience due to policies and regulations,
and (c) empower international students, as well as those who support international
students, to take proactive actions to advocate for themselves/international students in
employment search and policymaking that directly impacts this student population.

6
Who Are International Students?
In the context of the U.S., international students are categorized by those who
hold either F-1 (Academic Student) or M-1 (Vocational Student) Student Visas (USCIS,
2020). These nonimmigrant visa categories allow individuals with non-U.S. citizenships
to enter to the U.S. on a temporary basis and study as a full-time student, if they meet a
certain number of criteria (USCIS, 2020). Throughout this text, international students will
also be referred to as F-1 visa holders and nonimmigrants, as defined through U.S.
immigration policies enforced by USCIS. Open Doors showed a 15% decline of
international student enrollment to a total of 914,095 in the 2020/2021 academic year,
which is a significant decrease due to the COVID-19 global health pandemic (Institute of
International Education, n.d.). This number included international students enrolled at
U.S. higher education institutions that are in the U.S., taking remote classes online from
abroad, as well as those on OPT (Institute of International Education, n.d.).
Students on F-1 visa are subjected to strict restrictions around employment in the
U.S. For example, first-year international students are not allowed to work off-campus,
and are subjected to certain conditions and restrictions just to work on-campus.
International students are not allowed to work for more than 20 hours per week during
the academic year. For international students to work off-campus while completing their
program of study, international students must participate in the Curricular Practical
Training (CPT) program, where they need to justify the relation of their employment to
their area of study, be enrolled in academic course credit(s), and receive authorization
from USCIS – all to hold off-campus employment. After graduation, international
students can participate in a temporary work authorization program called Optional
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Practical Training (OPT) for 1-3 years, depending on their area of study. Participation in
OPT requires a complex authorization process just as CPT. There are also strict deadlines
for OPT application and timeline, and have only 90 days to find a job before they must
depart from the U.S. After the OPT term runs out, international students will have to
apply for a work visa, which requires significant time, labor, and costs on the part of the
employer to sponsor an international student.
International students are not a homogenous group, and the typical diverse traits
are characterized by their places of origin, degree level, and selected fields of study
(Institute of International Education, n.d.). Moreover, international students also differ on
their academic preparedness and financial resources, which will affect their experiences
in a U.S. higher education institution, needs from institutions, and aspirations to achieve
during their time in the U.S. (Choudaha, Orosz, & Chang, 2012). In this study, I will
particularly look at undergraduate, international Students of Color, who are preparing for
their post-graduation by participating in the job search.
Discrimination against International Students of Color
In the data reported by Open Doors, the top three places of origin of international
students are China (34.7%), India (18.3%), and South Korea (4.3%) (Institute of
International Education, 2022). This tells us that more than 50% of international students
in the U.S. are from countries that are not predominantly white, and are considered
racial/ethnic minorities in U.S. context. These international students, or international
Students of Color, are subjected to the permanence of race and racism that permeate their
experiences in the U.S., and often must adjust to a racial minority identity as they face
racial discrimination (Yao et al., 2019). Much of the research has also found that racial
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discrimination experienced by international Students of Color will negatively impact their
college success and well-being (Yao et al., 2019). The negative impact of racial
discrimination is also evident in international students’ employment search, where they
experience acculturative stress while adapting to U.S norms and practices within the job
search process (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017; Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011).
International students’ racialized experiences can be complicated by their other
privileged and/or oppressed identities (Yao et al., 2019). From an intersectionality
perspective, international Students of Color can experience and are exposed to
compounding levels of discrimination based on their nationality, social identities,
language dynamics, and international student status (Lee, 2007; Yao et al., 2019).
However, “much of the existing literature focus on how international students can
assimilate and cope with these issues, rather than interrogating the systems of oppression
that create negative student experiences” (Yao et al., 2019, p. 39). Through the lens of
neo-racism and racist nativism, researchers have begun to examine the U.S. host society’s
treatment towards international students (Changamire et al., 2021; Jiang & Kim, 2019;
Lee & Rice, 2007; Yao et al., 2019; Yao & George Mwangi, 2022). My study will
expand existing literature through this perspective, to interrogate how U.S. systems in
place have contributed to the discrimination international Students of Color face in their
job search.
Social Positioning of International Students in the U.S.
On July 6, 2020, the international student community experienced significant fear
and anxiety when Student and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP) announced that in the
next fall semester, student visas would be terminated for students whose institutions were
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completely online (Specia & Abi-Habib, 2020). This modification gave international
students no choice but to return to their home countries if their institutions were fully
online, or that they must enroll for in-person classes if their institutions offered in-person
or hybrid classes (Department of Homeland Security, 2020). This policy disregarded
international students’ health and wellbeing during a global health pandemic, which
turned into a nationwide uproar and movement to advocate for international students. The
federal government rescinded this policy a week later, after eight lawsuits were filed
against this ruling and supported by over 200 institutions (Castiello-Gutiérrez & Li,
2020). While the higher education community was relieved with this outcome, this
incident left a permanent mark on the international student community, as international
scholars have stated: “the issuance of this guidance made us feel vulnerable, that our
rights could be stripped, and that our struggles could be minimized or neglected” by U.S.
policymakers (Castiello-Gutiérrez & Li, 2020, p. 1).
International students in the U.S. have always been viewed simultaneously as
both talent and threat to the country. Such perception of the international student
population is one that is embedded throughout the history of immigration in the country
(Allen & Bista, 2021). International students, as well as other (non)immigrant
populations, are constantly threatened by and used as a policy tool for U.S. policymakers.
The July 6, 2020’s SEVP announcement is one of many examples, where international
students were “held as ‘hostages’ and used as ‘political pawns’” in U.S. politics
(Castiello-Gutiérrez & Li, 2020, p. 2). In one way, this policy guidance was a “political
maneuver” for U.S. administration at that time to force institutions to reopen for a “backto-normal post pandemic” environment, which no longer exists (Castiello-Gutiérrez &
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Li, 2020, p. 2). On the other hand, those who were fighting for international students used
languages to continue advance nationalistic agenda, specifically by highlighting our
economic and talent contribution to U.S.’s benefit, or as “cash cows” to the country
(American Council on Education, 2020; Castiello-Gutiérrez & Li, 2020; Yao &
Viggiano, 2019). The “talent” argument perpetuates the narratives of international
students as commodities to the U.S., not only as financial and economic incentives to
institutions and local communities (American Council on Education, 2020; NAFSA:
Association of International Educators, n.d.; Yao & Viggiano, 2019), but also to increase
diversity and internationalization at institutions, further foreign policies and ties for the
U.S., as well as generate knowledge and prestige that will benefit the U.S. (Yao &
Viggiano, 2019). These arguments dehumanize our experiences as international students
to merely commodities and contributions to the U.S., disregarding the lives we have built
and the individual stories we hold as humans.
Under the previous Trump administration, there was a heightened anti-immigrant
and nationalistic stance, partly perpetuated by Trump’s political rhetoric that fuels into
fears around terrorism (Allen & Bista, 2021). The previous Trump administration
positioned international students as threats to national security. With the anti-immigrant
stance, the previous administration instituted several travel bans by targeting specific
populations, such as: (a) the “Muslim Ban” instituted within 3 months after Donald
Trump took office, which has since been removed by the current Biden administration
(Executive Order No. 13769, 2017; Executive Order No. 13780, 2018; Presidential
Proclamation No. 10141, 2021), as well as (b) the ban on Chinese students with military
ties to prevent espionage activities (Presidential Proclamation No. 10043, 2020). This
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similar anti-immigrant and nationalistic stance is also observed when international
students were scapegoated as a threat to the U.S. local workforce for “taking jobs away
from Americans” (Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman, 2020).
This perceived threat of (non)immigrants was made most significant following the
tragic events of 9/11, which caused “the emergence of an immigration system in the U.S.
dominated by national security and enforcement considerations” (Mittelstadt et al., 2011).
After an investigation that revealed several of the attackers were in the U.S. on student
visas, international students were placed under scrutiny in fears of national security
(Allen & Bista, 2021). The most notable change was the creation of the U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services (USCIS), which increased surveillance of international
students in the U.S. through the Student and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP) and its
online information system, SEVIS (Mittelstadt et al., 2011). Much of this dynamic can be
observed through international student experiences, yet I argue that most literature and
praxis of international student support is grounded in helping students adjust to a host
environment that is not favorable to them in the first place. In this study, I engage in a
critical lens to provide an example of this exact dynamic, by looking specifically at
career-related experiences of international students and barriers to U.S. employment.
Career-related Experiences of International Students
International students’ motivation to study in the U.S. can be summarized with a
“push-pull” model, or factors that are “pulling” international students to the U.S., and
factors “pushing” them from their home countries (Mazzarol & Soutar, 2002). Students
motivated by “pull” factors benefit from what the U.S. has to offer, have also found to be
more likely to want to stay in the U.S. after graduation (Alberts, 2017; Han et al., 2015;
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Urban & Palmer, 2016). Some “pull” factors for international students to pursue postgraduation outcomes in the U.S. include better career prospects, salary, quality of life,
and standard of living (Alberts, 2017). In fact, gaining professional outcomes through
post-graduation career prospects in the U.S. is almost viewed as a “return-on-investment”
on the sacrifices made by international students and their families to attain educational
degree(s) abroad (Urban & Palmer, 2016).
While some international students are motivated to remain in the U.S. to pursue
career prospects, international students have noted that they received more institutional
support for their personal outcomes than professional outcomes (Urban & Palmer, 2016).
International students have needing more professional outcomes related to obtaining
practical experiences, employment skills, or conversations on career pathways (Urban &
Palmer, 2016). Research has also indicated that experiencing acculturative stress,
contributed through a lack of confidence, sense of security, understanding around careers
in the U.S., or career planning, have led to greater difficulties in identifying career
aspirations and lower expectations of one’s career outcomes (Reynolds & Constantine,
2007). Multiple surveys and research have recommended the need for targeted and
personalized career support from institutions provided to international students, signaling
the lack of professional or career related development that exist for international students
(Balin et al., 2016; Global Alliance for International Student Advancement, 2021;
McFadden & Seedorff, 2017; Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011).
Unfortunately, there is no recent literature that researched specifically into the
experiences of international students during their employment search in the U.S. A study
by Sangganjanavanich et al. (2011) utilized focus group to highlight international
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students’ job search experience, such as the challenges they face, the strategies they take,
as well as the unique strengths they bring as international candidates. While this study
discussed the need for more resources for international students to navigate the complex
employment authorization system, the study did not explicitly address what the
complexities and barriers are.
Barriers to U.S. Employment
According to data presented by the Migration Policy Institute, “it is not
employability that is the deciding factor in the success or failure of international
graduates’ search for work in the U.S., but rather barriers to work visa” (Esaki-Smith,
2021, p. 4). Existing restrictions within two work authorization programs, Optional
Practical Training (OPT) and H-1B visa, presents systemic barriers to international
students in finding employment opportunities. OPT has been perceived as a popular
program, however, the nature of OPT as a temporary work authorization for only 1 year,
or 3 years for STEM students, makes it difficult for international students in their job
search (Monahan, 2018; Ruiz & Budiman, 2018). After their eligibility term for OPT
runs out, international students must turn to H-1B work visa to remain in the U.S. The
responsibility of pursuing a H-1B work visa typically falls onto the employers, and
international students will need to convince employers to spend additional time,
resources, and money to hire an international candidate than they would with an
American candidate (Monahan, 2018). Aside from relying on the employers, the process
of a H-1B work visa petition also involves meeting strict deadlines and a set of criteria,
requiring extensive time and labor. Depending on the organization of one’s employer,
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these efforts do not guarantee an approval even if the entire process for the petition was
complete (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017).
In addition to visa barriers, international students’ challenges in the job search are
also coupled with existing rhetoric and politics of immigration around the international
student population. Not only have international students under OPT noted the challenges
of being a temporary worker, they also discussed existing threats to immigration policies
with some specifically targeting the OPT program (ICEF Monitor, 2020; Monahan,
2018). Under the previous Trump administration, the presence of international students in
the workforce has been described as a threat to U.S. local workers, which led to
suspensions of entry of H1 and J visa holders to “stop highly skilled migrants from taking
American jobs” (Castiello-Gutiérrez & Li, 2020; Citizenship and Immigration Services
Ombudsman, 2020). On the flip side, international students in the U.S. have also been
described as a threat to national security, which has led to a series of increased
surveillance, anti-immigrant stance, and nationalistic policies toward international
students and other foreign citizens in the country (Allen & Bista, 2021; CastielloGutiérrez & Li, 2020; Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman, 2020;
Mittelstadt et al., 2011). Informed by the racist and nativist dynamics around
international students in the U.S., this study employed neo-racism and racist nativism to
understand the experiences of international Students of Color in their job search.
Theories: Neo-racism and Racist Nativism
Recognizing the intersecting and compounding ways international Students of
Color experience discrimination in the U.S., I used two critical theories, neo-racism and
racist nativism, to inform my critical lens for this study. While both theories differ from
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each other, they simultaneously inform and shape the experiences of international
Students of Color. The use of both theories provided a more holistic analysis of
international students’ experiences in the U.S. and in the job search, as neo-racism
describes the intersecting form of discrimination on one’s race, culture, and language
toward international Students of Color, whereas racist nativism highlights racist and
nationalistic fear of (non)immigrants of Color.
Neo-racism, also referred to as cultural racism, involves a process of exclusion of
people with different cultures, typically enacted by the host society who are motivated by
perceived threats of those who are culturally different, and to defend and preserve their
own culture as the norm (Hervik, 2013). Applied to international student experiences,
neo-racism posits a form of discrimination held by members of the host society that is
attributed to one’s skin color, national origin, culture, and United States’ relationship
with one’s home countries (Lee, 2007). Neo-racism suggests that international students
from countries that are not predominantly white tend to face more negative experiences
than those that are from predominantly white countries, and are typically blamed for
failing to adapt to the host culture even though the host society may hold neo-racist
attitudes (Lee, 2007; Lee & Rice, 2007). This similar form of discrimination is also found
in the experiences of Sub-Saharan African international graduate students, who are
treated with disrespect based on neo-racist assumptions of their national origin and skin
color (Changamire et al., 2021). The authors discussed some instances such as: assuming
international students’ poor English abilities even though they are from anglophone
countries in the African region, and assuming these students are ‘saved from poverty at
their home countries’ after enrolling at an U.S. institution and holding a graduate
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assistantship, thereby providing little attention to the financial insecurity international
students find themselves in while pursuing a graduate degree (Changamire et al., 2021).
Racist nativism, a theory developed through Latino Critical Race Theory
(LatCrit), discusses a form of racist and nativist belief that labels People and Immigrants
of Color as ‘non-native,’ while white Americans are perceived as natives, which
contributes to the monolithic ‘American’ identity (Pérez Huber et al., 2008). People of
Color are both raced and viewed as “non-Americans,” as “Whiteness is equated with
being American; [Asianness, Hispanic, or other forms of oppressed racial identities] is
not” (Pérez Huber et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009, p. 76). One of the ways that nativism
shows up is through the “us versus them” or othering, where international students are
labeled as “the others” from American students (Yao et al., 2019). We saw a rise in racist
nativist sentiments against Asian Americans and Asian international students since the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, who are targeted as “foreigner threats” that will
“invade and harm … the safety and well-being of (white) Americans” (Yao & George
Mwangi, 2022, p. 9). Asians were othered as carriers of the COVID-19 virus which
alleged to have begun in Wuhan, China, were scapegoated and blamed for the COVID-19
pandemic (Yao & George Mwangi, 2022). In this example, racist nativism against Asians
has led to the increase of racial discrimination and violence on Asians in the U.S., which
has a real impact on the experiences of Asian international students (Yao & George
Mwangi, 2022).
Theory: Agency
Agency refers to one’s state of being active rather than passive in shaping their
life and moving toward set goals, even when faced with barriers (Bandura, 2006; Okello
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& White, 2019). Simply put, when faced with barriers to move toward a specific goal,
individuals can enact agency by taking actions and making choices within their spheres
of control, and through a process of self-reflection that will help them understand their
circumstances as well as the steps they can take. As international students experience
barriers in their job search (the goal), research has indicated how these students may
enact agency to overcome barriers by focusing on their unique strengths that will
distinguish them from their American peers, gaining as much professional experiences as
they can through internships, engaging in networking, or vigorously applying to jobs
(Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011; Tran et al., 2020). Agency was used in this study to
recognize the efforts taken by international students themselves to attempt at, or even
successfully overcoming the barriers in their employment search. While these strategies
taken by international students to overcome barriers can be viewed as empowering or
even inspiring to others, we need to be able to name and address the existing, systemic
barriers in place.
Purpose Statement and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to disrupt the existing barriers that led to the
discrimination experienced by international Students of Color in their post-graduation
employment search through neo-racist and nativist lens, and to illuminate the ways they
have responded to these barriers. Through critical narrative inquiry and by centering the
voices of international Students of Color using counter-stories, the study aimed to answer
the following questions:
1. What are the forms of discrimination and challenges international Students of
Color encounter and experience in their U.S. job search process?
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2. In what ways do neo-racist and racist nativist policies affect or inform these
experiences?
3. How do international Students of Color respond to these barriers and challenges?
Methodology
It was important for me as a researcher to center the voices of international
Students of Color in this study. Combining both neo-racism and racist nativism, the study
utilized a critical lens to understand international students’ experiences and to interrogate
existing power structures in place that contribute to the experiences in the first place. The
counter-stories and voices of international Students of Color were centered throughout all
parts of this study and students were invited to be active participants in the research
process. The use of narratives allowed this study to reposition and rehumanize
international students as individuals with lived lives in a country they could call home.
Agency as a theory allowed us to understand the ways international Students of Color
would react to a situation (i.e., the job search process) that is not favorable to them.
As a critical storyteller, I invite readers to “reexamine the values and interests
undergirding certain discourses, practices, and institutional arrangements” (Barone, 1992,
p. 143). With this grounding, this research adopted a counter-storytelling approach, or a
method of telling stories that are typically not told to challenge, expose, and analyze
majoritarian narratives (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). The narratives were collected through
processes of focus group and individual interviews with the researcher. To achieve the
goal of this study, I adopted a purposeful sampling method to identify participants with
stories that could best answer the research questions (Mertens, 2019). Participants in this
study shared three characteristics: (i) identify as an international Student of Color, (ii) are
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currently enrolled or have recently completed their bachelor’s degrees from a U.S.
institution at the time of this study, and (iii) actively searched or are searching for fulltime employment in the U.S. as their undergraduate post-graduation plans. The narratives
collected through the data collection process were written into individual narratives of
each participant. Participants were also invited to participate in a member checking
process to verify their respective individual narratives, to ensure the validity of my
interpretations of constructions of their narratives as a researcher. I then worked with
each narrative through an inductive analysis process to identify ideas and examples that
answered the research questions.
Definition of Terms
The following terms were utilized in this study and their definitions are
underlined in this section.
Curricular Practical Training (CPT). The Curricular Practical Training (CPT) is a
practical training approved to enrolled international students to engage in practical
training and gain work experience in the U.S. CPT may only be issued to international
students before the end of their academic program, and that their participation in a
practical training experience must be “an integral part of an established curriculum” of
the program of study (U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, n.d.-a, p. 1).
Discrimination. Discrimination refers to the “unfair or prejudicial treatment of people
and groups based on characteristics such as race, gender, age or sexual orientation”
(American Psychological Association, 2019, para. 1).
Employment Authorization. Granted and issued by the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) to immigrants and nonimmigrants in the U.S. An
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Employment Authorization Document (EAD) proves to U.S. employers of one’s
authorization to work in the U.S. for a specific time period, and is typically issued to
asylees, refugees, and nonimmigrants (USCIS, n.d.-d, para. 1). Optional Practical
Training (OPT) is an employment authorization issued to F-1 international students.
Employment Search. Used interchangeably with Job Search. Refers to the acts of
searching for and securing employment opportunities. Some employment search
behaviors include, but not limited to identifying opportunities using job search engines,
outreaching to potential employers, building a social network through networking,
attending job fairs, seeking help from recruiters, updating application documents (e.g.,
resume or cover letters), applying to job openings, and participating in interviews.
Immigration Policies. Immigration policy refers to all the policies of a state to control
persons crossing the borders into a country, where they intend to establish residence in
(Perez, 2015).
Immigration Status. Immigration status refers to the way in which a person is present in
the United Status. There are four types of immigration status: citizens, residents,
nonimmigrants, and undocumented immigrants (OPM, 2021).
International Students of Color. International Students of Color refers to full-time
students who are non-U.S. citizens enrolled in an accredited U.S. institution, and are
racially minoritized individuals within the predominantly white U.S. society.
International Students of Color may identify as African/Black, Arab/Middle Eastern,
Asian, and/or Hispanic/Latina/o/x/e, hence, are not racially white or Caucasian.
International Students of Color are racialized, have to develop racial identities within
U.S. society’s notions of race, and can experience marginalization or racial
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microaggressions that targets international Students of Color (Yeo et al., 2018). The
racial experiences of international Students of Color can differ according to one’s skin
color and racial stereotypes (Yeo et al., 2018).
Nonimmigrant Visa, Nonimmigrant Status, Nonimmigrant. U.S. Department of State
consider nonimmigrant visa holders to be “person(s) with permanent residence outside
the United States but wishes to be in the United States on a temporary basis for tourism,
medical treatment, business, temporary work, or study” (U.S. Customs and Border
Protection, 2022, para. 3). Two examples of nonimmigrant visas included in this study
are described as follows:
F-1 Student Visa. F-1 Student Visas are issued to nonimmigrant students
enrolled in full-time academic programs or English language programs at academic
institutions in the U.S. (U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, n.d.-b). Those who
hold a F-1 Student Visa are typically referred to as international students.
H-1B Specialty Occupation Work Visa. H-1B program issues 3-year temporary
work visa to nonimmigrant workers in specialty occupations, with up to 3 years extension
(USCIS, n.d.-a). A detailed overview, description, challenges, and restrictions of H-1B
work visa is included in Chapter 2.
H-1B Cap and Lottery. H-1B cap sets the limit of H-1B work visas issued
per year to 65,000, and an additional 20,000 for workers with at least a master’s
degree (USCIS, n.d.-a). Those employed at higher education institutions or
affiliated nonprofit entities, nonprofit research organizations, or government
research organizations, are not subjected to this cap (USCIS, n.d.-a). A lottery
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system is used to select the quota from the H-1B registrations received to file a
petition with USCIS, in order to receive a H-1B visa (USCIS, n.d.-a).
Optional Practical Training (OPT). Optional Practical Training is an employment
authorization program that allows F-1 visa holders to be employed for up to 12 months in
an occupation directly related to one’s academic study, either prior to or upon completion
of their program of study (USCIS, n.d.-b). Students in Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math fields may be allowed to receive an OPT STEM Extension to work for up to 36
months (USCIS, n.d.-b). A detailed overview, description, challenges, and restrictions of
OPT is included in Chapter 2.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). USCIS is a government agency
under the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) that oversees lawful immigration to
the United States. USCIS oversees the applications and authorizes employment through
Optional Practical Training (OPT) program, as well as H-1B visa.
Visa Sponsorship. Visa sponsorship refers to the responsibilities and steps an employer
will have to take to sponsor a nonimmigrant employee to receive a H-1B work visa.
Limitations
There are several limitations to this research study. One of the limitations of this
study is the nature of the data collection, as it requires participants to reflect and tell their
stories, which is then retold by me, the researcher. One’s reflection can be problematic as
they may misremember or confuse details of their experiences. As the researcher, I may
also confuse or miss details of the participants’ experiences as told by them. I addressed
this limitation by allowing a 2-step process of data collection, where the individual
interview can be used not only as a ‘follow-up’ to the first focus group session, but also
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to allow more time for participants to reflect on their experiences. Second, I also took
time to conduct a member checking process with participants if they choose to do so,
where they will be able to verify the validity of their own individual narratives as written
by me after the data collection process.
Another limitation to this study stems from the use of both participant interviews
and focus groups, which typically requires a sense of rapport in order to share
authentically and honestly. This is especially hard in a focus group setting, as participants
may not know each other prior, and will not feel as comfortable in sharing their
experiences in a group setting. To help overcome this limitation, I set up group guidelines
in the beginning of the focus group by asking participants to maintain confidentiality,
especially of others’ experiences and identities, outside of the Zoom room. Other group
guidelines also include: not talking over others, take pauses not only to reflect on
questions but also when needed (which could include switching off one’s camera), and be
respectful of what others disclose.
Delimitations
Several delimitations were carefully and intentionally taken to limit the scope of
this study. First, this study focuses on the job search experiences of undergraduate
international students, or international students who hold an U.S. bachelor’s degree only.
While partly motivated by the lack of recent literature around the experiences of
undergraduate international students in employment search, or professional and career
development, this delimitation is also an intentional decision based on an existing
immigration policy under H-1B visa. International students who earned a master’s degree
or higher from an accredited U.S. institution are allowed the advanced degree exemption
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for H-1B visa cap (USCIS, n.d.-a). This means that these students, if not selected from
the 65,000 H-1B visa cap, will be put into a second-round cap pool of 20,000. What this
means for students with only a bachelor’s degree and do not work in neither higher
education institutions nor non-profit organizations, is that they will be placed in the
65,000 visa caps with not only individuals with a master’s degree or higher, but also
individuals outside of the U.S. who are applying to be in the U.S., thereby making it more
difficult for undergraduate student graduates to have their H-1B petition selected from the
lottery system. In this sense, while job searching, not only are undergraduate students
seen with less credentials, but they may also be seen as even less favorable as candidates
given the circumstances around their H-1B visa petitions.
Another delimitation of this study is the specific attention to international
Students of Color. As informed by neo-racism, this is an intentional decision as these
individuals face not only being international, but also individuals of Color who do not
‘conform’ to the normative idea of an American – white. This also tells us that
international students who are white or are from predominantly white countries are better
able to mask their international status due to their predominant racial identity.
International Students of Color will have a heightened presence of not only their
racial/ethnic identity, but potentially international status, cultural differences, and English
abilities.
Summary
In this chapter, I provided an overview of the rationale and scope of the study.
This chapter introduced the background and context that have led to the discrimination
that international Students of Color experience while job searching in the United States.
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Most literature has centered around how international students can adjust to the United
States, including the job search process, and recognizes the difficult job search process
international students go through. I argue that the existing barriers on international
students, which are work authorization restrictions, barriers to work visa, and the social
positioning of international students as threats to the U.S., are systemically embedded to
exclude this population from the dominant American society. To challenge the dominant
narrative around international students and their job search experience, that they are
‘taking away jobs from Americans,’ this study will center the voices of international
Students of Color as counter-narratives to these misperceptions. As the researcher, I will
tell the stories of international Students of Color in their job search, the discrimination
they experienced, the support they received, and the strategies they have adopted to
overcome these challenges.
In the next chapter, a more in-depth analysis and review of existing literature will
provide background for this study. I will examine international students’ motivation for
post-graduation plans, career-related and job search experiences, as well as an overview
of post-graduation employment programs and work visa for international students.
Additionally, I will provide insight to the theoretical perspectives used in this study. Neoracism and racist nativism will be used to understand the discrimination international
Students of Color experience in their job search, as well as critically examine the antiimmigrant and nationalistic nature of existing restrictions on international students.
Moreover, agency will help us identify the ways in which international Students of Color
respond to the barriers they face.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
In a gloomy evening in late 2019, I was walking toward a favorite restaurant in
downtown Lincoln, NE. To my surprise, I found my friend Peter (he/him; a pseudonym),
an international student from Indonesia I had known after working together through a
student worker position at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL). I was surprised to
see Peter back in Lincoln, as he graduated half a year before I did and had moved to a
different state. In a quick catch-up, Peter told me about his recent move back to Lincoln
as he found a new position, but is now returning to the job search. He disclosed to me
that he was fired one week into his new role as his employers found out he was
authorized to work through the OPT program. While the reason for firing was not
explicitly disclosed, Peter felt that his employers began to question his legitimacy and
qualifications as an employee ever since they found out he was on OPT. Peter theorized
that they did not want to continue his employment even though he had 24 more months
left in his OPT STEM extension, nor did they want to go through the H-1B process with
him. He felt the need to advocate for himself, so he reached out to various law firms and
government agencies about his case. To his dismay, none of the lawyers or government
officials were able to help him, as his international status is not protected by the law or
the government. “It (the firing) is not considered as a discriminatory act under the law,”
Peter said, “for people like us.” By “us,” Peter meant F-1 visa holders like him and me,
or international students. To verify Peter’s statement, the Office of Special Counsel for
Immigration-Related Unfair Employment Practices (2014) (renamed Immigrant and
Employee Rights Section in 2017) stated:
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The categories of individuals protected from citizenship status discrimination are
limited to U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents who are not yet eligible to
apply for naturalization or who have applied within six months of eligibility,
asylees, and refugees. 8 U.S.c. § 1324b(a)(3). Accordingly, F-1 visa holders are
not protected from citizenship status discrimination. Communicating to an
unsuccessful applicant that the employer's unwillingness to sponsor the applicant
was the basis for the non-hire decision is not likely to lead to a determination by
OSC that an employer has committed unlawful citizenship status discrimination.
(para. 3)
Peter and I continued our conversation that day about the difficulties that
international students experience, especially in the job search and navigating through
post-graduation plans. He had applied to 60 jobs and only heard back from a handful,
but even after a successful search, his efforts went in vain when he was let go from his
position. We reflected on different ‘techniques’ taught to us, and the success stories of
other international students told to us as words of motivation. There is a rhetoric around
not giving up and finding this one person or company who is willing to go through all
this trouble for you. In these stories, we often hear about tips and tricks that international
students have used to navigate the disadvantaged position we are in, just to find that one
opportunity. We are taught to do the small talk, prepare elevator speeches, and most
importantly, practice our English so we can hold a conversation without feeling
ashamed. These are the normalized and celebrated stories of how international students
overcame the difficulties and challenges set ahead of them. However, a story like Peter’s,
which showed how we are not protected with our status, goes unheard. It was Peter’s
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story that inspired me to this research, so that we can explicitly name our experiences as
discrimination and to counter the dominant stories told about international students.
…

This chapter will highlight existing literature and go into depth on subjects that
would provide more context and background to the job search experiences of
international Students of Color. In this chapter, I discuss ideas on the following topics: (a)
mismatch expectations for U.S. education and post-graduation plans, (b) factors that
influence international students’ post-graduation plans, (c) an overview of two postgraduation employment programs, Optional Practical Training (OPT) and H-1B for
international students, and (d) current job search experiences of international students.
After establishing these ideas, I provide details of the theoretical framework that
grounded my study and analysis through three concepts: neo-racism, racist nativism, and
agency. This section provides an overview of each theory, discussion of existing
literature and current events, and the ways these theories informed this research.
Mismatch Expectations for U.S. Education and Post-Graduation Plans
The literature demonstrates that there is a mismatch on how international students
perceive their U.S. educational attainment and post-graduation plans, versus those of the
institutions. For a lot of international students, their motivation to pursue an educational
degree abroad can be summarized with the “push-pull” model (Mazzarol & Soutar,
2002). In this study, the authors conceptualized a model that described the factors in
which international students are “pushed” away from their home countries due to
economic and social reasons, and the factors that “pulled” them toward their host
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countries while selecting a destination abroad (Mazzarol & Soutar, 2002). For example,
among Asian international students, they are attracted to the higher quality of education
in abroad countries and better employment opportunities after pursuing a degree abroad
(“pull” factors), as the quality of education in their home countries may be lower which
leads to fewer employment opportunities after graduation (“push” factors) (Kim et al.,
2018). This finding is consistent with other studies that surveyed large international
student populations, as international students who are attracted to the U.S. through “pull”
factors, or to benefit from what the U.S. has to offer, is more likely to want to stay in the
U.S. post-graduation for better job opportunities (Alberts, 2017; Esaki-Smith, 2022; Han
et al., 2015; Urban & Palmer, 2016). In fact, gaining professional outcomes through postgraduation career prospects in the U.S. is almost viewed as a “return-on-investment” on
the sacrifices made by international students and their families to attain educational
degree(s) abroad (Esaki-Smith, 2022; Urban & Palmer, 2016).
However, international students also reported that their professional outcomes,
such as opportunities to apply knowledge, learning skills for employment, discussing
career pathways with faculty or staff, and utilizing career services, is significantly lower
than their expectations (Urban & Palmer, 2016). One of the areas international students
reported gaining the least from is obtaining practical experiences, signaling the barriers
international students face in obtaining professional opportunities such as on-campus
work, internships, conferences, or research, despite their desires to do so (Urban &
Palmer, 2016). This observation is the opposite, however, for international students’
personal outcomes, such as faculty or staff encouraging connection between students
from different backgrounds, other students’ willingness to support international students
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and build strong connections, and utilizing student services, where international students
reported their outcomes as higher than what they expected (Urban & Palmer, 2016).
Essentially, we observe that institutions have successfully built a strong support system
for international students’ personal wellness through community building, but less so on
international students’ professional and career wellness to prepare them as future
workforce, even though planning to stay in the U.S. after graduation may have inspired
them to come to the U.S. in the first place. The gap between international students’ needs
and institutional resources will be further discussed.
Factors Influencing International Students’ Post-Graduation Plans
Multiple studies have also focused on the factors that influence international
students’ post-graduation plans. Some factors that influenced students’ speaking in favor
to stay include: a more diverse society, as well as better quality of life, job prospects,
academic freedom, salary, and standard of living (Alberts, 2017). On the other hand,
factors that discourage a stay in the United States include not feeling at home, visa
difficulties, feeling lonely and alienated, experiencing prejudice, or struggling with
different cultural priorities (Alberts, 2017). The finding of this research is consistent with
one’s academic and social belonging factors, where stronger feelings of academic and
social belonging influence a higher aspiration to stay in the U.S. (Kaul & Renzulli, 2021).
One’s academic and social belonging as a factor is most prominent among
international graduate students in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM)
fields, which is the most researched international student population for post-graduation
plans and experiences (Han et al., 2015; Ugwu & Adamuti-Trache, 2017). For
international graduate students who plan to remain in academia, they reported their
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academic and social belonging as motivators to remain in the U.S., such as: (a) having
strong ties to their academic team and is more likely to receive better treatment within the
U.S. than if they were to return home, (b) higher perceived value of U.S.’ academic
research, and (c) have a better advisor or professional network in the U.S. (Han et al.,
2015). International graduate students’ area of study, specifically those within Science
and Engineering (S&E), is also found to impact one’s decision to stay in the U.S., most
likely due to the Optional Practical Training STEM extension that will be described in
detail in the next section (Monahan, 2018; Ugwu & Adamuti-Trache, 2017). This study
found that S&E doctoral recipients who are from non-predominantly white countries,
who are non-white and are Hispanics, or those that have perceived lower levels in their
language skills, are more likely to not want to stay in the U.S. (Ugwu & Adamuti-Trache,
2017). One’s social belonging in the dominant white American society, or lack thereof,
impacts their post-graduation plans (Ugwu & Adamuti-Trache, 2017). This finding is
consistent with the neo-racist experiences of international Students of Color, which will
be discussed later.
International students often face multiple challenges in their transition and
adaptation to the U.S., which is an area that institutions and international student support
have paid a lot of attention to. However, having adapted to the host society’s culture can
also present a challenge to international students who return to their home countries, as
they can experience just as much culture shock reentering into one’s home country as
when they initially go abroad (Christofi & Thompson, 2007). While there has been
relatively little research done on international students’ adjustment as they return to their
home countries, this phenomenological study looked at international students who chose
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to return to their host country, after becoming disillusioned and was unable to adapt to
their home country after reentering (Christofi & Thompson, 2007). As the study pointed
out this challenge international students could face if they chose to return to their home
country, it is not a surprise that wanting to avoid a second transitional period or culture
shock for a second time, can play a factor in international students’ post-graduation plans
and for wanting to remain in the host country.
A recent report from a January 2022 survey of 1,000 international students in the
U.S. revealed several interesting findings about students’ post-graduation motivations. Of
the respondents, those who indicated that they do not feel prepared for their U.S. career
exploration cited it was due to difficulties in obtaining a job in the U.S., challenges in
getting an internship, and knowing little information about getting CPT, OPT, and work
visas (Esaki-Smith, 2022). When prompted to answer “what is your biggest obstacle” in
respondents’ career exploration, the most frequently mentioned answer was U.S.
employers’ reluctance to hire international candidates in lieu of domestic candidates, or
to provide necessary sponsorships for these students (Esaki-Smith, 2022). In fact, of the
respondents who said they were not interested to work in the U.S. post-graduation, 71%
agreed that an easier employment environment in the U.S. would change their mind
(Esaki-Smith, 2022). This signals the significant influence of U.S. employment
environment, such as work programs, visas, and U.S. employers’ willingness to hire, in
deciding a students’ post-graduation plans. As the report and several literatures discussed
job search difficulties due to OPT and visa sponsorship, the next section will examine
two of the programs most utilized by international students.
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Post-Graduation Employment Programs in the U.S.: Overview, Opportunities,
Challenges, and Threats
International students typically take advantage of two post-graduation
employment programs available under U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS): the Optional Practical Training (OPT) and H-1B work visa. While these present
opportunities for employment for international students, restrictions within these
processes can pose as huge challenges to both international students and potential
employers, therefore jeopardizing international students’ efforts to attempt at securing a
job opportunity. This section will provide an overview and discuss the restrictions of both
OPT and H-1B work visa.
Optional Practical Training (OPT)
Optional Practical Training (OPT) is a 12-month employment authorization
program that allows international students to be employed up to full-time after they
complete their educational degree (USCIS, n.d.-b). Under this program, international
students are required to find employment that relates to their major area(s) of study, and
will remain in their F-1 student visa status. The process of applying to OPT is held
responsible by the students themselves, which typically entails paperwork and fee sent to
USCIS, a branch under the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), for processing and
adjudication. In 2008, a second form of OPT was introduced for students in STEM fields
where they are permitted an extension of the OPT program of up to 17 months
(McFadden & Seedorff, 2017). This number was increased to 24 months in 2016, which
provides international students in STEM up to 36 months of OPT employment
authorization (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017).
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Participation of international students in OPT are monitored by Student and
Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP), which is administered by the Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) entity within DHS (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017).
Information on one’s employment such as dates of employment, employer information
and organization, as well as justification of the role’s relevance to one’s major area(s) of
study must be reported through to ICE via a SEVP portal. Once OPT is processed and
granted through the issuance of an Employment Authorization Document (EAD) from
USCIS, international students are only allowed 90 days of unemployment throughout the
entire 12-month OPT period. The 90-day limit is also cumulative throughout the OPT
period, and those who are unemployed for more than 90 days will be in violation of their
F-1 status. Simply put, after 90 days, they will have to leave the country or change to a
different status in the U.S. What this means is international students are only allowed 3months’ time to locate a position, and while this number may differ depending on OPT
processing time, the time limit placed on international students to find a position imposes
another form of stressor for their job search.
OPT has been perceived as a popular program that authorized over 1.5 million
international student graduates to remain in the U.S. to gain working experiences between
2004 and 2016 (Ruiz & Budiman, 2018). The number of international students who
participated in 1999-2000 and 2013-2014 showed a 326% increase, from 24,857 to
105,997 over a span of a decade, which can also be influenced by the introduction of the
OPT STEM Extension program (Esaki-Smith, 2021; McFadden & Seedorff, 2017). The
growth in number of international students participating in OPT signals the importance of
this program to both students and employers. However, with a decline in enrollment
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trends of international students in the U.S., this growth in OPT program between 2018-19
was slight (Esaki-Smith, 2021). We can predict that one of the factors of this downward
trend is due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which have halted international mobility and
still present additional challenges to both prospective and current students.
Not surprisingly, international graduates from STEM-related majors make up
most of the OPT participants since the extension of up to 17 months was introduced first
in 2008 and increased to 24 months in 2016 (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017; Ruiz &
Budiman, 2018). For STEM international graduates, the opportunity to work in the U.S.
for 1-3 years after graduation, albeit temporary, has found to positively impact the
quantity and quality of international students enrolled at U.S. institutions (AmuedoDorantes et al., 2020; Neufeld, 2019). OPT STEM extension is also used as a powerful
recruitment and retention tool for high-skilled workers as these international graduates go
on to pursue a H-1B work visa (Amuedo-Dorantes et al., 2020; Neufeld, 2019). While
STEM international students utilized OPT as an opportunity for professional experiences,
they recognized the challenges of being a temporary worker as regulated by OPT, and the
uncertainties surrounding threats to immigration policies (Monahan, 2018). International
students are viewed as taking away jobs from American workers (McFadden & Seedorff,
2017). Under Trump’s administration, OPT has been described as a potential threat to
U.S. local workers and the U.S. labor market’s recovery in the face of the COVID-19
pandemic, and even before the pandemic, multiple threats have been made to place
restrictions on the program that have reduced the number of students participating in OPT
(Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman, 2020; Esaki-Smith, 2021; ICEF
Monitor, 2020). These threats and rhetoric have influenced international students’ and the
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public’s perception of OPT, where international students feel a lack of confidence and is
in a constant state of anxiety that their professional opportunity can be taken away from
them, and employers may risk losing their international employee due to reasons they
have no control over. The threats against OPT have also impacted how a potential
employer may perceive the candidacy of an international applicant. Besides, the
temporary nature of OPT disadvantages international candidates in their job search. Even
though universities are responsible for the support of students on OPT (as these students
will still hold a F-1 student visa), after an international student’s eligibility for their OPT
term runs out, the responsibility of employment authorization will be placed on
employers.
Commodification of STEM Students
The creation and existence of OPT STEM extension program signals to us the
commodification of STEM international students. STEM students are eligible for three
times the amount in length of employment authorization than students who are in nonSTEM fields. While some suggest the benefits these students may gain from a postgraduation professional opportunity, this program is rooted in U.S. interest in STEM
fields that will advance national agenda (Yao & Viggiano, 2019). As the pipeline of
American STEM students does not keep up with the rapidly expanding number of STEM
jobs available in the country, STEM international students are viewed as international
talents to fill in this gap, hence making a persuasive argument that will protect U.S. selfinterests (Yao & Viggiano, 2019). This is also evident in the list of STEM degrees
selected to be eligible for the STEM extension program by SEVP, as the list “reflected
those fields in which the United States was experiencing some manner of trained worker
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shortages” (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017, p. 40). STEM international students are treated
as commodities in the discussions around OPT STEM extension, and the program itself is
maintained and supported through interest convergence arguments, or that decisions to
serve a subordinated group (international students) are only made to serve the interests of
a dominant group (U.S. as a host society).
H-1B Work Visa
After an international student’s OPT term runs out, employers will have to
provide expenses, time, and effort to navigate the added bureaucracy to sponsor these
students for H-1B work visa, adding another barrier toward an international candidate’s
employability (Monahan, 2018). H-1B Specialty Occupations offers a 3-year temporary
work visa that can potentially be extended for an additional 3 years (USCIS, n.d.-a). H1B visa is the most well-known temporary employment visa program, as it allows
American companies to hire highly skilled international workers (Esaki-Smith, 2021).
While H-1B serves as a pathway for international students to be hired for a longer period
and extend their occupation after the OPT program, it does present several challenges
within the application process where employers are responsible to complete the H-1B
application, or to “sponsor” the international employee (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017;
USCIS, n.d.-a). For employers to complete the H-1B application, they have to: (a) pay
costly application fees ranging from hundreds to thousands, (b) complete considerably
more paperwork than OPT, (c) demonstrate that the position will be paid a “prevailing
wage” (defined as “a wage which is no less than the wage paid to similarly qualified
workers or, if greater, the prevailing wage for the position in the geographic area in
which the H-1B worker will be working”), and (d) fulfill other working conditions
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(McFadden & Seedorff, 2017; USCIS, n.d.-a). As the responsibility of the employment
authorization falls onto the shoulders of the employer, this system can present a
significant challenge for international students to have to convince their potential
employer that they are “worth it” for the efforts of applying to the H-1B visa so they can
receive an offer for the position.
Besides, getting a H-1B visa is also not a guarantee, especially for those who are
employed in industry or for-profit areas. Commonly known as H-1B cap, this policy
essentially sets a limit on the number of H-1B visas that can be issued each year to
65,000, and an additional 20,000 for international employees with at least a master’s
degree (USCIS, n.d.-a). Within this number, 6,800 visas are set aside for Chile and
Singapore. In 2016, over 236,000 H-1B registrations were received by USCIS, which
means only one third of applicants were randomly selected to file a petition (McFadden
& Seedorff, 2017). To meet the quota, a first round of lottery selects 65,000 registrations,
and those who were not accepted but eligible for the master’s degree exemption will be
placed in a second round of lottery to select an additional 20,000 (USCIS, n.d.-c). For the
first time, a third round of H-1B lottery was conducted to select more registrations to
meet the FY 2022 numerical allocations (USCIS, 2021-b). If a H-1B registration is
selected through the lottery, employers will have 90 days to complete their petition, and it
is not guaranteed that the petition will be approved (USCIS, 2021-a).
The H-1B filing process poses as a huge challenge to those who have a career
within the industry or for-profit areas, as their application for H-1B is not guaranteed to
be selected from the random selection lottery system, nor approved (McFadden &
Seedorff, 2017). Naturally, employers would be more reluctant to the idea of spending
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additional cost, time, and paperwork filing for a H-1B, without certainty of receiving the
visa at the end (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017). Moreover, the petition can only be filed
starting on April 1 each year, and due to its competitiveness, the cap can be reached
within first few weeks of April, and those who were delayed in the application process
will have to wait until the following April 1 to file their petition (McFadden & Seedorff,
2017). We see an exception to this trend in FY 2022 as USCIS did not receive enough
petitions to meet the quota allocated for H-1B visas, hence conducted a third round of H1B random selection (USCIS, 2021). Despite having a system that allows for
employment authorization, the temporary nature, bureaucracy, and uncertainty involved
in these policies can be costly to international applicants if a misstep was to occur.
International Students’ Current Job Search Experiences in the U.S.
There has been little literature discussing international students’ job search
experiences in the U. S. as the host country. Sangganjanavanich et al. (2011) conducted a
phenomenological study on eight undergraduate international students’ employment
search in the United States. Researchers engaged with participants in a 10-week, 75minute support group program to discuss their experiences in seeking employment, and
participants were asked to submit two journal entries at the midpoint and end of the focus
group (Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011). Through focus group discussions and journals,
the authors found that during their employment search, international students often
discover their personal unique strengths that distinguishes them from their domestic
counterparts, such as cultural diversity and multilingual ability (Sangganjanavanich et al.,
2011). However, international students had to cope with cultural differences in the U.S.
context, specifically on how to conduct themselves in ways that are appropriately
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accepted in the U.S. context. The authors described the example of a Korean student who
had to resist their bowing behaviors, even though it is used as a sign of respect in Korean
culture, bowing is not a “normal” behavior in the U.S. (Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011).
International students in this study felt that “they had to change their behavior so that
employers would perceive them as normal and similar to domestic applicants”
(Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011, p. 21).
Having to conform to cultural norms of the host country results in acculturative
stress on international students in their employment search, in addition to having to
navigate the complexities of employment authorization policies. This observation of
cultural and linguistic discomfort is also observed among how students experience
networking. International student respondents described difficulties to network in an
“authentic and genuine way” to be a challenge in reaching their career goals (EsakiSmith, 2022, p. 6). One respondent answered that it was difficult to have to “culturally
assimilate and break cultural cliques to secure decent networking opportunities,” of
which the author suggested that “career advisers could more pointedly help international
students figure out a way to professionally connect that is enhanced by their cultural
orientation” (Esaki-Smith, 2022, p. 18). Again, this report signals to us that in current job
search experiences of international students and practices within university career
centers, international students are expected to conform to U.S.’s cultural norms by
removing their own cultural behaviors, beliefs, and identities to be professionally
“successful.”
In the Sangganjanavanich et al. (2011) study, all participants discussed feeling a
sense of loss in locating essential resources pertaining to employment of international
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workers (such as OPT and H-1B regulations), nor receiving empathetic or knowledgeable
support from career counselors. This gap of career support for international students still
exists. A recent survey revealed that international students had primarily relied on
personal connections and resourcefulness to achieve their career goals, and only 22% of
respondents felt that their career centers were helpful in their journeys (Esaki-Smith,
2022). Another survey of international student experiences recommended that
“institutions should provide tailored career support to international students,” and was
identified as the most needed form of support to improve international students’
experiences (Global Alliance for International Student Advancement, 2021, p. 9).
Recommendations have been made to career centers to better understand the diverse
structural, cultural, familial, and individual influences on international students’
professional exploration and job search; develop specific types of interventions and
services targeted toward the unique needs of international students; and provide
knowledge around immigration policies and international employment resources to
navigate these policies (Balin et al., 2016; McFadden & Seedorff, 2017). Other
recommendations from Esaki-Smith’s (2022) report suggested institutions to raise
international students’ awareness of career services, build realistic expectations of
international students getting a job post-graduation, and develop close relationships with
U.S. employers that could hire international students. However, none of these
recommendations seek to interrogate or question existing discriminatory practices in
place within OPT and H-1B work visa restrictions that caused unique difficulties
experienced by international students in their employment search.
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Theoretical Framework
Existing rhetoric around international student to have to assimilate and adjust to
the U.S. culture, such as changing their behavior to be “acceptable” like their domestic
peers, needs to be critically examined. As Yao, George Mwangi and Malaney Brown
(2019) described:
In the US context, many of these international students are considered racial
and/or ethnic minorities who are exposed to racism, nativism, and other forms of
discrimination. Yet we argue that much of the existing literature focus on how
international students can assimilate and cope with these issues rather than
interrogating the systems of oppression that create negative student experiences.
(pp. 38-39)
Using an equity-driven lens and Critical Race Theory, Yao et al. (2019) critically
reviewed existing literature on international students’ experiences in the U.S. as shaped
by structural systems and the intersection of racism with other forms of marginalization
toward this population. This is prevalent in the experiences of international students in
their employment search in the U.S., as we consider the additional barriers international
students experience navigating this process. Recognizing international Students of Color
are subjected to intersecting, compounding ways of marginalization due to their racial
and/or ethnic identity, national identity or nationality, and immigration status, the study
will operate from the lens of neo-racism and racist nativism to understand participants’
experiences in their U.S. employment search, and to interrogate existing power structures
in place that contribute to the experiences in the first place. The counter-stories and
voices of international Students of Color will be centered throughout all parts of this
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study and be active participants in the research process. Finally, agency theory will be
utilized to understand the ways in which international Students of Color react and act
while navigating their surrounding oppressive circumstances and conditions of their
identities.
Neo-racism
Neo-racism, also referred to as cultural racism, describes a process of exclusion
due to a host society’s perception of “incompatibility of cultural differences, arising from
the abolition of borders and from people who break the ‘national order of things’”
(Hervik, 2013, p. 46). Neo-racism was first coined in 1981 to depict Britain society’s
defense of “a mythic British or English way of life,” and was also observed in France’s
context around the same time (Hervik, 2013, p. 46). Following mega events such as fall
of the Berlin Wall and restructuring of European Union borders, neo-racism was a locally
shaped response from host societies that were threatened by people from different
cultures, viewed themselves as ‘naturally’ belonged to the territory, and therefore, wanted
to defend and preserve their community of cultural homogeneity (Hervik, 2013). Balibar
(1991) was instrumental in expanding and popularizing neo-racism as a form of “racism
without race,” as he described neo-racism to be rooted in layers of nationality, language,
and cultural practices, beyond the physical characteristics of skin color (p. 23). While
neo-racism was initially developed by observing European societies in the late 1980s, this
form of cultural racism is characterized by an increase in cross-border mobility,
globalization, and immigration (Balibar, 1991; Hervik, 2013) – one that is rooted in the
history and founding of U.S. as a country.
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More recently, Lee (2007) applied neo-racism to understand the experiences of
international students in the U.S., specifically to analyze the intersecting ways
international students navigate their identities and relationships with the U.S. as a host
society. Neo-racism, in the context of international students in the U.S., is a form of
discrimination attributed to one’s skin color, national origin, culture, and United States’
relationship with one’s home countries (Lee, 2007). International students, especially
international Students of Color, are subjected to face discrimination based on the
intersections of racism, ethnocentrism, nativism, and the U.S.’s political climate
internationally (Lee, 2007). In fact, studies found that international students from
countries that are not predominantly white (e.g., Middle Eastern, Asian, African or Latin
America countries) often face more discrimination and challenges than those from
predominantly white countries such as Canada or European countries (Lee, 2007; Lee,
2010). With neo-racist ideas held by members of the host society, international Students
of Color will often be blamed for failing to adapt to the host country and culture, where in
fact the actual problem lies within the host society’s stereotypes and discrimination
toward international students (Lee & Rice, 2007). Neo-racism manifests itself in various
higher education policies and practices, it affects international students’ social
interactions with the campus community, as well as pose challenges in securing
scholarship or job opportunities (Lee & Rice, 2007).
Manifestations of neo-racism can be observed in several ways, and have been
used to understand the experiences of specific subgroups of international students. A
study conducted on Sub-Saharan African international graduate students revealed several
examples of neo-racism (Changamire et al., 2021). In the study, participants discussed the
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“impact of the double jeopardy of ‘Blackness’ and ‘foreignness’ on their experiences,”
resulting in neo-racist assumptions of their experiences and the type of institutional
support they may or may not need (Changamire et al., 2021, p. 8). In one way, students
holding graduate assistantships were viewed as ‘being saved from poverty from their
home countries’ (Changamire et al., 2021). While some students discussed they never
experienced financial insecurity until living in the U.S., the stereotype of “Africans are
poor” continues to reinforce an inaccurate perception that these students are more wellto-do in the U.S., further justifying the lack of financial assistance provided by the
institution (Changamire et al., 2021). A neo-racist cultural assumption and simplification
about African students was also described by administrators in the study, describing a
remarkable cultural expectation that African students help each other (Changamire et al.,
2021). Yet, an African student described how they had to reach out and ask an African
student they did not know to support their arrival and transition to the U.S., because they
received no support from the institution (Changamire et al., 2021). These students’
qualifications and skills were also questioned, as they were not viewed for their past
experiences and credentials, but through their race and foreignness (Changamire et al.,
2021). In one example, a student discussed how faculty members were surprised with a
good paper written by this student, even though the student came from an anglophone
country and grew up with English schooling (Changamire et al., 2021). As the student
said, “[faculty] see you and they just assume, they question you, ‘did you write this?’ –
because they think you couldn’t have written this” (Changamire et al., 2021, p. 9).
A neo-racist lens held by the host society have found to result in negative
assumptions of international students’ skills and abilities. When applied to international
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students’ experiences in the workforce, Cantwell and Lee (2010) described that the
“international status in the job market is more than a mere legal category, but rather a
perception of cultural stereotypes” (Jiang & Kim, 2019, p. 747). This example of neoracism at play found that international master recipients who obtained U.S. degrees face a
significant earning loss in their employment, when compared to their domestic peers with
the same credentials (Jiang & Kim, 2019). The authors suggested that this is a byproduct
of how neo-racism has influenced the views of employers toward international employees
that is rooted in a form of discrimination against their culture: where one’s credentials is
no longer the determinant for an international employee’s qualifications, but is influenced
by cultural biases and discrimination held by the employers (Jiang & Kim, 2019). The
use of neo-racism theory in this study is intentional to shine a light on the unique
experiences that international Students of Color experience while job searching that
cannot be fully comprehended with racism.
While it can be helpful for institutions and career centers to be able to equip
international students in recognizing cultural differences and to avoid cross-cultural
diffusion, such as the recommendations around acculturating international students to the
U.S. cultural norms (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017), these practices do not critically reflect
on how the host society has failed to consider their own discrimination or biases against
international Students of Color. In fact, consistent with neo-racism, researchers suggested
that international doctoral recipients in Science and Engineering from non-predominantly
white countries prefer not to stay in the U.S. after graduation as they may be unable to
adapt culturally (Ugwu & Adamuti-Trache, 2017). Notice that the responsibility has been
placed on the end of the international Students of Color, without considering how or why
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their environment has caused them to perceive their experiences in a negative way, or
simply, why do they feel the need to assimilate to feel belonged?
Racist Nativism
Critical Race Theory (CRT), developed in the mid-1970s by legal scholars, was to
create a theoretical strategy that can address the subtle, pervasive forms of racism in the
post-civil-rights era (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001). CRT posits five tenets, that (a) racism
is embedded in the daily experiences of People of Color in the U.S., (b) racism exists to
serve whiteness and elitism, (c) race and racism are products of social thoughts and
relations, (d) intersectionality of racism with other forms of privileged and marginalized
identities, as well as (e) the power of the voice-of-color through storytelling to speak
about race and racism (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001). Over time, CRT branched out to
include new subgroups, including Latina/o Critical Race Theory or LatCrit (Delgado &
Stefancic, 2001). As an offshoot of CRT, LatCrit is built upon the tenets of CRT and the
specific issues experienced by Latina/o communities, such as immigration, language,
ethnicity, and culture (Delgado Bernal, 2002; see also: Pérez Huber, 2011; Solorzano &
Delgado Bernal, 2001). LatCrit enables researchers to more refined focus on disrupting
the forms of subordination and marginalization within the Latina/o communities, and one
such conceptual tool is racist nativism (Pérez Huber, 2011).
Racist nativism is defined as “the practice of assigning values to real or imagined
differences, in order to justify the superiority of the native, to the benefit of the native,
and at the expense of the non-native, thereby defending the native’s right to dominance”
(Pérez Huber et al., 2008, p. 42; see also: Pérez Huber, 2011). Racist nativism describes a
form of racist perception held toward People of Color, especially observed among the
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contemporary experiences of Latina/o/x and Mexican immigrants who are targeted as
others, or outsiders of the country (Pérez Huber et al., 2008; Pérez Huber, 2011). As
observed in the experiences of People and Immigrants of Color, this community is
constantly labeled as ‘non-natives’ in the U.S., as their identities do not fit within the
monolithic, white American identity (Pérez Huber et al., 2008). Racist nativism is similar
to the concept of perpetual foreigners within Asian Critical Race Theory (AsianCrit),
where Asian Americans are viewed as “forever foreigners” and “unassimilable to the
dominant (white American) culture” (Lee et al., 2009, p. 76). This form of discrimination
serves as a mechanism to uphold white dominance and white supremacy in the U.S.,
where “Whiteness is equated with being American; Asianness [Hispanic, or other forms
of oppressed racial identities] is not” (Pérez Huber et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009, p. 76).
As a result, Students of Color, no matter their immigration status, which is an invisible
identity, “become and remain othered, and [are] marked as different from white dominant
U.S. citizens” (Yao & George Mwangi, 2022, p. 3). While racist nativism was originally
applied to the experiences of Latina/o communities (Pérez Huber et al., 2008), the theory
and experiences of this community that are perceived as immigrants to the U.S. is one
that is applicable to the experiences of international students (Yao & George Mwangi,
2022).
International students in the U.S. have been othered, perceived, and positioned as
a threat to the country. For example, the rhetoric that international students are taking
jobs away from American workers (Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman,
2020), one that was further expressed under Trump administration before and during the
COVID-19 pandemic, essentially scapegoated international students out of fear as they
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are “outsiders.” Another recent example of how international Students of Color are
positioned as outsiders is during the COVID-19 pandemic, where Asian international
students, as well as Asian Americans, experienced heightened racism and discrimination
(Yao & George Mwangi, 2022). The Asian community in the U.S. has historically been
positioned as the Yellow Peril, a direct result of fear and distrust toward Asian
individuals as perpetual foreigners in the country (Yao & George Mwangi, 2022). During
the COVID-19 outbreak, coupled with the othering of the Asian community, Asian
individuals were feared as “disease carriers” and scapegoated for the pandemic and its
impact on the society (Yao & George Mwangi, 2022). In fact, a thematic analysis of
Twitter data found that perceptions of international students have changed, with
comments of hatred and stereotyping made during the initial onset of COVID-19
(Mittelmeier & Cockayne, 2020). The anti-Asian sentiments were further legitimized
with Trump administration’s use of derogatory terms such as “Chinese Virus” and “Kung
Flu,” fueling into a rise of anti-Chinese and anti-Asian hate (Kim & Shah, 2020). As Yao
and George Mwangi (2022) described, “the notion of ‘foreigner threat’ underlies the
racist-nativist treatment of Asian international students as scapegoats, in which ‘the
perception of [these individuals as] threats of invasion and harm, makes it normative to
center White culture and well-being in system-level narratives’” (p. 9).
The presence of international students has also been described as threat to U.S. to
national security, as we observed a series of threats from the previous administrations to
increase surveillance on international students in the country (Citizenship and
Immigration Services Ombudsman, 2020). We can further understand the racist, nativist
views toward international students by looking at the history of international students in
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the U.S., as this student population has been long used as a policy tool for U.S. leaders,
and its existence as a student group has been highly politicized since the 1920s (Wang,
2020). After the September 11 attack, where one of the hijackers entered the United
States using a student visa under false pretenses, the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) introduced the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS)
program in 2003 (Wang, 2020). “The program tracks and monitors schools, programs,
students, exchange visitors, and their dependents throughout the duration of approved
participation in the U.S. education system” (Israel & Batalova, 2021). As part of the
program, international student information needs to be entered into a central database that
can be accessed by the government, and their information must be regularly updated by
all schools that host the students. If students are not in compliance with set rules and
policies, their visas will be revoked, and they might be deported. Participation of
international students in OPT is also monitored by the Student and Exchange Visitor
Program (SEVP), which is administered by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
within DHS (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017). The creation and structure of SEVIS and
SEVP under the Department of Homeland Security, and the monitoring of international
students on OPT via ICE sends us a clear message: international students are a threat to
national security.
While 9/11 is the most widely known moment that shifted immigration policies to
perceive international students as threats, the U.S. has had a long history of immigration
policies embedded in fears of immigrants (Allen & Bista, 2021). Nationality-based
immigration policies can be traced back to 1882’s Chinese Exclusion Act that barred
Chinese immigrants from entering the U.S. or naturalizing as U.S. citizens, as well as the
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Immigration Act of 1924 that capped the number of foreign entries to the U.S.,
specifically those from non-Western European nations (Allen & Bista, 2021). Even
before 9/11, there was a lot of fear in the U.S. around the government’s inability to
identify international students and their status (Allen & Bista, 2021). This is theorized to
have begun during the Iran Hostage Crisis of 1979 (Allen & Bista, 2021). Due to fears of
radicalized students in the country, the Carter administration at that time forced Iranian
international students to undergo visa reviews and interviews, yet they were shocked to
find that they were not able to identify how many and where Iranian students were in the
country (Allen & Bista, 2021). A series of events that followed created a pilot tracking
program called CIPRIS, and with the USA Patriot Act of 2002, SEVIS tracking system
was implemented and mandated across the country in 2003 (Allen & Bista, 2021). From
history, we have noticed a pattern of fear for immigration and immigrants as threats to the
U.S., which have led to increase surveillance and perceived threat of the international
student community to this day.
A Critical Lens Informed by both Neo-racism and Racist Nativism
Neo-racism provides an understanding of international student experiences
through intersectionality, as it posits compounding, intersecting ways in which
international Students of Color experience discrimination through racism, colorism,
cultural assumptions, and geopolitical tensions between host and home countries. Racist
nativism then, illuminates the politicized experiences of international students as
nonimmigrants in the U.S., as informed by both immigration policies set by U.S.
government and the perception held by the U.S. host society toward this group of
nonimmigrants.
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Neo-racism and racist nativism are two interconnected concepts that
simultaneously inform and shape the experiences of international Students of Color. The
two theories imply the desire of the dominant group to uphold and justify their
superiority, and in U.S.’s context, this dominant group, or “Americans,” is typically
perceived as a monolithic, white American identity. Both neo-racism and racist nativism
also describe forms of negative beliefs held by members of the dominant society,
characterized with fears of and perceived threats from members who do not identify with
or belong in the dominant group. In identifying outsiders from the predominantly white
U.S. society, neo-racism centers around cultural differences and stereotypes toward nonAmericans, whereas racist nativism is rooted in perceived race and immigration status
targeted toward those who are non-white. The combination and use of both theories in
this study is intentional, as neo-racism captures a form of discrimination toward
international Students of Color, whereas racist nativism sheds a light on the perceived
threat of international Students of Color as both (non)immigrants and People of Color.
Responding to Barriers: Agency
Agency refers to one’s state of being active rather than passive in shaping their
life through self-organizing, self-regulating, and self-reflecting (Bandura, 2006). As
Bandura (2006) described,
To make their way successfully through a complex world full of challenges and
hazards, people have to make sound judgments about their capabilities, anticipate
the probable effects of different events and courses of action, size up sociostructural opportunities and constraints, and regulate their behavior accordingly.
(p. 169)
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It is one’s power and ability to be “contributors to their life circumstances, not just
products of them” (Bandura, 2006, p. 165). Bandura (2006) described agency as having
four core properties: (a) one’s intentionality in identifying an end goal and creating
strategic plan toward the goal, (b) one’s forethought in reviewing prospective actions and
how these actions can influence outcomes, (c) one’s self-regulation to adjust and correct
behaviors as needed, as well as (d) one’s self-reflectiveness with their own thoughts,
actions, and meaning behind actions. In this sense, to be agentic posits one’s ability to
take thoughtful, reflective, and intentional actions to reach a specific end goal, especially
when faced with external circumstances that are posed as barriers.
As international students engage in the job search process (end goal is to find an
employment), they face external barriers such as barriers to visa and negative treatment
from U.S. as a host society, resulting in experiences of acculturative stress throughout
this process (Pitre, 2017). When experiencing this stress, international students can feel a
lower sense of control in their own careers and career-related behaviors (Pitre, 2017).
However, Bandura’s concept of agency posits that students can enact agency in order to
reach their end goal. Students may demonstrate agency by being strategic, understanding
their circumstances, engaging in self-reflection, and taking actions within their spheres of
control that may influence the outcome. Therefore, from a career development
perspective, it is important to work with international students to develop their agency, or
to mobilize students as “active agents” by repositioning them as problem solvers and
creators of solutions (Pitre, 2017).
Several studies identified how international students exercise agency in their job
search process. In the phenomenological study by Sangganjanavanich et al. (2011),
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international student respondents described feeling less competitive and disadvantaged as
an applicant when compared to domestic applicants. They believed immigration policies,
regulations, and restrictions contributed negatively to employers’ hiring decision
(Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011). Despite experiencing external barriers, international
students enacted agency by discovering their unique strengths that distinguishes them
from their domestic counterparts, such as cultural diversity and multilingualism
(Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011). Parallels of external barriers international students
experience in the job search can also be drawn with other host countries, such as the
experiences of international students in Australia. Despite having multiple, significant
barriers to the Australian labor market as international graduates, just as those within the
U.S., respondents in the study reported strategies they took to circumvent their situations,
re-position themselves, and exercise agency in their employment search (Tran et al.,
2020). International graduates in this study acted proactively and changed their strategy
to overcome the disadvantages associated with their post-study work program, such as
explaining the nature of their work rights that are unclear to employers, gaining as much
professional experiences they can through internships, networking, or self-creating jobs,
or by vigorously applying to jobs (Tran et al., 2020). In both studies, international
students were able to enact agency and reposition themselves in the circumstances they
find themselves in (Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011; Tran et al., 2020).
Agency is utilized in my study to analyze how international Students of Color
decide, respond, act, develop, and/or transform while experiencing difficulties in their
employment search. In a way, exercising agency gives power back to individuals when
they find themselves in situations that are against them. It is a sense of empowerment to
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be able to act and change circumstances that are within one’s spheres of control,
especially in situations when they feel powerless and vulnerable. How international
students exercise their agency is important to be highlighted as part of their narratives, as
it serves not only to demonstrate one’s resiliency or to empower self and others, but more
importantly, to also highlight existing systemic barriers that rendered one’s sense of
powerlessness in the first place. Hence, even though researchers found that international
students were able to enact and reclaim agency through various methods, they also
signaled to the urgent need for policymakers, government departments, or other local
organizations to address barriers from the employers’ or host society’s end (Tran et al.,
2020).
Summary
I began this chapter by describing the mismatch expectations international
students have for their college experience and those of the institution, as students’
expectations of professional outcomes were often not met. As this study looks as
international students’ job search experiences as part of their post-graduation plans, I
discussed the different factors that international students may consider as they plan for
post-graduation. Several studies and reports have indicated the difficulties and challenges
international students experience to obtain a job, primarily due to having to navigate their
international status and immigration policies. The chapter then provided an in-depth
overview of two employment authorization programs for international students: Optional
Practical Training (OPT) and H-1B work visa. It was crucial to highlight the
opportunities, as well as restrictions of and threats against these work programs. I then
discuss literatures that have studied international students’ job search experiences, the
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challenges they face, and the role of (or lack thereof) institution’s career centers in
providing support to international students.
Most studies have discussed the ways international students can be supported to
assimilate and adjust to the host country, and to develop professionally in ways that are
considered the norm in the U.S. Yet, we have failed to consider the ways international
students have been subjugated to discrimination and marginalization from members of
the host society due to their international status, race/ethnicity, perceived English
abilities, and more. While international Students of Color have been discriminated
against, they have also been viewed as a threat to the U.S. society. The job search
experiences of international Students of Color need to be critically examined through the
lens of racism, nationalism, nativism, and other forms of marginalization toward this
population. With that, I introduced three theories that grounded the theoretical framework
of my study: neo-racism, racist nativism, and agency. I provided an overview of each
theory, application to international student experiences, and how they informed my
approach to this study, including the research design.
In the next chapter, I provide an overview of the qualitative research methodology
of my study. The choice of critical narrative inquiry as the research design for this study
is discussed, and how the theoretical framework informed the study. The chapter will also
elaborate more on my researcher reflexivity, provide information on my data collection
and analysis processes, as well as trustworthiness as part of my research methods.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
“I am writing myself into existence” – Dr. Steve D. Mobley (Garcia et al., 2022).
.
I sometimes wonder if I am approaching this work with too much anger, too much
frustration, and too little gratitude for my life. I still remember the first time I was
extremely angered by a comment related to this topic. As a young Student Affairs
professional who is passionate about working with international students, I attended a
panel of career professionals in April 2021 who presented on case studies of their
respective institution’s career support for international students. These professionals
shared insights, successes, failures, and challenges to establishing a tailored career
support for large populations of international students at their institutions. I was amazed
by the great work led by these professionals who are actively engaged and committed to
the career development and support of these students, even amid COVID-19. That was
until a comment made by one of the panelists. The professional, let’s call them Dr. P, was
themselves an international student before they began their 20-year career in the U.S. In
response to a question about supporting international students who are frustrated with
the job search, they said that “there is no discrimination toward international students.”
Dr. P proceeded to discuss how they always tell international students at their institution
that there is no discrimination against them, that it makes sense for American employers
to want to hire American workers, and that international students should not be too hung
up on the reality of their legal status in the job search.
I was baffled by this comment, and had questioned my research topic at that time.
Was I overreacting? Was I complaining too much? These were doubts I had to process
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through upon hearing this comment, after all, it was said by a professional who was
themselves an international student in the U.S. at one point. After weeks of reflecting and
conversing with other international students, I choose to affirm my position, which is the
need to reframe language and insist that international students do experience
discrimination in the job search. Even so, I still receive serious doubts and questions
from others (and from myself) because most individuals have chosen to ignore or
internalize the underlying issue of this discrimination. Such a comment was made earlier
this year, as an American professional led a workshop on job searching that I attended,
brushed off comments about international students in the job search. They simply said
that ‘international students should not worry too much about immigration policies.’ As
the previous comment, I reacted viscerally and angrily with what was said. Not only was
I angered about how these comments diminished the experiences of international
students, but also what that entails for international students who would not pay
adequate attention to their legal status after hearing this advice. I also think about how
these comments diminish the discrimination experienced by my friend Peter, whose story
I referenced in Chapter 2, or the hundreds and thousands of international students who
now have to leave the U.S. just because they were not picked from the H-1B lottery. How
is the employment and immigration system not discriminatory toward us?
As I work on this piece of writing as a graduating student, I am also in the job
search process. While my goal is to work in higher education institutions, which means
my H-1B petition (if I receive one) will not be subjected to the H-1B cap, I still face
immense difficulties to find a job that would provide a visa sponsorship for me. During a
virtual job placement fair, I attended a series of meetings that spotlighted specific
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institutions who are hiring new staff members. These presentations were trying to ‘sell’
us their institutions and convince us why that is a great place to work. Representatives
from each institution discussed things like departmental culture, vision/mission/goals,
strategic plans, salary and benefits, to things like descriptions of the town and community
which the institution is located in, local and nearby attractions, the scenic campus, and
more. As I listened to these presentations, I could not help but wonder, what a luxury that
would be if I got to decide on a job offer based on these factors, and not if they were able
to provide me with a visa sponsorship. The job placement fair ended on a negative note
as the few employers I connected with had all responded that they could not sponsor me.
Out of the at least 15 positions I applied to, I only made it to the first round for four
positions, two of which did not continue with my candidacy when I told them about my
international status. I questioned, am I not qualified enough, or is it because they cannot
provide me with a sponsorship? Am I not worth a visa sponsorship? Could I have done
more to be a candidate who is “worth” all the hassle to hire? This is a reality that
debilitates me, yet a reality many like myself experience every year.
To be clear, I am not angry at the hiring managers, department directors or
search committee leaders that cannot pursue a visa sponsorship with me (though, I have
also encountered individuals who were so rude about it). I am angry at a system that bars
me from achieving my goals, frustrated with the discouragement placed on employers to
hire me, disappointed with how easily people erase and minimize my experience, and
baffled with the dehumanizing language framed around international students as threats
to American workers in the U.S. labor market. I feel this for the entire international
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student community in the country. I choose to write myself into existence, and to explicitly
name these experiences as discrimination.
…

Much research conducted in the past has focused on different aspects of
international student experiences in the U.S. as it relates to their post-graduation plans,
such as motivations to stay in the U.S. or to go home, navigating the job search, the
impact of immigration policies on their experiences, as well as how their unique
experiences should have tailored support from career specialists and institutions.
However, none has explicitly investigated the discriminatory or racist ways international
students, especially international Students of Color, encounter during their job search.
Rooted in neo-racist and racist nativist ideas, the purpose of this research intends to shed
a light on experiences of international Students of Color in their U.S. job search, through
a critical narrative approach. This study was guided by the following research questions:
1. What are the forms of discrimination and challenges international Students of
Color encounter and experience in their U.S. job search process?
2. In what ways do neo-racist and racist nativist policies affect or inform these
experiences?
3. How do international Students of Color respond to these barriers and challenges?
The research questions allowed me as the researcher to collect narratives of the
job search process of international Students of Color, using critical lens to interrogate
existing structures that have created barriers for them, and to identify the ways in which
international students respond, or not, to their situations. It is my goal that through this
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study, we can begin (a) recognizing the ways international students are negatively treated
by the host country due to racist and nativist policies, (b) reframing international student
career support in the form of advocacy from higher education institutions locally and
nationally, as well as (c) realizing the need to re-educate host society members on the
international student community in humanizing ways.
This chapter focuses on the methodology and design of this research, as informed
by the theoretical framework discussed in Chapter 2. I describe how I approached this
study by discussing my role as a critical storyteller, and the ideas informed by narrative
inquiry and counter-storytelling as methods for this research. An in-depth description of
research participants or data source, data collection processes, data analysis, and
trustworthiness is also included.
Researcher Positionality
“Research is a product of the values of researchers and cannot be independent of
them” (Mertens, 2019, p. 17). Just as my narratives in the beginning of each chapter, I
situate myself in this study as this topic speaks closely to my own experience as an
international student. Like many international students, I have faced many “sorry, we do
not sponsor” rejections while I was job searching. Despite having the passion, drive, and
skills for the career field I have chosen, I constantly wonder if I have done enough to
convince potential employers to sponsor my stay and hire me for the job. I have heard
literal horror stories happening to my friends, like the one of Peter, who are unfairly
treated because of the F-1 nonimmigrant status that continues to render international
students powerless. Even as an advocate who has been actively speaking up and raising
awareness around international student issues while job searching, I have been
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questioned, received doubts, and silenced by gatekeepers – all while needing to
constantly remain hopeful for my international friends and myself who are in the job
search.
A common question asked to Student Affairs Professionals is, what brought you
to this work? Most individuals I know in this field would have an inspiring story, like a
Student Affairs mentor or friend who supported them through a difficult time, or holding
student leadership positions that led them to realize the impact they can have on peers
who are going through college like themselves. As I continue to be asked this question, I
wonder, what really brought me to this work? Indeed, I have worked with multiple
Student Affairs Professionals turned mentors who have continued to support me, but I
also noticed a long list full of student worker positions on my resume. To maintain one’s
status, international students on F-1 visa are not allowed to (a) work off-campus without
authorization, (b) work during the first year of their academic programs, and (c) work offcampus unless related to their academic program (USCIS, 2020). During a regular
semester, international students are only allowed to work and receive pay for up to 20
hours/week (USCIS, 2020). What this policy meant for an international student like me,
was that I continued to search for on-campus positions that could give me some amount
of pay to supplement my monthly stipend. At the end of my 2.5 years as an
undergraduate student at UNL, I held at least five student worker positions that exposed
me to recruitment, international education, international student support, student
wellness, and support for academic writing. I was introduced to many areas of Student
Affairs, connected with multiple individuals in this field, had so much fun, and was
encouraged by several professionals that led me to change my career trajectory and arrive
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at this field. What I have slowly come to terms with, is how much of an impact policies
around international students have had on my career and myself. This is not to say I do
not enjoy the work that I currently do, or that I am not grateful for the individuals that
have supported my college experience and inspired my professional aspirations. Yet, I
wonder, if it were not for the restrictions and limits placed on international students like
me, would I still be here, working in Student Affairs, and writing this piece today?
The international student label (or some may say “identity”) has been a topic of
contention for me. For one, much of my experiences and identity as an international
Student of Color have informed my professional identity as a Student Affairs practitioner.
Yet, this was a label forcibly assigned to me when I had searched for information on
international admissions to U.S. institutions, and solidified when I first arrived and
attended International Student Orientation at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL).
I was socialized into this international student identity with my presence at the university
when I accessed resources, when others asked where I am from, and when they
commented on my English abilities. International students are constantly treated as one
single group, without acknowledging the different identities we hold, even though our
only commonality is that we hold an F-1 nonimmigrant visa.
Comments aimed to “fix my English”– or perhaps well-meaning “your English is
so good!” remarks from Americans – made me felt more excluded and othered for
standing out as a non-American. The multitude of questions asked to me about Malaysia
or Asia more broadly have continued to position me as a spokesperson for Malaysia and
Asia. Even though I still Google the population size of Malaysia, I was expected to teach
Americans about this. Yet I was continuously told to hold pride for myself for
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“representing diversity” at my institution and “educating Americans about the world” just
with my presence. My foreignness 2 as a non-American continued to exclude me, just as
the labeling of an “international student,” I felt the need to assimilate as an international
undergraduate student. I had blindly accepted the realities of my situation even though
how I was (and still am) treated is rooted in racist and nativist ways. One of the ways I
have assimilated is by “fixing” my English and becoming what I call an Americanpassing person. I speak English just like any other American – “accent-less,” “perfect,”
and “confident.” Being American-passing masked my international identity, which has
given me privileges in how I present myself in professional spaces. Just as my experience
referenced in the beginning of Chapter 1, my American-accented English not only made
communicating with me much easier for Americans (as I have noticed with the
experiences of other international students who do not hold that privilege), I am also able
to pass off as an (Asian) American in spaces unless, or until, I disclose my status as an F1 visa holder. This privilege, or more accurately, portrayal of a success story, also
happens when new international students would ask me for tips and advice so they can
“speak English as well as [I] do.”
Though, this may not always be the case, as informed by AsianCrit’s idea of
perpetual foreigners, I still am constantly asked “where are you from” – or “what is your

I use the term “foreign” in this context intentionally. “Foreign” typically carries a negative connotation as
something that is strange, out of place, and “alien” in relation to the host. The use of the term “foreign
student” continues to dehumanize international students and is an offensive term to many. The uses of
“foreign” and “foreign student” are also outdated within academia and higher education institutions,
especially in the U.S. However, the use of this term in this context accurately describes the experiences of
international students, including my own, when we critically examine U.S.’s treatment toward this
population as a host society. International students continue to be positioned as “foreign” to the U.S.
society as an outsider, an “other,” a non-American – even though the use of “international student” may
suggest otherwise (some may even argue the use of “international student” itself is a term of othering). In
this sense, my foreignness as an international student continues to stand out, as my presence and existence
continues to be viewed as a subject of curiosity and “exotic” to the dominant white U.S. norms.
2
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nationality” – for how I am perceived as an East Asian person. Even with a seemingly
“perfect” American-accented English that I, in some ways, consider a privilege compared
to other international students, I still am viewed as an outsider from the dominant, white
U.S. society. My own experience allowed me to value the importance of this topic, as
informed by the harsh realization of the many difficulties and limitations I face just for
being international. For this study, I write from the perspective of an international
student, and someone who has a strong student-centered and justice-oriented approach as
an aspiring student affairs practitioner.
Critical Storyteller
As I arrive at this study, I adopt the traits of a critical storyteller, or of a critical
theorist, to examine the social and political factors that create inequities and injustices
through one’s stories (Barone, 1992). As a critical storyteller, I view this responsibility as
one to “prick the consciences of readers by inviting a reexamination of the values and
interests undergirding certain discourses, practices, and institutional arrangements,”
specifically with this research topic in mind (Barone, 1992, p. 143). Simply put, this
study will utilize narratives of international student participants to interrogate U.S.’s
treatment toward international students as a host society, by revealing how policies,
regulations, and other forms of social structures have led to discrimination experienced
by international Students of Color in their job search (Bhattacharya, 2017). A critical
narrative approach to this study allows me as the researcher to center international
Students of Color as the traditionally marginalized and to empower this community
through stories (Barone, 1992; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). Besides, recognizing
participants may not be equipped with a critical lens to understand their stories, my role
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as a critical storyteller informs my use of two critical theories, neo-racism and racist
nativism, to examine the roles of structural and systemic oppression in their lived
experiences (Barone, 1992; Bhattacharya, 2017). I continue to hold this perspective
through all the elements of this research, along with my theoretical framework, which
informs the design of this study.
Research Design
Narrative Inquiry
Narrative inquiry studies the ways humans experience the world (Connelly &
Clandinin, 1990). Narrative inquiry as a methodology is both a phenomenon and a
method, as it is the study of one’s experience as story (Clandinin, 2013; Kim, 2016).
“Experience” becomes a keyword in this definition of narrative inquiry, as Clandinin
(2013) stated:
Story, in the current idiom, is a portal through which a person enters the world
and by which their experience of the world is interpreted and made personally
meaningful. Narrative inquiry, the study of experience as story, then, is first and
foremost a way of thinking about experience. Narrative inquiry as a methodology
entails a view of the phenomenon. To use narrative inquiry methodology is to
adopt a particular narrative view of experience as phenomena under study (p. 13).
In this regard, narrative researchers posit that “people lead storied lives and tell stories of
those lives, whereas narrative researchers describe such lives, collect and tell stories of
them, and write narratives of experience” (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 2). Adopted in
this study, narrative inquiry allowed me as the researcher to research the experiences of
participants as narratives, understand the contexts surrounding their experiences, and
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present narrative forms of representation for these experiences. There are two ways to
begin a narrative inquiry: beginning with living stories, or beginning with telling stories
(Clandinin, 2013). In this study, I focused on the latter with participants telling stories of
their experiences in the employment search. I captured the stories of each participant,
made sense of it, and explained the phenomenon under question for this research by
retelling the stories of the participants.
Narrative inquiry is considered a mode of thinking that is ambiguous and
complex, as it uses stories to uncover the rich nuances of meaning making through
human actions and experiences, while also taking consideration into one’s feelings, goals,
perceptions, and values within a story (Kim, 2016). Narrative inquiry is different from
scientific thinking, or paradigmatic mode of thinking that is rigid, and because of that,
narrative inquiry does not rely on criteria such as validity, reliability, and generalizability
(Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Kim, 2016). A good narrative is one that is driven by a
sense of the whole, both in writing and reading the narrative (Connelly & Clandinin,
1990). A key approach to narrative inquiry is to consider three commonplaces of a
narrative: temporality, sociality, and place (Clandinin, 2013; Kim, 2016). Temporality
posits the temporal position in which an event is described with relation to the past,
present, or future (Clandinin, 2013; Kim, 2016). Sociality refers to both the personal
thoughts and feelings, as well as the social conditions like cultural, institutional, and
familial contexts of the participant and/or the researcher (Clandinin, 2013; Kim, 2016).
Finally, place refers to the aspects of place where an experience or the inquiry occurs,
and the impact places have (Clandinin, 2013; Kim, 2016).
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Narrative inquiry is regarded for its role in amplifying the voices of the person’s
experiences by retelling one’s story that can lead to certain changes (Kim, 2016). This is
evident within the context of educational research, as the lived experiences of teachers
and students were brought to the forefront through narrative inquiry research, which
reshaped dominant views on education informed by the paradigmatic perspective (Kim,
2016). Barone (2001) posits that story sharing in American public schools in the 90s
served to build community within the school and to transform schools into democratic
societies. Barone (2001) urged storytellers and educational researchers to hold the
responsibility to craft stories that are not only honest and empirical, but also critical in
interrogating the sociopolitical forces and institutions that caused injustices, to empower
the powerless, and to transform social inequalities.
Counter-storytelling
As a critical storyteller, I also approached this study using methods of counterstorytelling. Developed by Critical Race theorists, counter-storytelling is defined as “a
method of telling the stories of those people whose experiences are not often told … [it is
a] tool for exposing, analyzing, and challenging the majoritarian stories of racial
privilege” (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002, p. 32). Richard Delgado, one of the founders of
Critical Race Theory (CRT), made a case for the use of counter-stories in legal
scholarship and discourses that will “contest the dominant ideology and the assumptions
that support it” (Kim, 2016, p. 14). An example of a majoritarian story is the justification
of failure among Students of Color in their education as due to their biological and
cultural deficits as non-Whites (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). As a result, solutions of
cultural assimilation among Students of Color were suggested and recommended to
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address this socio-academic failure, such as prioritizing the learning of English at the
expense of losing one’s mother tongue (i.e., Spanish for Mexican American children)
(Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). Much of this dynamic has been observed within international
student support, as scholars like Yao, George Mwangi and Malaney Brown (2019) have
pointed out the ways in which solutions of cultural assimilation are typically offered to
“better” international student experiences. Hence, I find counter-storytelling an
appropriate method for my study as it aims to interrogate majoritarian stories and
dominant ideas around international students, while empowering those who are
traditionally silenced by the dominant voices.
While majoritarian stories stem from a legacy of racial privilege, Solórzano &
Yosso (2002) discussed that “majoritarian stories also carry layers of … racism, sexism,
classism, and other forms of subordination” (p. 28). The authors signaled the importance
of discussing the centrality of racism and the intersections with other forms of oppression
as part of a methodology, and that a failure to do so “helps tell the majoritarian stories
about the insignificance of race and the notion that racism is something in the past”
(Solórzano & Yosso, 2002, p. 32). It is in this idea that I chose to ground my research not
only in discussions of racism, but more importantly, to discuss nationalism, nativism, and
its impact on immigration policies that impact the experiences of international Students
of Color. The method to create counter-stories includes four forms of data and analytical
means, which will be discussed in length under the data analysis section of this chapter.
On Agency
By telling counter-stories, I aimed to begin changing the dominant neo-racist and
nativist narratives of international students perpetuated by the host society, and to name
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the harm international students have experienced in this process. While naming
discriminatory experiences is important, it was also important for me to recognize how
these international Students of Color have responded and reacted to these situations,
challenges, and barriers they face. Utilizing agency theory, this study explored how
international Students of Color perceive and respond to incidents and job search
situations that are discriminatory toward their international identity. However, I do so
with the caution that while it is powerful and empowering to recognize the resilience of
these students, we can never address the barriers to international students’ employment
search without addressing the root of the problem. Even though Bandura (2006) describes
that “people create social systems, and these systems, in turn, organize and influence
people’s lives” (p. 164), evident in the ways international students are impacted by
immigration structures, this view does not adequately consider the power of those who
create these systems and how the system further oppresses the marginalized. In other
words, while the ways international students navigate their employment search may seem
inevitable in face of the existing system, and that the resilience and grit demonstrated by
some should become inspiration for others, the onus of overcoming challenges should not
be placed on the individual student themselves, without considering why and how the
challenges exist in the first place.
Participants
A total of four participants in this study hold three characteristics, they (i) identify
as an international Student of Color, (ii) are currently enrolled or have recently completed
their bachelor’s degrees from a U.S. institution at the time of this study, and (iii) actively
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searched or are searching for full-time employment in the U.S. as their undergraduate
post-graduation plans.
Participant Recruitment
A recruitment call was sent out to several large (according to Carnegie
Classification, at least 10,000 degree-seeking students), doctorate-granting institutions,
where most international students are enrolled in (Indiana University Center for
Postsecondary Research, n.d.; Institute of International Education, 2021). Recruitment
calls were also sent individuals at institutions in the Big Ten Academic Alliance, as well
as some of my own personal networks. To ensure participants have the necessary lived
experiences that can address the study’s research questions, criterion sampling was
employed in this study to select participants who meet a set of criteria (Mertens, 2019).
The purposeful, criterion sampling was used to intentionally identify a group of
participants that can allow the researcher to study the research questions in depth
(Mertens, 2019). Purposeful sampling allowed me to discover, understand, and gain
insight from participants, in a way that is aligned with the purpose, problem statement,
and research questions of this study. I used a screening form on Qualtrics to select
interested participants as informed by purposeful, criterion sampling. The questions
included on the form are attached as Appendix A.
Criteria and Selection
To answer the research questions, participants selected should have or had the
intentions of securing an employment opportunity in the U.S., and with that intention, is
currently engaging or had engaged in employment seeking behaviors. Some employment
seeking behaviors include, but not limited to identifying opportunities using job search
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engines, outreaching to potential employers, building a social network through
networking, attending job fairs, seeking help from recruiters, updating application
documents (e.g., resume, cover letters, or CV), applying to job openings, and
participating in interview requests. Participants were not required to have secured a job
offer or a full-time position, as this study only aims to focus on the employment-seeking
experience.
As informed by neo-racism, only international Students of Color were recruited
for this study, such as those who are from non-predominantly white countries (Middle
Eastern, Asian, African or Latin America countries), and do not identify as racially white.
This was intentional to bring attention into the neo-racist experiences of international
students from varied backgrounds can face from potential employers and the larger host
society. For this study, I focused only on the job search experiences of participants while
they were an undergraduate student, or a new college graduate with only a bachelor’s
degree. So, even though three of my participants are currently graduate students and
pursuing their master’s degree, I only asked them to talk about their job search
experiences as an undergraduate student prior to beginning their graduate programs. This
is intentional as existing literature has researched more into international graduate
students who have obtained master’s or doctorate degrees in the U.S. (e.g., Han et al.,
2015; Jiang & Kim, 2019; Monahan, 2018; Ugwu & Adamuti-Trache, 2017). While there
is existing literature on undergraduate international students (e.g., Sangganjanavanich et
al., 2011), none has explicitly identified the discriminatory ways international Students of
Color have to navigate during their employment search in the U.S., or to critically
consider the existing policies and regulations that negatively impact international students
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as the outsiders of the society. This was also an intentional decision due to the advanced
degree exemption for H-1B visa (USCIS, n.d.-a), which was discussed in length in
Chapter 1.
Originally, I intended to only interview participants who job searched in 2021 in
order to minimize, as much as possible, the geosociopolitical impacts on the U.S. job
market as caused by COVID-19. This criterion proved to be difficult during the
participant recruitment phase of my study, so this criterion was removed. As part of
narrative inquiry include considering commonplaces of temporality, spatiality, and place,
the context of which the participants engaged in their job search, including during the
pandemic, will be explicitly stated in the narratives of the participants to provide a whole
story.
Demographics
The initial selection from the recruitment resulted in a total of five participants.
Four participants participated in the first focus group interview. One participant left the
study after the focus group, while the other three participants continued with the second
individual interview. The other participant was not able to make it to the scheduled focus
group time, so two rounds of individual interviews were conducted with this participant.
Table 3.1 provides participant demographic information that are relevant to the study,
including pseudonyms, pronouns, current role, country of origin, racial/ethnic identity,
(expected) graduation semester and year with bachelor’s degree, area of study, and the
type of institution attended for their bachelor’s degree. More demographic information
relevant to the narratives of each participant will be described in the individual narratives.

Table 3.1
Participant Demographics
Participant Pseudonym

Chelsea

Papaya

Johnny

Eska

Pronouns

she/hers

she/hers

he/him

they/them

Undergraduate student

Master’s student

Master’s student

MBA student

Colombia

Malaysia

Malaysia

Indonesia

Hispanic or Latina/o/x/e

Asian

Asian

Asian

Semester/Year of
(Expected)
Graduation with
Bachelor’s Degree

May 2022

May 2021

May 2021

Area of Study

Marketing

Finance

Civil Engineering

Marketing

Large, public, 4-year
institution in the Midwest

Large, public, 4-year
institution in the
Midwest

Large, public, 4-year
institution in the
Midwest

Large, public, 4-year
institution in the Pacific
Northwest

Current Role
Country of Origin
Race/Ethnicity

Type of Institution
Attended for
Bachelor’s Degree

August 2019
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Data Collection
The data collection process for this study was informed with the idea of narrative
thinking, or “a method of making a story out of experience” by considering the flow of
events and action in relation to who, what, how, and why (Kim, 2016, p. 156). Narrative
thinking consists of three components: (a) narrative schema or the ability to map out the
situation and structure of a story through organizing and linking elements, (b) the
storyteller’s (or researcher’s) prior knowledge and experience that will inform (a), and (c)
the storyteller’s cognitive strategies to organize past knowledge and experiences that will
decide the details and creation of a story (Kim, 2016). Kim (2016) also discussed two
principles of narratives that needs to be considered with narrative thinking. First,
narration is crucial for one to make meaning of their experiences, understand self, and
communicate meaning (Kim, 2016). Second, personal narratives are always social in
nature (Kim, 2016). It is through this idea of narrative thinking that I approached the data
collection procedures to excavate stories from participants. Thick, rich, and descriptive
data were generated through a combination of focus group, in-depth interviews, and
documents review (Creswell & Miller, 2000).
When participants were selected for the study, they were invited to a focus group
interview via Zoom, where all participants could engage in the topic in a group setting. A
focus group allowed participants to interact with each other and disclose more points of
view than they typically would in a researcher-dominated interview (Mertens, 2019).
This method is also commonly used to advance social justice, as focus group allows for
marginalized individuals “to validate their experiences of subjugation and their individual
and collective survival and resistance strategies” (Mertens, 2019, p. 406). Four topics that
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relates to the research questions were covered in the focus group, and are attached as
Appendix B. The focus group discussion focused on the participants’ journeys and their
experiences in the employment search. A 90-minute focus group was attended by four out
of the five participants recruited, as one participant had a prior engagement with the
scheduled focus group time. One of the four participants left the study after the focus
group.
Then, the three participants participated in an in-depth, 90-minute semi-structured
interview with me via Zoom. The individual interviews were built upon insights shared
by participants during the focus group. For the one participant who was not able to attend
the focus group, a 60-minute individual interview was conducted via Zoom, followed
with a second 60-minute individual interview. All interview questions were prepared in
the form of topical interviewing to retrieve “the concrete particularities of life that create
powerful narrative(s)” of the participants (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 5; Glesne,
2016). Questions were also prepared to “be open-ended, avoid jargon, pursue in detail,
[and] ask for examples” to solicit thoughtful and meaningful answers (Kim, 2016, p.
170). Grounded with narrative thinking, the three dimensions of temporal, sociality, and
place that characterizes a narrative inquiry, were used to guide these interviews
(Clandinin, 2013; Kim, 2016).
In the two rounds of interviews conducted with all participants, I adopted two
narrative interview phases, which Kim (2016) described as narration and conversation
phases. In narration phase, participants provided an extensive narrative of their lives and
experiences with minimal interruptions from me as an active listener (Kim, 2016). In the
second conversation phase, a semi-structured, in-depth questioning took place between
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myself and the participants, where I asked clarifications or more details presented in the
first phase (Kim, 2016).
Finally, I also collected any documents and communication records to supplement
participants’ narratives as were described by them. Websites, document, and record
reviews can be helpful in providing additional information, background, and insights that
would otherwise be unavailable or are unbeknownst to the researcher (Mertens, 2019).
These mainly included screenshots of email communication records that participants
mentioned as part of their experience. To protect the confidentiality of participants, any
identifying information from these documents were redacted before any data analysis
occurred.
Data Analysis
Narrative inquiry and counter-storytelling is unique that through data analysis,
individual narratives can be developed and presented as findings for a study (Kim, 2016;
Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). Both narrative inquiry and counter-storytelling have informed
how I approached data analysis. Solórzano and Yosso (2002) created counter-stories with
four forms of data, gathered from (a) data collected through the research process itself
such as focus group and individual interviews, (b) existing literature on the topic(s)
discussed, (c) researchers’ own professional experiences, and (d) researchers’ own
personal experiences (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). At the end of this process, Solórzano
and Yosso (2002) created composite characters that told a story, or counter-story, using
the various sources of examined and analyzed data. The counter-stories in this study were
different from Solórzano and Yosso’s (2002), as I did not create composite characters,
but utilized the four forms of data and participants themselves as characters to create four
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individual stories. What was crucial in counter-storytelling’s data analysis process in this
research, was the consideration of existing literature, as well as my own professional and
personal experiences that informed which narratives were important to tell.
I began by transcribing and going through the first form of data collected from the
focus group, individual interviews, and document reviews. As I worked through the
transcriptions, I made notes of pre-coding and preliminary jottings to identify “codable
moments” and “preliminary words or phrases” of significant themes (Saldaña, 2016).
Throughout this process, I utilized Polkinghorne’s narrative analysis to draft an
individual narrative of each participant’s stories. Polkinghorne’s narrative analysis is a
method of storying and restorying events, actions, happenings, and other elements to
create a plot or a coherent, final story (Kim, 2016). Ultimately, the final story developed
through the analysis showcased the significance of the lived experience (Kim, 2016).
With a process called narrative smoothing, or a process to “fill in the gaps between events
and actions” that will “make participant’s story coherent, engaging, and interesting to the
reader,” I drafted individual narratives of each participant that are presented as findings
(Kim, 2016, p. 192, 197). Each participant also had a chance to review their narratives for
any edits or changes that need to be made.
Using the individual narratives, I then analyzed and compared across these
narratives, where examples of the critical concepts and theoretical framework that
answered the research questions were identified through a qualitative coding process
(Bhattacharya, 2017; Saldaña, 2016; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). The secondary process
of data analysis included coding procedures, or inductive analysis (Saldaña, 2016).
Inductive analysis, or working “up” the data, is a process that involves the researcher
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“looking at all the raw data, chunking them into small analytical units of meaning for
further analysis or codes, cluster similar analytical units and label them as categories, and
identify salient patterns after looking within and across categories, or themes”
(Bhattacharya, 2017, p. 150). The process of inductive analysis is also similar to
Polkinghorne’s analysis of narratives, as “findings would be arranged around descriptions
of themes that are common across collected stories” (Kim, 2016, p. 196). Throughout this
process, I also kept an analytic memo to document my thoughts, questions, emotions, or
subjectivities (Bhattacharya, 2017).
Trustworthiness
To ensure trustworthiness of this study, I implemented several validity procedures
to ensure the credibility of participants’ narratives as accounted and interpreted by me
(Creswell & Miller, 2000). I collected thick, rich, descriptive data to create narratives in
this study through a combination of focus group interview, individual interview(s), and
documents review. Such a thick description established verisimilitude and credibility, as
“readers (would) read a narrative account and are transported into a setting or situation”
(Creswell & Miller, 2000, p. 129). Naturally, narrative inquiry as a method requires the
collection of “deep, dense, detailed accounts” of a participant’s narrative (Creswell &
Miller, 2000, p. 128; Kim, 2016). The various data sources utilized is typically
considered triangulation of data, but in this study, the use of multiple data sources was to
build thick, rich descriptions using a wide span of data sources, so I could produce more
nuanced and complex narratives that answered the research questions.
As researchers become part of the complex narrative inquiry process, it was
important for me to acknowledge my own professional and personal experiences related
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to the study, as well as to share some of my own reflection and stories as I engaged in the
study (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). Researcher reflexivity is
a process where researcher accounts for how their personal beliefs, values, assumptions,
and biases would impact the study (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Kim, 2016). It is imperative
that researchers engage in this process of reflexivity throughout all stages of the research
(Creswell & Miller, 2000; Kim, 2016). As I worked through my researcher reflexivity, I
told my story and positionality as a researcher, practitioner, and a member of the
international student community, while critically reflected on the social, cultural,
historical accounts that have shaped my interpretation, how I arrived at this study, and my
relationship to the topics, questions, and design of this study.
A final measure taken to ensure trustworthiness was conducting member checks
of the individual narratives. I conducted member checks to ensure the validity of my
interpretations and constructions of individual narratives through the lens of the
participants (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Mertens, 2019). A request to review the individual
narratives drafted was sent out to all participants, noting that this process is optional.
Participants were able to review their own narratives to ensure the credibility and
accuracy of their stories as interpreted by me (Creswell & Miller, 2000). Those who
agreed to participate received a copy of their narratives and set up a 30-minute video call
with me to discuss the narrative.
Summary
In this chapter, I discussed my methodology and research design. Building on the
theoretical framework established in Chapter 2, the purpose of this study and research
questions that undergirded this research was discussed. As a researcher, I continue to
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expand on my reflexivity and positionality as a critical storyteller that led me to this
research topic. To answer the research questions, I discussed narrative inquiry and
counter-storytelling as methods of inquiry for this study, which informed the participant
recruitment, demographics, data collection, and analysis of the study. An overview of the
demographic information of study participants was also included. The chapter concluded
with the validating strategies adopted to ensure trustworthiness of this study. The next
chapter is focused on findings for the study, which will be presented in four narratives of
each participant.
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Chapter 4: Narratives
Stories matter. Many stories matter. Stories have been used to dispossess and to malign,
but stories can also be used to empower and to humanize. Stories can break the dignity of
a people, but stories can also repair that broken dignity.
– Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (Adichie, 2009, 10:00)
…
In this chapter, the individual narratives of each participant are presented as
findings for this research study. The narratives provided meaning to the storied lives of
participants, as described through the recollection and introspection of participants, as
well as the interpretation of the storyteller – myself (Kim, 2016). To analyze and interpret
these narratives, I engaged in a process of narrative smoothing, or smoothing “the rough
edges of disconnected raw data,” that would “make a participant’s story coherent,
engaging, and interesting” (Kim, 2016, p. 190). I organized the stories told and placed
these stories within a chronological narrative (Kim, 2016). While I engaged in this
process of narrative smoothing, I recognized the challenges in the ethics of interpretation,
that may lead to a failure in producing faithful accounts of the narratives (Kim, 2016). I
strived to maintain the ethics of interpretation by being more nuanced and sensitive with
participants’ meaning, and centering participant’s meaning making, such as their choice
of words, in this process of storytelling (Kim, 2016). I also kept in mind the reader’s
interpretation as these narratives are constructed by challenging my assumption that
“what is clear to [me] will also be clear to the reader” (Kim, 2016, p. 190). By engaging
in narrative smoothing, I added relevant background information and context surrounding
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particular events that will ensure the original experience of a story is accurately told
(Kim, 2016).
In these narratives, I tell the stories of participants through a third-person
approach. All of the names referenced in these narratives, whether of a person or an
organization, are pseudonyms. I present the four narratives that would lead readers to
understand participants’ stories that include their racialized experiences as international
Students of Color in the U.S., the factors considered in making their post-graduation
plans, their job search experiences and interactions, the impact of immigration policies,
and the strategies they adopted in their job search.
Chelsea: No Choice but to Pursue an American Dream
Chelsea (she/hers) is a May 2022 graduate from Fountain University, a 4-year,
public institution in the Midwest. Chelsea is an international student from Colombia, and
arrived at Fountain University in 2018 as an undergraduate student. With a bachelor’s
degree in Marketing, Chelsea is currently in the job search to utilize her 12-month
Optional Practical Training (OPT). While she has received multiple rejections, Chelsea
continues to hold hope for her job search journey.
When Chelsea was completing the interest form to participate in this study, an
interesting conversation occurred after an ignorant comment was made on Chelsea’s
racial identity. This comment made by a fellow international student assumed Chelsea’s
white racial identity as a Latina, hence she would not have qualified for the “Student of
Color” requirement of this particular study. Chelsea was enraged by the comment. When
asked about her ethnicity, Chelsea can simply respond with Hispanic and Latina.
However, her response to racial identity would be more complicated using the U.S.’s
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definitions around race. Chelsea identifies as mulatto 3. She describes as a “combination
of indigenous people that lived in South America, the Spanish people who came and
conquer, and the black people who were the slaves. I have three races part of me (sic).”
Chelsea “hates” questions on her race because more often than not, “she is never there,”
or her racial identity is never included as one of the options. Typically, her default
responses would be “prefer not to answer,” or “more than one race” if it is an option.
In Chelsea’s upbringing in Colombia, no one would ask her about her racial
identity, which became a shock for her when she arrived in the U.S. Even in a
predominantly white institution like Fountain University, which she found to be quite
diverse, her racial identity was not as salient than being an international student. In any
campus spaces, she may consider her identity as a Latina, but she would more often think
about how she may be the only person in the room that is not from the U.S. Even so, this
was never an area of concern or worry for Chelsea, but more on the diversity represented
in the room (or not).
“You’re going to have so much (sic) opportunities if you studied abroad”
As a high school student, studying abroad in the U.S. was never a part of
Chelsea’s plan. However, an opportunity presented itself in Chelsea’s senior year when a
recruiting agency discussed how there are scholarship opportunities available to study in
the U.S. Six months after the college application process, she found out she would be
attending Fountain University. She was elated to have been offered an opportunity to “get
out of her country” and “have better opportunities.” Chelsea’s friends and family were

3

In my own research to understand the term “mulatto” and its meaning as a racial and social category, I
recognize the historical roots behind this term, and that some may deem the use of this term as outdated and
offensive considering how it was used in the past. In this writing, I chose to respect and acknowledge the
use of this term as the way Chelsea identifies herself when asked about her racial identity.
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equally as excited, thinking that her study abroad experience would be “so cool.” Chelsea
began to build ideas and expectations of her study abroad experience at Fountain
University based on what she had seen in the movies. She pictured fraternity houses,
football games, and campus environments – just as those popularized through Hollywood
films. As she continued imagining her study abroad experience, she also dreamt of
pursuing the American Dream and being successful after graduation by getting a job in
the U.S. She imagined that with her access to U.S. education, she would be able to find
work easily and continue building a life with better opportunities here in the U.S. than in
Colombia.
“Do whatever you need to do to like, stay there (in the U.S.) because like, there are
no opportunities for you to be here (in Colombia)”
As Chelsea began to plan for post-graduation, she realized just how crucial it may
be for her to stay in the U.S. During the focus group, participants discussed the factors
they considered while planning their post-graduation pathways. Most of them discussed
job searching in their home countries with a U.S. degree would be an advantage for them
to land a job, however, going back to their home countries was a last resort plan.
Contrary to what other participants said during the focus group, having a degree abroad
would not give Chelsea more advantages in Colombia’s job market. Even though her
family and friends were elated for her opportunity to pursue a U.S. education, they also
warned her that she should not return to Colombia because no opportunities would exist
for her. Chelsea’s family and friends alarmed her that if she were to return, she would not
be able to integrate into Colombia’s job market because she would be considered as an
overqualified candidate with a much more prestigious U.S. education. What this
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overqualification meant for Chelsea is that employers in Colombia would not want to
spend more money to hire an overqualified candidate like her, and would prefer hiring
someone with a local degree. “You don't really want to hear that when you're in your own
country,” said Chelsea, as she expressed a sense of envious and jealousy of other focus
group participants that would not face this issue in their home countries. What was most
frustrating for her, was that if she could get a job in Colombia, she would not hesitate to
return to her home country. “You can live very well. The food is amazing, like, people
are amazing. So, if I knew that I would be getting a great job, I would definitely go back.
… I have everything there.”
Chelsea also discussed the idea that education as an investment for her future. She
defined a successful investment is being able to get a job with a pay that she deserves.
Chelsea also thought that the job’s pay should be able to “reward” her so she may “get
the money back from what she invested in.” With this idea, coupled with the fact that she
would not have better opportunities back home in Colombia than in the U.S., Chelsea
knew that staying in the U.S. is the better option for her. Yet, Chelsea was shocked and
terrified when she realized how hard and uncertain her job search in the U.S. may be,
after hearing a presentation on the types of employment authorization and barriers that
exist for her.
“What did I get myself into?”
In the first semester of Chelsea’s senior year, she decided to take a career
preparation class offered in her college. The class is designed to help international
students with their career preparation, to discover and develop their skills that can support
them in finding internship and/or job opportunities. When Chelsea first signed up for this
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class, she did not know what she would be taught on the topic. Initially, she enjoyed the
many guest speakers brought in by the instructor to discuss various topics related to
student engagement and career preparation. Chelsea’s experience in the class drastically
changed when the instructor brought in an immigration advisor to discuss what it means
for an international student to legally work in the U.S. In the presentation, the
immigration advisor discussed the different employment authorization programs and
visas available to international students, which includes CPT, the temporary 12-month
OPT, the H-1B work visas, cap, and lottery system. Chelsea was shocked, overwhelmed,
and discouraged with all the information she received from the presenter. She thought to
herself, “what did I get myself into? Did I come for nothing?”
After the presentation, Chelsea realized just how difficult U.S. makes it for an
international student to stay after graduation. “You get out of that class, and you're just
like, wow, like, am I gonna be able to stay here?” With all the requirements and legal
processes to be authorized to work in the U.S., Chelsea grew to be more worried of her
options after graduation, and even questioned her decision to come to the U.S. After
learning of the limited choices, risk, and uncertainties she would have to experience in
order to stay in the country, she felt that U.S. never intended for international students to
stay after graduation. Even with a temporary 12-month work authorization through OPT,
to Chelsea, “what they [or the U.S.] expect from us is like, okay, you did your OPT, like,
go back.” The promises and opportunities of the American Dream just became even more
difficult for her to reach, especially after all the sacrifices she made just to arrive at this
country in the first place. After having spent so much money to obtain her education in
the U.S., she questioned “am I [going to] get that [investment] back? Like, was it all to
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waste?” She felt trapped and can no longer escape from the false promises of the
American Dream. She described how others might view her life in the U.S. as “like she's
living the dream … in the United States.” Yet,
“what's the cost of that? You know, like, Yeah, I'm here, but like, I'm paying a lot
of tuition and like, I may not be selected, like, you know, like, a lot of stuff goes
behind that, like being in here.”
When Chelsea read the story of another Colombian in the U.S. who was not
selected for the 2022 round of H-1B lottery, she was even more disappointed at how the
fate of a person like her to be able to stay in the country is based on their luck in the
lottery. The Colombian had posted about how he failed to be selected from the lottery, as
well as options for international students. His words worried her, but also frustrated her in
realizing the difficulties international students must navigate through and to have to look
at alternatives. She even joked to her friends about marrying a U.S. citizen because that is
the only way she could take to stay in the country. Chelsea also wished she would have
known about the realities of her post-graduation life earlier in her college life. “When
you’re a freshman, they only tell you about the good thing (sic). Like, oh, this is gonna be
the best four years of your life.” She had no idea of the details of OPT and H-1B, or how
her post-graduation make look like in the first three years of college until this career
preparation course. She hoped that universities could do a better job in preparing
international students like her in the future.
Even with the despair, worry, and uncertainty, Chelsea chose to continue remain
as hopeful as possible about her post-graduation plans. After seeing two of her friends
successfully secure job offers after graduation, she felt hope in thinking that “there is a
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job out there that will hire me … we can all get through it.” Even though the presentation
was alarming to her, she appreciated being informed about her options and the reality in
store for her. As Chelsea continued to make sense of her situation and remain hopeful,
she became a teaching assistant for the class to support other international students
through what she experienced.
“You realize that’s another alternative to stay here longer”
For Chelsea, her ideal post-graduation plans would be to work for 12 months
through OPT and return to school for her master’s degree. Chelsea began planning for
this path even before the presentation she listened to, as she always knew that having a
master’s degree can open more doors for her than a bachelor’s degree, and to gain some
work experience from her OPT. She also planned for this gap year to decide on the
master’s program she would apply for. After listening to the presentation, she realized
that this plan would be the best idea to not only prepare her for future jobs with advanced
education and skills, but also to extend her stay in the U.S. as long as possible since she
knew returning to Colombia would not be a smart decision for her future career. She
wanted to “take advantage” of her OPT that will add one year to her time, a master’s
program that would add about two years, and then an additional year of OPT after she
graduates from her master’s program. While a H-1B sponsorship would be great, it is not
a non-negotiable for Chelsea’s plan because she knows how difficult the process is to
obtain one. Even though Chelsea does not know “what to master’s in,” she viewed
attending graduate school as a great alternative to extend her possible stay in the U.S.
While she has always planned to earn an advanced degree in the U.S., she also knew that
doing a master’s degree and two rounds of OPT will help her stay longer. To her, this is
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why most international students, including herself, would decide to attend graduate
school after obtaining their bachelor’s degree.
“If you're here for a visa, this is not it, hop off the call”
With this plan, Chelsea set out for her job search since spring 2022. She applied
to and was rejected by at least 20-25 jobs by the end of April. She found her support
system at Fountain to continue her search, including her college’s career center, as well
as her supervisor and instructor of the career preparation course. During her search, she
was connected with a company located in Texas that invited her to join an informational
call. She joined the Zoom call with 9 other job seekers and a recruiter. As she observed
who was in the Zoom space, she noticed one other international student in the group. As
soon as the recruiter, Simon, began to speak, Chelsea could tell from his accent that he
has a (non)immigrant or international background. Before he began the conversation,
Simon told all participants that “I just wanted to let you all know that we do not sponsor
visas, we do not give anything to international students. So, if you're here for that, make
sure you hop off the call.” Simon proceeded to mention that “and also, if you're here for a
remote position, this is not a remote position. So, hop off the call if you're here for that.”
When Chelsea heard these remarks, she was baffled at how and why this
comment was said. Chelsea “felt bad and attacked” by this comment that targeted her
positionality as an international student in the call. She questioned why the comment was
said and in such rude tones by Simon, whom Chelsea perceived to have some personal
experiences in navigating immigration process in this country. Chelsea felt that Simon
should have been able to understand the struggles of someone like her. Since Chelsea
would not have needed that visa sponsorship, she chose to stay in the call. Yet, Chelsea
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could not focus on the informational session but think of what was said in the beginning
of the call. To this day, she cannot understand why Simon had to be so rude as he
conveyed the message. Chelsea compared Simon’s words to an example she gave, of
which she considered to be less harsh and more appropriate.
“Right now, if you're looking for a sponsorship, unfortunately, we're not able to
do that yet. … And that also is not a remote position. So, if that's what you're
looking for, this company's probably not a good fit for you because we're not
doing that.”
The difference in tone and language used in Chelsea’s example and Simon’s words are
drastic. She continued to question Simon’s positionality and lack of empathy for
international students like her. After this Zoom call, Chelsea had a personal call with
Simon, to which she discovered the low likelihood of moving forward with Chelsea’s
candidacy since she is an out-of-state candidate. Since she had already felt uncomfortable
with this company from the informational call, she was not too bothered by the rejection
than with the impact from that comment on her.
After taking the career preparation class, Chelsea knew that as a candidate, she
would not be treated the same way everybody else would. She realized she would be
asked questions and need to have conversations on her status as a F-1 visa holder. With
her understanding of immigration policies like OPT and H-1B, Chelsea felt more
prepared to face the realities of her job search, to be able to answer questions on her
nonimmigrant status, and to deal with rejections. Even though most of her applications
have ended up in rejections, she continues to reframe how she manages her job search,
stating that she “feel[s] more motivated to keep looking. … There's some company that
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may need me, and it is out there, I just have to find it.” Through the career preparation
course, Chelsea also learned to recognize and name her strengths as an international
student that may give her an advantage as a candidate. She referenced an example of bi/multilingual skills that most international students, including her, possess. Yet, Chelsea
also recognizes the limitation of this thinking as American candidates with bi/multilingual skills would continue to be in a much more advantaged position, since they
do not need to navigate complications around visas. Plus, this emphasis on one’s unique
strengths as international students have not yet worked for her in her job search.
Chelsea is glad that she has not experienced any rudeness and discrimination from
prospective employers and recruiters about OPT, even when she chooses to start the
conversation early. While some companies would know about OPT, those that do not
would engage in the work necessary to understand it. However, Chelsea felt that it would
be so much easier on her if companies knew ahead of time if they’d be willing to work
with international students. What continues to be difficult for Chelsea is the temporary
nature of the OPT program that limits work authorization of up to 12 months. In thinking
about turnover rates and costs associated with new hires, Chelsea knew that temporary
12-month authorization would “refrain companies in giving [us] the job … because why
would [they] hire [us] only for a year?”
Papaya: At a Disadvantage, but Pursuing the Ideal Job
Papaya (she/hers) is an international student from Malaysia, and is currently
pursuing her master’s in finance at Moon University, a 4-year, private institution in the
Pacific Northwest. In May 2021, she graduated with a bachelor’s degree in finance from
Ocean University, a 4-year public institution in the Midwest. Papaya chose to major in
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finance and minor in economics because she thought the two majors will be most useful
to enter the business world, but the job search proved to be difficult for her. As Papaya
reflected on her journey to the U.S., her decision to pursue her education in the U.S. and
at Ocean was influenced by her family. Not only did her parents studied in the U.S., her
brother and cousin were students at her alma mater. It was “only natural” and a “family
tradition” that she came to the U.S. and studied at Ocean University. What differs her
wants from her parents’ expectations, is that Papaya moved to the U.S. with hopes to stay
here long term, whereas her parents wanted her to go home after graduation.
The academic experiences in the U.S. were very different from what she was used
to in Malaysia. She felt that American education was not about “chasing grades,” and that
it required individual efforts from students themselves. “You have to put your own effort,
your own interests, your own passion, and then you can gain what you want from the
class.” She was initially lost, as many of her Malaysian peers at Ocean University were
not passionate about their studies and would not attend classes. While she still attended
classes so she would bring good grades to meet her parents’ expectations, she did not
enjoy her courses. After a few semesters, Papaya felt that the classes were repetitive. Yet,
when she noticed how much individual efforts other students put into their own learning,
she was inspired to change how she viewed education.
When Papaya met Asian American students through an Asian identity-based
student organization, she learned the experiences of her Asian American friends and how
they viewed their American education as a pathway to pursue their own passions in life.
When Papaya began to attend events hosted by Ocean’s investment club, it was a
competitive environment for her as she met students who “have something going on for
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them in their lives,” whether that is research, internship, or any engagement outside of
academic classes. It made her wonder, “am I making the most of my time?” Papaya knew
she had to be more proactive in her education. She knew that “if [she] wanted to go
somewhere, [she] would have to go out there and find it [herself].” She recognized the
freedom she had to decide what she wants to do in life, and was motivated to find a job to
work toward her goals and passion.
“I actually learned the American accent, and it has helped me so much”
When Papaya first arrived in the U.S. in 2018, she spoke English with a
Malaysian accent. She did not think it would be an issue, until an incident at Dunkin’
Donuts. When the cashier could not understand her ordering “a glazed donut and some
coffee,” she was baffled at her Malaysian-accented English. She began to learn from the
ways American speak, “to enunciate [her] words,” and gained the speaking style. She
caught on to American English very quickly, and subsequently shocked many Americans.
“They look at your face and you’re not white. And then, when they hear you start
speaking, they get shocked. … They [would] compliment you, like, ‘oh my god, your
English is so good!’” After receiving many of these remarks as a “daily thing,” Papaya
gave up on telling these individuals that as a Malaysian, she spoke English back home.
She felt that trying to debate, prove herself, and correct others was not something
beneficial to do, and accepted that this was the reality of how some individuals think.
Now, she noticed how much speaking “good” English has helped her in the U.S.,
whether that is to get a message across during a presentation, or in her job search. She
realized her advantage after observing how her Chinese friend, Bryan, struggled with
language barriers. Bryan’s first language is Mandarin, and still speaks English with an
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accent. When Papaya observed Bryan in a first-round job interview, his sentence
structures and word choices were not what Americans would commonly use. During the
interview that Papaya sat in for as moral support, she noticed how stressed Bryan was.
The processing and translating time from Mandarin to English also led to awkward
silences. Coupled with nerves as an interviewee, Bryan struggled to communicate his
thoughts smoothly. Papaya knew the importance of making a good first impression on
prospective employers during the first interview, and the way one speaks could lead
prospective employers to decide whether a candidate would be suitable for the position.
“Getting in touch with the international office, sometimes it is a hassle”
Papaya storied her experience navigating OPT applications with a group of her
friends at Ocean. Since her group of friends felt that accessing the international office
was inconvenient, the group decided to send one representative to the international office
to review documents on their OPT application, and after the visit, the representative will
review all the documents within the group. It did not turn out to be a great plan because
they did not factor into the differences of OPT application for STEM and non-STEM
students. As a result, a few of her friends with STEM majors had their OPT application
rejected and had to resubmit their applications. While Papaya thought that visiting the
international office was a hassle, she learned the importance of doing so, at least to
ensure that their applications will not be rejected once submitted.
“During this job search, it was really demoralizing and demotivating”
Papaya spent a year back home in Malaysia in 2020 amid COVID-19. She
returned to the U.S. and Ocean University in the spring semester of 2021 for her final
semester as an undergraduate student, and began her job search for a position in banking.
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Papaya “spam applied” to any positions she could find. The number of rejections she
received made her job search experience demoralizing and demotivating. Papaya
described two reasons why she felt job search was so difficult: her skills and her F-1
status.
“It was just my skills”
When Papaya participated in a series of technical interviews during her job
search, she realized she would need to go back to graduate school because even with her
bachelor’s degree, she did not have adequate skills to get her ideal job in banking. Papaya
had questioned if “the American education was really the best in the world.” Reflecting
on her motivations to come to the U.S., her lack of technical skills for her ideal position,
and her overall experiences in her undergraduate education, she no longer feels that
coming to America was the right choice. As the classes became repetitive for Papaya, she
recognized the role of faculty members in teaching the course. While certain professors
may have the qualifications to teach through work experience and graduate degree(s),
they may not be great teachers. She did not enjoy learning under certain faculty members
in her college, nor felt that the college cared enough about the quality of faculty
members, thereby making her American education not worth the investments and
sacrifices made. Besides, Papaya compared her own experiences to a friend in the United
Kingdom (U.K.), where the curriculum for finance major is so much harder for her
friend. Even with the same degree, Papaya felt that by the time her friend graduates, they
would be smarter than her because in her view, the U.K. education system was built to be
more challenging and more in-depth than the U.S. She began to question the value and
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quality of her American education as she continued to receive rejections from job
applications due to her lack of skills.
Papaya observed that Ocean University did a great job in identifying companies
that would hire international students, as there were many companies at the career fairs
who would be open to working with international students eligible for CPT and OPT.
While she appreciated that the institution was able to do that for international students, no
opportunity ever came to her from these career fairs. Even though she had great
networking opportunities, she did not try applying to any of these positions because she
felt like she would “go up against American students.” Papaya noted how in her capstone
classes, she met many American students who had various jobs and different experiences
in their chosen career fields. However, this was not the case for her. Prior to graduating
with her bachelor’s degree, Papaya never had an internship or professional experiences
related to her career in the U.S. She only had experience working as an information help
desk student worker at Ocean. When she returned to Malaysia during COVID-19, she
received her first internship offer through connections.
In her mind, American students were her competitors, and she did not think she
would be a strong candidate against them. Plus, she questioned why would an
international candidate like her be considered, when companies could instead hire
“Americans [who] could actually work without sponsorship and the company would not
have to go through OPT?” Papaya continued to point out the irony of her situation,
especially her perceived lack of experiences and qualifications. She knew that for an
international student like her,
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“You really have to put [in] a lot of effort. And it is harder for international
students because I do not think most international students have a decent work
background, [which] puts us at a disadvantage. But it is not our fault! In a way,
because we came here for a better education, we came here really young. So, how
do you (U.S. employers) expect us to have work experience, if you are not willing
to choose us who work for you [in the first place]? It is really competitive.”
Papaya experienced two compounding layers of disadvantages that inform each other: her
visa status and her lack of experience. Due to her being an international student, Papaya
felt that she was not able to gain adequate experiences because companies were reluctant
to work with her. This in turn, continued to make her job search much more difficult,
since she lacked experiences and skills to be able to convince employers to hire her as a
F-1 visa holder.
“Sorry, you can’t work on [a visa], you would have to be a citizen”
When Papaya sought for full-time opportunities, her goal was to find a job that
can provide her with a H-1B work visa. This goal informed how she approached her job
search. If a job description were to state that they cannot provide visa sponsorship,
without a second thought, Papaya would not apply to these positions. Setting her goal for
a H-1B sponsorship narrowed down her choices, the types of positions and the companies
she could apply to. She knew that big companies like Amazon, Facebook, and Google
sponsors the most international employees, but also how competitive the hiring processes
for these companies would be. Hence, she looked at other companies, but the significant
number of companies around the U.S. was overwhelming. Papaya expressed how much
more time and effort it took for her to figure out if a company can provide a sponsorship.
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She had to do all the tasks of researching, applying, reaching out, asking the question,
and waiting – sometimes up to a month – for a response. Papaya was frustrated that many
companies she looked at in the Midwest do not know if they can hire international
students, nor the processes around visa. She felt like both her and the company’s time
were wasted, especially when the response was “no, we can’t provide sponsorship.”
Sometimes, she even questioned if the company looked into details of employing an F-1
visa holder before responding to her. What would have been helpful for her is for
companies to know ahead of time if they could hire and sponsor an international
employee, as well as to have such information posted in the job description and
embedded on online job search platforms like LinkedIn and Glassdoor.
Papaya always wondered how hiring companies utilized responses from the “will
you ever need sponsorship?” question on job applications. She always wondered why the
companies need to know this, and what the intentions are behind this question. She
recognized that it is not wrong for companies to find out her nonimmigrant status as a
potential candidate, to use such information to identify demographics of the applicant
pool, or to diversify their employees. But “if that [was] their way of sorting through
candidates for the job, [she] would be really hurt.” She thought about lying on these
questions to see if the outcomes from her job applications would be different, and if she
advanced to the next round of applications more, she thought it would be a red flag. As
Papaya said, “we don’t know how they filter those applications.”
In various phone calls and interviews, Papaya was turned away for being on a F-1
visa and needing a H-1B visa sponsorship. It was extremely demoralizing for Papaya to
have to go through these processes just to be turned away for her status. However, some
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companies were open to offer short-term employment for Papaya as she had 12 months of
employment authorization through OPT, but would not continue her employment with a
sponsorship. While grateful, Papaya did not think that doing so was strategic for her. She
felt that the 12-month OPT should be used to “get in[to a company] early, introduce
yourself to the company, so your chances of getting them to sponsor your H-1B is
higher.” She knew that it would be much harder to convince a company to sponsor her
without prior working relationships, hence, the 12-month OPT was an opportunity for her
to do so and be strategic with her career planning.
As Papaya received more rejections based on her nonimmigrant status, she
wondered,
“If I was born here, if I had a green card, would this ever be a problem? It makes
you wonder, you know, like, [if] things would turn out differently. … It makes me
think because if they wanted to go to Malaysia to work, I feel like it would be so
easy for them, you know. It's different.”
By “they,” Papaya meant Americans. While she did not have an example of the
aforementioned dynamic, she detected the difference and privilege an American would
have if they were to move to, stay, and work in Malaysia. Yet, for her, there is nothing
she can do but accept and navigate the difficulties in her job search as a Malaysian so she
can continue her life in the U.S.
“I decided to do graduate school because when I was working, I realized I couldn’t
get my ideal job”
A few months into her job search, Papaya was hired by the state government
through a temporary, immediate hiring program. In this program, Papaya filled an urgent
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need role based on her skills. She was assigned to the insurance department. Papaya
noticed the advantage of meeting the right supervisors that would advocate for an
employee like her, and the right timing to fill an urgent position. As several individuals in
the department retired or was soon retiring, Papaya’s presence and experience as a
temporary worker gave her an advantage. Her supervisor was asking her to stay for a
permanent, full-time role, and verbally offered visa sponsorship.
Even with this opportunity, Papaya decided to pursue graduate school after six
months. When she was job searching, she realized she did not have the right skills to
pursue her ideal banking job. While she enjoyed the work culture in her office, and that
she would have great pay and benefits as a state employee, she did not think it was the
right choice. She noticed that many state employees “stayed there for life” and did not
want to be tied down that way. Plus, there was little to no diversity in her office, and most
of her connections from the department would be retiring in a few years. Thinking about
her long-term career goals, the offer was not a right fit for her needs. Yet, Papaya also did
not want to return home and work in Malaysia. She realized from her Malaysian
internship that the Malaysian work culture is not healthy for employees, that employees
are expected to work overtime and underpaid in order to build the company. When her
parents agreed to her plans for graduate school, she moved across states and began a
master’s program at Moon University. As she will be graduating with her master’s degree
in a year, she aims to find a job and financially support herself. Being in a big city with a
larger nonimmigrant population, Papaya is slightly more hopeful for her upcoming,
second attempt at job search.
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Johnny: Wrestling with Success Stories
Johnny (he/him) is currently a master’s student studying Civil Engineering at a
large, public 4-year institution in the Midwest. Originally from Malaysia, Johnny
identifies as an Asian. He arrived in the U.S. for his undergraduate degree in Civil
Engineering in 2017, graduated in May 2021, and stayed at his alma mater for his
master’s degree. For the most part, Johnny enjoys the engineering department where he
spends most of his time as a student. He feels welcomed by individuals in the department,
whether that is professors with international backgrounds or American professors who
like to ask him about Malaysia. While American students are friendly and inviting, it has
been difficult to develop close friendships with Americans outside of academics due to a
marked difference between Americans and non-Americans. Johnny provided an example
of accents, where he noticed the benefits of speaking with an American accent than those
who do not. He observed this in group projects with Chinese international students who
speak with an accent, when Americans would not interact with these students as much as
they would with other American students.
Johnny began and credited most of his career planning and development to the
academic-focused student organizations he joined, as well as the career services team in
his department. Through his involvement in two engineering and sustainability student
organizations, he was introduced to guest speakers who are industry professionals, which
led him to begin considering the type of career he would like to pursue. Engineering
Career Services on the other hand, organized workshops around writing resumes,
preparing for interviews, and partnered with his International Student Services office to
provide targeted workshops for international students like him. These events, as well as
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his engineering classes and capstone projects, presented networking opportunities that not
only pushed him to interact with industry professionals, but also with like-minded
students who are exploring and planning their careers. Johnny enjoyed attending career
fairs organized by his institution to network with career professionals, and through one of
the conversations he had, he had his first 6-month co-op experience with an engineering
company locally at his town.
“Every time you talk to a friend who has done it, it just seems like it’s a lot of work”
The most helpful source of support for Johnny when it comes to navigating his
immigration status in the job search has been his friends who are/were themselves
international students. In his close-knit group of Malaysian friends, Johnny learned how
complicated processes around work authorization can be, so he knew to be extremely
cautious about it. While he may not be familiar with details of the process, he always
reached out to his friends, the international student services office, or went on Google. He
learned about H-1B and the lottery system through a Malaysian friend, Ryan, who is
waiting for their green card, been in the U.S. for an extended period, and navigated
around multiple immigration policies. Describing Ryan as a “living bible” for all things
immigration-related, Johnny felt grateful that Ryan is open about sharing his experience
and giving general advice on the job search process. Johnny only reached out to the
International Student Services office to complete immigration related paperwork, as he
felt that the small team cannot provide timely support to a large international student
population. While he talked to the Engineering Career Services for advice in career
planning, he did not find the resource helpful for him, and much rather discuss with his
friends and family.
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“Where are you from?”
In one of the career fairs Johnny attended as he searched for an internship, he
struck up a great 10-minute conversation with a prospective employer. Toward the end of
the conversation, the employer had asked the question Johnny was dreadful of, “Where
are you from?” As Johnny proceeded to disclose that he is an international student, the
conversation changed, and the employer simply said, “We do not sponsor.” “Okay, thank
you for your time.” Johnny left the conversation saddened with the outcome, and felt that
his time and effort were wasted. Johnny appreciated that the employer was honest. Yet,
he recognized the shock and frustration he felt when the conversation ended abruptly on a
negative note. Even though he expected the company might not be able to sponsor, he
was shocked and would not forget the moment when it was said to him right to his face.
He was not even offered time to discuss what it meant to work with an international
student. To him, certain companies do not completely understand the process, heard bad
things about it, and just chose not to deal with international candidates. Perhaps the most
ironic part was Johnny only sought for an internship at that time. He would not have
needed any sponsorship from the employer since he can legally be authorized to hold an
off-campus internship through Curricular Practical Training (CPT) 4.
Johnny hates being asked the question, “Where are you from?” in career fairs
because he would have no choice but to disclose his international status as someone from

4

The Curricular Practical Training (CPT) is a work authorization program made available to F-1 visa
holders if a training relates, is integral to, and is a required component of the student’s academic program.
Training or employment include: alternate work/study, cooperative education, or any other type of required
internship or practicum. CPT allows international students to be employed off-campus prior to completion
of degree program. The student will have to be enrolled in academic credit(s). CPT is authorized by the
Designated School Official (DSO), and can only be authorized to after a training is identified. To apply for
CPT, students will have to seek recommendation from a faculty or academic advisor, as well as provide
training description from the company or employer. The CPT authorization process does not require
sponsorship.
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Malaysia. While Johnny discussed how he landed his first internship after making a good
first impression on the recruiter bonding over Malaysia, he did not think the question is
typically asked out of good intentions. He questioned the intentions of the recruiter or
prospective employer because he was not always asked the exact question in every
interaction. “They think you are not from America, that’s why they asked that question
… to see if you’re an international student.” Essentially, Johnny felt that the question is a
way for recruiters or prospective employers to verify their own judgments of an
international student. Aside from the judgment, this question places a student like Johnny
to have to discuss their nationality and country of origin, hence noting to the recruiters
and prospective employers the nature of his nonimmigrant status in the U.S.
A Near Miss
Johnny was introduced to River company, a relatively new company focusing on
renewable energy, through his engineering department’s connection and his participation
in a capstone project. Through mutual connections, Johnny had his eyes set on River as a
place he would like to work in, as the company’s mission also aligned well with his
career goals. Johnny began his job search in the fall semester of 2020 as he was
approaching his graduation in May 2021. Amid COVID-19, he recognized the added
layer of difficulties for him to receive a job offer, but persisted with his desire to utilize
his OPT and gain full-time work experience. Fortunately, he made it to the final rounds
of interviews with River. He knew his hard work had not been in vain when the
engineering team at River expressed their preference for Johnny as a candidate, and was
ready to make a verbal offer to him. In one of the phone calls with a HR person while an
offer was being prepared, Johnny decided to disclose his status as an international student
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and need for visa sponsorship. Prior to that, no one in the company had asked him about
his status. He was unwilling to tell River the information because he knew it would be a
“make or break thing” for the company to hire someone like him. Yet, he knew of the
complications that may arise if he were not to disclose such information. When it seemed
like a safe time to disclose his status – that an offer was in the works – Johnny felt it was
time to initiate the conversation on sponsorship.
After hearing this news, River took their time to respond to Johnny with a final
answer. Johnny maintained communications with both HR and engineering teams at
River while remained hopeful for an offer to come. He felt that River was taking such a
long time to “debate if they should hire an international student.” It was not until 1.5 to 2
months after his final round of interviews that he was notified an offer would not be made
to him. In the official notification from HR, River expressed that Johnny was a strong
candidate and encouraged him to apply to future openings, which “will receive a
thorough review.” While disappointed, Johnny still reached out to River in February 2021
when the same position reopened for a second search, to which HR responded:
Thank you for the updated resume and your continued interest in River. We
received an overwhelming response from our college recruitment with qualified
entry level candidates that do not require any sponsorship. For that reason, the
likelihood we will move forward with international candidates at this point are
low.
This was Johnny’s closest attempt to a full-time job offer. He appreciated that River was
honest with the reason for the non-hiring decision instead of telling him a white lie, but it
still took a toll on his mental health. He was sad and frustrated with the outcome,
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especially after spending time getting to know a team of engineers he would have loved
to work with, in a company whose mission he was passionate about. While River did
look into visa sponsorship for him, Johnny felt that the policy of sponsoring an
international employee was beyond the company’s control, coupled with the economic
difficulties most organizations experienced during COVID-19. He did not blame anyone
and recognized this was the reality of being an international student. Seeing what
happened with River, Johnny became more active in applying to graduate school.
Johnny accepted a graduate teaching assistantship role with one of his engineering
professors and enrolled for a master’s program at his alma mater after five months of job
search. While he felt he could have secured a position if he had not given up on the job
search – and some friends have commented on how he “wasted” his OPT and STEM
extension – pursuing a master’s degree was still a great opportunity for him. He was able
to stay in a town and an environment he was familiar with, be close with his girlfriend
who also stayed for graduate school, and be financially independent from his parents with
his assistantship. In the past year, he sought for a summer internship in 2022 and received
three offers, one from River. At the end, he chose to be strategic and accepted a different
offer from a much larger company with a history of sponsoring other international
employees.
“I’m being strategic in the sense that I want to start this conversation early on”
Johnny learned a lot from his experience navigating his international status with
River. When he was interviewing with River, he avoided the conversation on visa
sponsorship because he felt that not disclosing his status early would give him a better
chance at advancing to the final rounds. Now, he knows it is best for both sides to begin
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this conversation early in the process, so they will not “waste their time.” Johnny
recognizes that international students will often have to carry the undue burden of
educating employers about their immigration status and work authorization policies.
While he thought this reality to be unfair, it is beyond students’ control and is something
they must do to advocate for themselves.
As Johnny searched for a summer internship as a graduate student, he wanted to
be strategic in identifying companies with a history of providing H-1B sponsorship for
full-time employees. He began conversations on sponsorship early on with companies he
interviewed with. He would reach out and ask a company if they had experience
sponsoring other international students. He would also tell employers the fact that he will
have a master’s degree, which will increase his odds in making the H-1B cap. Even so,
Johnny noticed several companies would not pursue with his candidacy after he disclosed
his F-1 status and would be seeking for a visa sponsorship in the future. While the reason
for rejection was never explicitly stated, the rejection usually happened after he initiated
the conversation. At the end, Johnny decided from his three offers based on a company’s
openness and likelihood to provide a sponsorship, if he were to return for a full-time
position after he graduates.
“When you see a success story, like a friend making it in the U.S., it motivates you to
thinking that staying is a good idea”
After not being selected from the H-1B lottery for three years in a row, Sam, a
friend of Johnny’s was reluctant to depart the U.S. when their OPT STEM Extension was
coming to an end. Sam decided to go back to school for their master’s degree, but this
was a decision Johnny felt Sam made out of desperation to stay in the U.S.
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Now, Johnny feels guilty for having held the mentality to do anything to stay in
the U.S. when he was an undergraduate student. He searched for jobs and planned to
attend graduate school, knowing he did not want to go back to Malaysia permanently. At
that time, he was taught and held the belief that coming to the U.S. to have an education
would lead to better job prospects, or even a better life if he stays. Such a mentality was
not influenced by his family, but by his friends and people he met in the U.S. The
mentality grew when he heard success stories of other international students making it in
the U.S., like Ryan who was waiting for a green card and working in a great position with
a 6-digit pay. Yet, he knew of the risks he would be taking to navigate immigration, like
Sam who had no choice but to further their education because of a lottery that barred
them from continuing employment. Johnny is no longer sure that staying in the U.S. is
the right option for him and his girlfriend, nor should it be defined as a success for him.
Upon graduating with his master’s, he would like to stay and gain a few years of work
experiences to build up a good resume, so he may find an employment before returning
home.
Johnny also changed his mentality after reflecting on Ryan’s experiences, as he
does not think Ryan and his wife truly feel like they belong in their town. Johnny’s
girlfriend noted to him that, “trying to stay and live in the U.S. is trying to fit in with the
society here, it is more challenging, tiresome, and you are making yourself live a hard
life.” He agreed after observing the case of Ryan and his wife. While they have a better
quality of life with a respectable income, to him, they seemed to be lonely and isolated.
They are constantly talking about things from Malaysia, and do not seem to belong in
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their town even after five years. “[U.S.] is not home; this is somewhere else you are
living in.”
Eska: Expect the Unexpected
In 2015, Eska (they/them) first arrived at Sunshine Community College as an
international student from Indonesia. They transferred as a junior student to Lake
University, a large, public, 4-year institution in the same city. Eska graduated in August
2019 with a bachelor’s degree in marketing, worked a year through OPT authorization,
and went back to school for their MBA. At Sunshine, which is a community college with
high international student enrollment, being an international student was a huge part of
their identity in how they expressed themselves and approached others. Sunshine also
taught Eska about maintaining their international student status. When Eska went to Lake
University, the environment became a “melting pot” with a larger, more diverse student
base. Their international student identity was no longer a visible identity like it was at
Sunshine.
Eska decided to branch out from their international student community at Lake,
and came across a Multicultural Greek organization that became their community. Eska
joined a sorority for Asian women and women of color, which gave them comfort in
building authentic relationships through shared experiences with other Students of Color.
In their two years at Lake, Eska was heavily involved in their chapter and dedicated most
of their time as a student to the sorority. They eventually took on leadership roles within
the chapter, hence expanded their sense of community to include responsibility for the
chapter, while providing them with leadership experience. Aside from the sorority, Eska
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also spent some time participating in academic co-curricular activities, such as case study
competitions as part of the business school.
When it comes to career preparation and development, Eska opted not to
participate in Curricular Practical Training (CPT) as they were under the impression that
participation in any amount of CPT would take away time from their 12-month OPT.
Unbeknownst to Eska that this information was untrue5, Eska never verified this
information. Instead, Eska interned with a company in Indonesia, where they learned
skills and gained practical experiences in social media marketing. Eska knew that
connections in the business field was important, especially for one’s job search. They
were fortunate to have connections through their sorority, but also continued to build
connections through their business classes, career fairs, and mutual connections.
“[Campus resources were] definitely not the first place I looked into”
Eska began their search for a post-graduation, full-time position in late 2018.
While Eska began this process, what was most helpful for them was talking to
international friends and seniors who have job searched in the past. They learned a lot
about the job search process through word-of-mouth tips and tricks, especially on the
things they needed to know as an international student. While the college website was
helpful for them to know immigration related information, they did not reach out to the
international student center at Lake University as they did not feel the center was
accessible to them. Eska held similar sentiments with the career services center on
campus, that they do not accommodate to the needs of international students. While

5

Participation in part-time CPT authorization, or fewer than 12 months of full-time CPT, does not affect
OPT eligibility. An accumulation of 12 months of full-time CPT authorization will result in ineligibility for
OPT.
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career-related resources do exist, Eska felt that most resources were not applicable to a
non-citizen. Even though resources on building resumes and writing cover letters were
helpful, they did not receive any support relevant for international students. Eska
referenced an example of the organizations connected with the business school’s career
center. When opportunities for internships or jobs were acquainted with students, most of
these positions would explicitly state that they do not hire non-U.S. citizens. Plus, Eska
never received any notifications of opportunities that would be open to hiring and
sponsoring international students.
“So, if I’m a U.S. citizen, I [am] actually a good candidate”
By the time Eska graduated in August 2019, they have yet to find a position. Eska
engaged in commonly taught job search strategies, from (a) searching online through
platforms like LinkedIn and Indeed, (b) working with an agent that will receive a
commission if they did find a job offer (which turned out to be not helpful for Eska), to
(c) attending career fairs and inviting career professionals for informational interviews,
only to find out that these companies do not hire international students. Job search proved
to be difficult for Eska, even with positions that they are decently qualified and interested
in, no offers came about. Eska turned to their parents and friends for support. In one of
the conversations with their father, he suggested that Eska be dishonest about their
international status. In most job applications, the question “will you at any point in the
future require a visa sponsorship?” is typically included. For a while, Eska checked “no”
on this question in their job applications, hoping to know if an interview would be
extended to them. Indeed, they received a couple more offers for interviews when they
began to check “no” on this question. Eska has gotten more honest with this question now
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as they recognized how problematic lying about this question could be. Even though the
few interviews they received did not advance them to the final rounds, Eska could not
help but wonder if this question was biasedly filtering their application out of the
applicant pool to even be considered.
“We were all flabbergasted, like what? You can’t do a H-1B?”
Eventually, Eska found a remote position as a Search Engine Optimization
Analyst. Eska did not find this position engaging, nor stimulating their growth. Eska had
decided not to tell their boss during the selection process that they were looking for a
sponsorship as they were eager to begin a first job, even in a role they disliked. When it
was clear that the company could not provide a sponsorship, Eska was certain on finding
a different position. At that time, Eska was not advised either by their international
student advisors or their company to report their employment to USCIS. What this meant
for Eska was that per policies around OPT, they had roughly a month left in the 90-day
unemployment limit as permitted. A sense of urgency to get a new position arose as they
ramped up their search. Fortunately, one of Eska’s sorority sisters reached out with a job
opening at the company they worked in. And most importantly, the company had a
history of providing H-1B sponsorship.
Eska’s sorority sister, who was working under a H-1B work visa as well, knew
Eska was in the search. In fact, the company had provided sponsorship for several other
international students, some Indonesians, with a H-1B work visa. Hence, the job opening
at that company presented a great opportunity with impeccable timing for Eska’s
situation. Eska applied, participated in the search process, and to their surprise, they were
super happy to receive a job offer. The best part: the company was willing to go through
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the process of filing a H-1B work visa petition for them, so they could be hired for longer
than their OPT work authorization. Eska enjoyed the working environment. As an
associate, Eska’s role was to “provide assistance wherever there is a need,” hence they
were able to work on different projects with various departments within the company,
including copywriting for the marketing department. Even though it was not a position
they see themselves working in for a long period of time, the people and the company
itself left a memorable work experience for Eska. In fact, Eska thought that the role
would support them to move up the ladder within the company.
Eska and their direct supervisor, who was a HR personnel, began the processes of
a H-1B application with a lawyer consultation. Recognizing that they do not know the
fine prints of a H-1B, Eska depended on the expertise of the lawyer and previous H-1B
sponsorship experiences the company engaged in. To everyone’s shock and dismay, the
lawyer who worked on previous H-1B cases notified Eska’s supervisor that a H-1B
petition could not be filed for Eska. An H-1B petition could not be applied to in the first
place because the requirements for a H-1B was not fulfilled. The specialty occupation
requirement of H-1B for Eska’s position was not met, and Eska described two reasons
from their understanding of the legal advice. First, since Eska’s bachelor’s degree was in
marketing, whereas the job description was in Public Relations, the position was not
directly related to Eska’s marketing degree. Second, the associate position was not a role
that required “specialized skills.” Eska discussed the position’s job description to be a
“front desk reception type job” that did not qualify as a specialty occupation.
Not only were Eska and their HR supervisor surprised, Eska’s colleagues and
friends who received a H-1B work visa were equally flabbergasted. No one in the
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company knew or saw it coming. Eska’s plans were ruined, and they were now forced to
leave the position. A part of Eska regretted that they could have continued the job search
and found a different position directly in marketing, yet how would Eska, or the hiring
company, know all details of the H-1B eligibility requirements? No one in Eska’s circle
knew to be mindful of the details of what “specialty occupation” meant with H-1B, nor
was legal counsel made available to Eska when they were in the job search. While the
staff in the company were eager to have Eska stay, there was nothing more they could do
to advocate for Eska. After feeling a sense of guilt and regret, Eska had to quickly figure
out next steps so they could prolong their stay in the U.S. When the green light came
from their father to go back to school, Eska began to apply to graduate schools.
“My passion is getting a work visa”
After a few short months, Eska began a master’s program in data analytics at
Forest University, a small, private, 4-year institution in the Pacific Northwest. They chose
this program to gain an increasingly sought-after skill, typically from the many
technology companies in the town they live in. Eska never hated their classes with so
much passion, hence they decided to enroll a different program. Currently, Eska is an
MBA student at Forest University and is set to graduate in August 2022. Eska chose to
pursue MBA and a concentration in management to “learn a bit of everything.” They felt
that the “most general, basic” MBA will set them up for a wide variety of careers, thereby
helping them in their job search. Yet, as Eska is approaching the end of their program,
they are slowly realizing that this “freedom” to “go anywhere” and select any career they
wanted is “an illusion.” Eska feels overwhelmed and cannot find a career they are
passionate about within this wide variety of choices. They also feel frustrated and at a
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disadvantage, as they do not have a specialized skillset such as data analytics, which can
solidify a career pathway. Even with a graduate degree, Eska notice their lack of work
experiences compared to peers in the program who have at least 20-30 years in the field.
However, Eska continues to act strategically by searching for jobs related to their
undergraduate degree in marketing, as “that is the most specific [they] can get.” Eska also
believes that while the versatility of MBA is overwhelming, holding an MBA degree
would increase their qualifications and skills as a candidate for more advanced positions.
Second, through both experiences from the internship and of other Indonesian
friends, Eska noticed how employees are treated in Indonesia is at a disadvantage
compared to the U.S. Eska described looking at education as an investment, and is
something one can hopefully “pay off” with a well-paid job. If one paid for their
education in U.S. Dollars (USD), and gets paid by working in the U.S., “it kind of stacks
up at the end.” However, the job market is different in Indonesia, where the minimum
wage and pay is lower. Plus, factoring into currency difference between USD and
Indonesian Rupiah, the pay difference between a job in the U.S. and in Indonesia is much
more significant. While Eska described that job seekers with a degree abroad (or outside
of Indonesia) are more valued and given higher priorities, they do not receive a
significant higher amount of pay than workers without a degree abroad. Besides, studying
abroad is slowly becoming the norm for many Indonesians, where they not only look to
more common countries like the U.S., United Kingdom or Australia, Indonesians have
also searched for other international locations such as Singapore and Japan. Because of
this, having a U.S. degree may no longer be as any more competitive than those with a
degree from other countries.
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While one could assume international students would prefer returning to their
home countries, there are reasons like Eska’s experiences that suggest otherwise, that
living in the U.S. is a significantly better, but harder option. For Eska, they described
their passion is to “get a work visa.” Just as their decision to attend graduate school, they
would do whatever they could to continue living in the U.S., in a city where they feel
belonging.
Summary
In this chapter, four individual narratives of each participant were presented to
detail the findings of this study. In each narrative, individual accounts of how participants
experienced their U.S. job search is included. The ways in which participants engaged in
their job search, their motivations to search in the U.S., the discriminatory impacts of
policies on their experiences, the outcomes of their job search processes are also
discussed as central themes to their narratives. In the next chapter, further analyses and
discussions on these narratives will be included. I will provide analysis and discussion
centered around the research questions and connections will be made to existing literature
to further the understanding of these findings as they relate to the research study.
Implications for practice, research, as well as reflection will also be included.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Implications, and Conclusion
In the previous chapter, participants’ narratives pointed to the discrimination and
challenges experienced by international Students of Color during their job search.
Informed by both neo-racism (Lee, 2007) and racist nativism (Pérez Huber et al., 2008)
theories, the study took a critical approach in identifying neo-racist and nativist ways
international Students of Color have been positioned within the U.S. Specifically, the
analysis looked at how these dynamics occur within one’s job search, due to the policies
and systems in place. Agency (Bandura, 2006) was also employed to consider how
participants addressed barriers and challenges, while continuously used to emphasize the
dynamics that rendered these participants’ powerlessness in the first place.
The discussion section of this chapter meaningfully engages participants’
narratives by situating their stories within the study’s research questions:
1. What are the forms of discrimination and challenges international Students of
Color encounter and experience in their U.S. job search process?
2. In what ways do neo-racist and racist nativist policies affect or inform these
experiences?
3. How do international Students of Color respond to these barriers and challenges?
Connections between participants’ narratives to the theoretical framework and existing
literature will be drawn. The discussion section will focus on several ideas surfaced
through each participant’s narratives, including (a) racist and nativist experiences of
international Students of Color, (b) life and opportunities in the U.S. vs. at home, (c)
forms of discrimination in the job search, (d) acts of agency in participants’ postgraduation pathways, (e) institution’s missing role in providing tailored, effective support
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to international students, as well as (f) complicating the use of success stories. Finally,
implications for practice, recommendations for research, and concluding remarks will
conclude this chapter.
Racist and Nativist Experiences of International Students
As multiple literature (Changamire et al., 2021; Lee, 2007; Lee, 2010; Yao et al.,
2019; Yao & George Mwangi, 2022) suggested, international Students of Color are
consistently subjected to forms of neo-racism, racist nativism, and discrimination from
the U.S. host society. The narratives from participants demonstrated forms of
discrimination based on one’s race/ethnicity, skin color, and national origin – all of which
have contributed to assumptions made by U.S. society of participants’ race, English
abilities, status as non-American and country of origin. While most examples provided by
participants were related to their job search experience, some participants also discussed
forms of neo-racism and racist nativism that occurred in their day-to-day experience,
which are described in this section.
English as a Tool of Whiteness
Papaya became desensitized at the “your English is so good!” remarks she
received from Americans as these incidents kept occurring. She coped with these remarks
by accepting these instances as a reality of how some individuals think and decided to
stop challenging their thoughts because it was not a beneficial thing for her to do. These
incidents portrayed the stereotypes held by host society members of an international
student’s English abilities, just like Papaya’s. This was also an assumption stemming
from one’s race, as Papaya said, “they look at your face and you’re not white. And then,
when they hear you start speaking [English], they get shocked.”
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What typically occurred in these situations is first, a judgment that as someone
with Asian features, Papaya was not from the U.S. Then, a second layer of judgment
posited that Papaya cannot speak good English, or more precisely, English with a whitecentered American accent. One’s ability to speak white-centered English is a stereotype
attached to both one’s race and perceived (or confirmed) immigration status. The
assumption of one’s immigration status is also informed by one’s race, or as racist
nativism would argue, Students of Color are “othered … from white dominant U.S.
citizens” (Yao & George Mwangi, 2022, p. 3). In Papaya’s narrative, we observed both
neo-racism and racist nativism at play, where her race, perceived immigration status, and
being an international student – all meant that her white-centered American English is not
possible, hence, a surprise to many. Yet, unbeknownst to these individuals, no one ever
questioned why Papaya felt she had to learn to speak English with a white American
accent, nor knew that she spoke English back home in Malaysia while assuming all
international Students of Color spoke English poorly. Hence, even though Papaya felt
privileged that she could communicate well with a white American accent, her perceived
race and immigration status continued to place her under target as a non-American in the
monolithic, white U.S. society – thereby, resulting in the racial microaggressions she
received on her English skills. English dominance, or a white-centered American English,
continues to be used as a tool to enforce whiteness on (non)Immigrants of Color, just as
demonstrated through the racist nativist experiences of Latina/o communities in the U.S.
(Pérez Huber, 2011).
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Racialized Presence as Non-Americans and People of Color
Another form of neo-racism was also observed when participants discussed who
they felt more connected to and who their communities were in the U.S. Eska was
fortunate to have found connection and belonging in their multicultural sorority that was
not just “a bunch of white girls … where they would be the token Asian,” as they
described. To Eska, their multicultural sorority’s openness and acceptance for
individuality made them feel that they could just be themselves around their sorority
members. Plus, Eska felt a stronger sense of connection to their sorority members as they
“bonded over shared experiences” as Students of Color in a predominantly white state.
While Eska did not experience incidents of overt racism and discrimination, and that for
the most part, they were welcomed in the predominantly white state they were in, Eska
felt that the large diversity of the state played a huge factor in their sense of belonging.
Eska described that half of the state’s population was white, followed by Asians as the
second largest population. Because of that, Eska did not feel “alienated or too different
from others” in their state. So, as a Person of Color, Eska was able to find community
amongst other People of Color in the U.S., yet not so much with white Americans.
The experience was different for Johnny, where his lack of belonging in the U.S.
led to his changing motivations for post-graduation during his graduate school. A big part
of what motivated this change was how he felt in his local community in the Midwest –
an outsider. While Johnny was envious of his Malaysian friend who made a 6-digit pay in
engineering, his girlfriend’s comment about the friend’s lack of belonging in their local
community and U.S. society made him realize how much he did not “fit in.” Even though
Johnny lived a comfortable life in the U.S., he did not feel he truly belonged to the
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society. To him, “[U.S.] is not home.” Johnny continued to process how he came to this
observation by reflecting on his own identity and experience, stating:
I know a lot of people [are] willing to kind of push themselves out of the comfort
zone, I guess, like, you know, trying to hang out with friends. … [But,] I don't see
[myself as a] socialized [person]. But some people, like I know a lot of
Malaysians are like, almost like trying to make themselves American[s] and do
that. Which, I mean, if that's, you know, if that's your goal in life, that's fine. But I
think like, to me, I can also see that [for] myself, it might be a bit tricky to fit in
into this society here. Even though like yeah, I have some American friends, but
they're not as close like, as they are not as close with them as my Malaysian
friends. So that's, that's to me, like, that's a big thing. And it tells me that, maybe,
you know, going back home is not a bad thing at all.
Johnny attributed his struggles to feel a part of the American society because he was not
“making himself American” like he has observed among some of his Malaysian peers.
Johnny pointed the reasons to be his own doing, i.e., not liking to socialize nor wanting to
be an American, yet he was not able to articulate why he felt he needed to be an
American to feel belonged. Just as racist nativism posited, Johnny’s identities as an Asian
and nonimmigrant status, whether confirmed or perceived, continues to stand out as an
outsider from the monolithic, white American society (Lee et al., 2009; Pérez Huber et
al., 2008; Yao & George Mwangi, 2022). He acknowledged how his Malaysian peers
would need to change their behaviors in order to fit in as much as possible within the
acceptable (white) American norms, and his reluctance to do so, made him feel othered
and isolated in return.
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When asked about his experience in the university community, Johnny felt that he
was welcomed into the community, met great Malaysian and international student
friends, but he could not make deeper connections with Americans than just as his peers
or co-workers. While Johnny was not explicitly discriminated against based on his skin
color or accent, he did notice Americans tend to get along better with other Americans.
He described the “benefit of having an [white] American accent,” where he observed a
Chinese student speaking with a strong accent feeling out of place in an Americanmajority group project. The “benefits” of “communicating well in English” was one that
Johnny noticed within academic spaces, and this similar sentiment was also echoed by
Papaya’s observation of her friend in job interviews, where she realized just how
privileged she was to be able to converse with a white American-accented English.
However, similar to how Johnny discussed his own experiences, he added that it “could
be a personality thing” that this Chinese student he observed “felt shy to speak out.”
Much of what Johnny described closely aligns with experiences of neo-racism
among international Students of Color, where he faced more challenges due to his skin
color, culture, national origin, and English abilities. Yet, the way Johnny justified both
his lack of social belonging, as well as the Chinese student’s experience, to one’s
personality, demonstrated how he had internalized neo-racist beliefs about himself for not
adapting to the U.S. norms, rather than interrogating why he felt he had to “be American”
to fit in. This is consistent with Lee and Rice (2007)’s findings that international Students
of Color were blamed for failing to adapt to U.S. host society’s culture, and such blame
was then internalized by Johnny’s perception of his failure to adapt. Johnny’s lack of
social belonging and hence, lack motivation to stay in the U.S., is similar to what Ugwu
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and Adamuti-Trache (2017) found about what impacts the post-graduation plans of
international Students of Color from non-predominantly white countries.
Life and Opportunities in the U.S. vs. at Home
An important discussion that occurred with all these international Students of
Color was their reflection on the opportunities that exist for them in the U.S., versus if
they were to return to their home countries. Thinking about their options at home and in
the U.S. was crucial for them to decide their post-graduation plans, and subsequently,
informed their goals to secure a job in the U.S. This was a strategy rooted in agency that
several participants engaged in, as they were thoughtful, reflective, and intentional while
planning their post-graduation pathways (Bandura, 2006). By considering and reflecting
on their multiple options for post-graduation pathways, participants drew on their
comparative knowledge to identify a best pathway to move toward. Each participant
discussed several factors they considered, including societal culture, work culture, access
to opportunities, and salary, all of which informed their standard of living and quality of
life. Much of the factors for participants’ post-graduation plans were similar to Mazzarol
and Soutar’s (2002) “push-pull” model that described international students’ motivations
to study in the U.S. Additionally, in considering the value proposition of their U.S.
academic experience, participants discussed their motivations to gain tangible career
outcomes for their academic investment by staying in the U.S. (Esaki-Smith, 2022).
Career Outcomes: Value of a U.S. Education
For Chelsea, her motivations to remain in the U.S. was rooted in the idea of
“return-on-investment” for her undergraduate education (Urban & Palmer, 2016). She
described,
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At the end of the day, I think studying like anywhere, like here in the U.S., it's an
investment, like your future investment. So, you're investing [in] your education
[to] then, like, in the future, [get] that money back. Like that's, you know, that's
like the ideal.
When Chelsea described this dynamic, she was also considering the lack of career
prospects for her in her home country, Colombia, compared to if she were to stay in the
U.S. Contrary to other participants in this study, the prestige of a U.S. degree would bar
her from accessing jobs in Colombia, as “employers would prefer not to hire her because
she would be overqualified.” In this sense, Chelsea felt that returning home was no longer
an option, because how would she be able to justify a return-on-investment on her
education without a well-paid, successful career? Chelsea’s access to career opportunities
to achieve a return-on-investment on her education was the most important factor for her
post-graduation plans, even though she missed home in Colombia, as she said, “if I knew
that I would be getting a great job, I would definitely go back [to Colombia]. … I have
everything there.”
For Papaya, the value of her U.S. undergraduate education was not worth the
academic investments made by her and her family, due to the amount of job rejections
she received when she began her job search. With these rejections, she reconsidered her
academic experience in her college, and realized how unprepared she was for the job
search as a college graduate. She noticed she lacked skills, qualifications, and prior
internship experiences to be able to secure a job offer. Yet, Papaya also felt that it was
difficult for her to secure internship experiences as an undergraduate international
student, since companies would be reluctant to work with immigration policies – an idea
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explored further in a later section. What Papaya had described signals a need for U.S.
institutions to articulate the values of a U.S. education through career outcomes, and it
should be the role of U.S. institutions to graduate international students with professional
readiness (Esaki-Smith, 2022).
Quality of Life
While some participants did not explicitly discuss the idea of “return-oninvestment,” they talked about factors like better quality of life and standard of living, by
comparing the societal cultures, work cultures, and salary of two societies (Alberts,
2017). For Papaya and Eska, they both had internship experiences at their home
countries, Malaysia and Indonesia respectively, which dissuaded them from working
there after graduation. Papaya and Eska both cited reasons due to how employees were
treated in their home countries, which included underpaying and undervaluing their
employees. This reality of a lower pay was not influenced by the two countries’ lower
currency values against U.S. currency, but by the culture of working environments that
places a company’s profit over employees’ wellbeing. For them, the lower pay, lack of
work-life balance and appreciation for employees in their home countries, would not
provide a better quality of life than if they stayed in the U.S. It is also important to note
that Eska was additionally motivated by the societal culture in Indonesia, which they
described to be “conservative,” “misogynistic,” and “not queer friendly” – all of which
misaligned with their values. This motivated their initial desire to study abroad, and now
to stay in the U.S. upon graduation, as they described,
I've always thought about how I wanted to study abroad, because, you know, even
during middle school high school, I was already kind of tired at that point. I just
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find myself not being able to relate to a lot of the values that other people have. …
There [are] a lot of things [about] living there just made me feel kind of
uncomfortable.
While Papaya and Eska did not return home after graduation, their internship experiences
at their home countries during their undergraduate program allowed them to engage in a
process of cultural comparison between the work cultures of their home country and U.S.
(Christofi & Thompson, 2007). Through this process, they recognized the different lives
they would lead based on societal and work cultures held by their home countries and the
U.S. They both preferred to live in the U.S. culture that they have experienced and grew
accustomed to, as international students in the country.
Despite the many difficulties in immigration policies and work authorization
programs referenced by participants, all of them chose to stay in the U.S. either
temporarily or long term for wanting better access to opportunities. While each
participant had different plans for post-graduation, all of them described their desires to
gain tangible, professional experiences after graduation, so they may justify the value of
their abroad education in the U.S. (Esaki-Smith, 2022). Hence, participants’ access to
Optional Practical Training (OPT) that would allow them to gain some amount of
professional experience became an opportunity to “take advantage of.” However, just as
the literature review in Chapter 2 indicated, international Students of Color experience
additional challenges and difficulties in their job search. As shared by participants,
examples of their challenges and difficulties in their job search were informed by (a) their
status as a F-1 visa holder who needs to navigate immigration policies, (b) their othered
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and racialized presence as a non-American, as well as (c) other elements of their college
experience as an international student.
Forms of Discrimination, Neo-racism, and Racist Nativism in the Job Search
In all the narratives, participants described being othered and targeted for their
international student status, which inevitably led to conversations around the immigration
policies that impacted their candidacy. In this section, the forms of discrimination
international Students of Color experience in their job search will be addressed. The
discussion will also shed a light on the neo-racist and racist nativist ways (Pérez Huber et
al., 2008; Lee, 2007) international Students of Color are treated, specifically around
policies that negatively impact their job search experiences.
A Stigma: Targeted and Othered for International Student/F-1 Nonimmigrant
Status
Whether participants liked it or not, being an international student and on an F-1
visa made it inevitable for them to navigate their immigration statuses during their job
search. At times, participants chose to be upfront and disclose their own statuses with
prospective employers. However, most times, participants were placed in situations
where they had no choice but to disclose their status. Whatever the situation may be,
being an international student in the job search meant that these participants were
constantly targeted for their immigration status, and typically, in a way that would
negatively impact their candidacy.
Among the participants in the focus group, everyone reacted in agreement when
Eska brought up their experience navigating the “will you at any point in the future
require a visa sponsorship?” question. This question is typically asked in job applications
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as a multiple-choice question, often with no option to provide supplemental information
so an international student applicant can add more context about their status 6. Questions
on work authorization and visa sponsorship are not uncommon, yet what this question
does is intentionally targets applicants like Eska to disclose their status, as early in the
first step of a job application. Eska and Papaya both questioned how this information
would be used when companies reviewed an applicant pool. While they both recognized
the importance for companies to know as much information as possible about their job
applicants, they feared that the information about one’s immigration status was used to
filter applications out from advancing to the next round. This was precisely what Eska
experienced when they decided to test out their suspicion, where in their own experiment,
they received a few more interview invites for the applications they lied on, than when
they were honest about their need for visa sponsorship. It is through this act of resistance
Eska took to aim for an unbiased shot at job openings, that led them to describe that “if
I’m a U.S. citizen, I [am] actually a good candidate.” Eska’s experience signals to the
biased nature of this question against international student applicants.
When Chelsea learned of the immigration policies that would impact her job
search experience, she knew she would not be treated the same as American candidates.
She knew that conversations around her immigration status would be a needed discussion
in her job search process, something international students like herself would experience.
While she expected this to occur prior to the start of her job search, Chelsea was still
6

This is an observation concluded from my discussions with the participants and other international
students I have interacted with, as well as my own personal experience in the job search. Usually, there
would be another question included on work authorization, which most international students applying
to/on Optional Practical Training (OPT) would have. Answering these questions can be confusing and
requires that international students interpret their situations and questions asked. Carnegie Mellon
University’s Office of International Education has put together a guide to answering these questions:
https://www.cmu.edu/oie/foreign-students/docs/job-applications-asking-about-work-authorization.pdf
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taken aback when she felt her identity as an international student was “attacked,”
following a comment made by a recruiter in an informational Zoom group call. At the
beginning of the call, the recruiter said, “I just wanted to let you all know that we do not
sponsor visas, we do not give anything to international students. So, if you're here for
that, make sure you hop off the call.” Chelsea did not appreciate the recruiter’s rudeness,
and felt targeted as an international student in the call. Indeed, this comment singled out
international students as job seekers who require additional needs, vis á vis, a visa
sponsorship, from prospective employers. Even though this comment did not impact
Chelsea’s candidacy, since she would be legally authorized to work through OPT and
was not seeking for a H-1B sponsorship, she questioned if she would want to continue
interacting with this recruiter and if the company culture was a right fit for her.
Targets on Culture, Perceived Race/Ethnicity, and Perceived Immigration Status
While one’s perceived immigration status is an invisible identity, racist nativism
posits that People of Color, no matter their immigration status, will consistently be
positioned as non-American since they do not fit within the dominant, white U.S. society
(Pérez Huber et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009; Yao & George Mwangi, 2022). Neo-racism
also adds to this dynamic, where an international Student of Color would experience
discrimination based on the “insurmountability of cultural differences, … the
incompatibility of life-styles and traditions,” typically targeted at the culture(s) of nondominant groups (Jiang & Kim, 2019, p. 736; see also: Hervik, 2013; Lee, 2007; Lee,
2010). Papaya and Johnny described their experiences as Students of Color from
Malaysia, a non-predominantly white country – as well as observing the experiences of
their friends – all of which could be examined through the lens of neo-racism and racist
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nativism. Papaya’s experiences with the “your English is so good!” remarks, discussed
earlier in this chapter, were manifestations of both neo-racism and racist nativism. After
Papaya observed her friends in their job search, compared to her own, she recognized just
how much more advantageous she was as a job candidate since she spoke English with a
white American accent. Papaya knew the importance of speaking good, white-centered
American English, she described:
Being able to get a job in the US, depends highly on the way you speak. [And] I
don't think it's just for business school, I feel like [it also impacts] my friends who
are in tech, who are an engineering, computer science, [but] who do not have the
ability to express themselves well in English – they stutter, they say "um" a lot,
they just have an accent, [and] they're not able to like change the way they speak.
… So if they're not able to do that [Americans understand the way they speak],
and they're like an 3.9 student … even with that kind of like capability and ability,
if you don't speak well, during the first interview, and like the employer that just
don't get you, … they won't hire you. They'll just be like, they'll just email you the
next day, like, ‘Thanks for applying.’ And I feel like language itself in the States
is important. Like, if English isn't your first language that also brings you down
for some reason. … I feel like that [the way one speaks English] is what makes
employers decide. When they hear that [English with accent], ‘Oh, this guy, don't
think my team's gonna like him just because he can't speak well.’
Papaya acknowledged how she had troubles understanding certain accents and that it
could be difficult to communicate effectively. Yet, she also experienced moments where
others could not understand her Malaysian accent, hence she learned to speak English
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with a white American accent. While the experiences with English was not of her own,
but of her friend’s, Papaya pointed out the reluctance of U.S. employers to work with
international Students of Color who did not speak English as their primary language.
Rather than assessing the skills and qualifications of an international student candidate,
the “international status” was then viewed as a “cultural stereotype,” and in Papaya’s
description, an indicator of one’s ability to work in a team setting (Jiang & Kim, 2019, p.
736). In this example, one’s English abilities, or ability to speak white-centered American
English, was weaponized against international Students of Color. English continues to be
used as a tool to enforce whiteness that will lead to the discriminatory experiences of
these students within any U.S.-centric system, and in this example, during one’s job
search as a candidate (Pérez Huber, 2011).
Another racist nativist interaction experienced by Johnny was whenever he was
asked “where are you from?” in career fairs. Johnny hated being asked this question
because he felt that recruiters and prospective employers were trying to verify a judgment
made on him. Johnny felt that the recruiters and prospective employers, “they think you
are not from America, that’s why they asked that question … to see if you’re an
international student.” Johnny could not tell what about him had signaled to the recruiters
about his immigration status, but he knew there were no good intentions when he would
receive this question. Even though one of his interactions after being asked this question
created a bond with a recruiter of the company he later interned with, this recruiter also
made a judgment on Johnny’s nationality and immigration status. Racist nativism would
posit that, like Papaya, Johnny’s immigration status was assumed based on his race as an
Asian, and hence, he cannot be from America. Asking “where are you from?” or
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complimenting on one’s English, are then microaggressions acted upon neo-racist and
racist nativist beliefs of who are international Students of Color and what their
characteristics are.
When Johnny recalled an incident at the career fair where he was asked “where
are you from,” Johnny shared how he was immediately turned away after disclosing his
status as an international student from Malaysia when the recruiter responded, “we do not
sponsor.” Whenever he was asked this question, Johnny would have no choice but to
disclose his F-1 visa status, which would mean that as a candidate, he would require visa
sponsorship. Disclosing one’s international student status would mean disclosing the
additional burden to navigate immigration policies and processes to hire this candidate,
whether that happens while filling out a multiple-choice question on a job application,
interacting with recruiters at a career fair, or at the end of a first-round interview. It was
no surprise to me that all participants had received multiple rejections right after they
disclosed their status during their search process. No matter how qualified these
participants may be for a position, their international student status continued to be the
biggest barrier to their efforts in securing a job. While some prospective employers
wanted to look in to OPT or H-1B work visas, or some would be honest in stating that
they could not hire international students or provide visa sponsorship, the outcome was
still the same – international Students of Color are discriminated against as job
candidates as they continued to be rejected based on their visa status. Johnny’s reluctance
to disclose his international student status with River Company until he was close to
receive a soft offer, or the way Eska landed their first position by not disclosing their
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international student status as an act of desperation, was a strategy they took because they
knew disclosing their status was a “make-or-break” deal for their candidacy.
In discussions about the stigma of one’s international student or F-1
nonimmigrant status, it is crucial to keep in mind that the underlying factor of such a
stigma is due to the reputations around navigating immigration policies and hiring
international students. In participants’ job search and interactions with prospective
employers about their status, participants constantly wondered if the companies they
interacted with knew about OPT and H-1B, if they knew who to reach out to so they can
learn about these policies, or if they had a prior negative experience that deterred them
from hiring international students. While OPT and H-1B presented opportunities to hire
international employees, these policies were also complicated, restrictive, limited, as well
as cost and labor intensive (McFadden & Seedorff, 2017; Monahan, 2018). Besides, these
policies were created to continue police international student presence in the U.S., and to
commodify international students as talents and highly skilled workers for U.S. benefit
(Allen & Bista, 2021; McFadden & Seedorff, 2017; Yao & Viggiano, 2019). In the next
subsection, we will look at how participants described the ways in which the nature of
OPT and H-1B had created huge barriers for them to search for and secure a job offer.
Impacts of Policies on Searching for and Securing a Job
International students on a F-1 visa are considered nonimmigrant visa holders, of
which U.S. Department of State described to be “person(s) with permanent residence
outside the United States but wishes to be in the United States on a temporary basis for
tourism, medical treatment, business, temporary work, or study, as examples” (U.S.
Customs and Border Protection, 2022, para. 3). The temporary basis of F-1 visas is also
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evident in the temporary nature of OPT, which allows only up to 12 months, or 36
months for STEM students, of employment authorization after obtaining an educational
degree (U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, n.d.-b). When the OPT limit is up,
international students would then turn to H-1B work visa, which is also considered a
nonimmigrant visa as it follows a 3-year term, with an additional 3-year extension
(USCIS, n.d.-a). The shift of responsibility to apply for employment authorization – from
international student’s own responsibility to apply for OPT, to employer’s responsibility
to provide and sponsor a H-1B work visa – became additional cost and labor for the
employers to hire an international worker. The temporary nature of OPT and H-1B, as
well as the added expenses and effort to provide a H-1B work visa, played an important
factor in participants’ job search experience. Participants’ narratives also reflected on the
restrictions that employment authorization placed on their candidacy, observed through
how participants themselves and employers would make comparisons against American
job candidates. Finally, participants discussed their confusion with the complicated and
little-known details of OPT and H-1B policies which influenced their ability to search for
and secure a job.
Chelsea first learned of the realities of what her post-graduation may look like
after hearing the presentation from a Designated School Official (DSO), or immigration
advisor at her campus. Since then, Chelsea knew it would be hard for her to stay in the
U.S. As Chelsea engaged in her job search, she described one of her biggest barriers to
securing a job opportunity was the amount of time she gets from OPT – only 12 months.
While most companies she had interacted with were open to the possibility of working
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with her on OPT, no offers came about, which Chelsea felt the temporary nature of OPT
played a role. She explained it from the company’s perspective,
At the end of the day, it's costly for a company to just like hire people every year
because you know, like, hiring process, and then, like, training and all that – that's
money at the end of the day for the company. And like losing that money for just
one year is like really hard for them. So I think just one year, it's probably not
enough. And I think that's what refrains companies from like, [giving] you the
job. Because why would I (the company) want to hire you only for a year? You
know, like, that's a loss for me (the company).
In addition to the costs of hiring and training, Chelsea added that companies would
probably prefer not to increase their turnover rate. Additionally, she expressed this
frustration for herself as a prospective employee, as she would have to “leave [the
company after 12 months], because I have to, not because I want to.” To Chelsea, she
was not only frustrated at the temporary nature of OPT that made her an unfavorable
candidate, but also that she would be forced to leave a role because OPT restricted her to
only working for 12 months, unless she received a H-1B visa.
Comparisons with American Candidates
While Chelsea did not set her goals for a H-1B work visa, this was the opposite
for Papaya’s job search. Papaya felt that this goal significantly limited the number of
companies she could apply to, because most companies would not want to go through
additional processes to hire an international employee. Because of this goal, Papaya spent
so much more time identifying and communicating with companies that might be open to
sponsoring her. She noticed that companies’ knowledge of hiring international students
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varied. Most companies she reached out to would typically turn Papaya away after she
disclosed her visa status, while some companies were open to work with Papaya for 12
months with OPT but would not provide a H-1B visa sponsorship. Since Papaya’s job
search was heavily impacted and restricted by the immigration policies, she felt a sense
of competition with American job candidates. She questioned why employers would want
to hire an international student candidate like her, when they can “give [Americans] the
job where they could actually work, without sponsorship?”
Papaya felt that because there was this additional layer of employment
authorization that international students must go through to convince employers to hire
them instead of American candidates, international students would have to put in a lot of
effort and work so much harder than American peers. Yet, she noticed being an
international student placed her at a disadvantage to gain adequate experiences during her
education in the first place, which made her feel unprepared when she began her job
search. She noted that in her college’s environment, where she felt this sense of
competition with American candidates in the internship/job market, she did not feel
confident as a strong candidate against them. This insecurity was also informed by her
perception of the difficulties associated with hiring international students that employers
would surely not want to engage in. When Papaya began her job search, she noticed her
lack of skills and qualifications to be able to convince employers to hire her. Coupled
with the restrictions on an international student’s employment, Papaya described,
[Job search] is harder for international students because I do not think most
international students have a decent work background, [which] puts us at a
disadvantage. But it is not our fault! In a way, because we came here for a better
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education, we came here really young. So, how do [U.S. employers] expect us to
have work experience, if you are not willing to choose us who work for you? … It
makes [me] think like, if I was born here, if I had a green card, would this ever be
a problem? It makes [me] wonder, you know, like, [if] things would turn out
differently.
Employment authorization policies like OPT and H-1B consistently position
international student candidates in a disadvantaged position against American candidates
(Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011). From participants’ interactions with prospective
employers, they noticed that this comparison was also made by prospective employers
when hiring for a position. When Eska realized the increased amounts of job interviews
they received after lying about their need for visa sponsorship on job applications, they
noted their disadvantaged position as a candidate because they were not a U.S. citizen. In
Eska’s experience, their international student status was targeted and posed a barrier to
being considered for a job opportunity. Eska noted the privilege they would gain in their
job search if their candidacy did not require employers to navigate visa sponsorships –
like American candidates.
Johnny’s near miss for a role in the company he had set his eyes for was perhaps
the clearest example. After fully impressing the engineering team, Johnny’s hopes to
receive a job offer shattered after he disclosed his visa status as an international student.
While Johnny could not recall the details of that phone conversation when he discussed
his visa status, the delayed and extended time for the company to communicate with him
signaled to Johnny that the company was taking their time to “debate if they should hire
an international student.” A few months after the first rejection, Johnny reached out to the
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company a second time when the same position reopened, to which HR again rejected
Johnny’s candidacy, as they noted:
We received an overwhelming response from our college recruitment with
qualified entry level candidates that do not require any sponsorship. For that
reason, the likelihood we will move forward with international candidates at this
point are low.
Johnny was not only qualified but had built a strong impression on the engineering team
he would be working with. What stopped the company from offering Johnny the position
was due to his visa status. In the company’s response, HR explicitly stated that the
abundance of qualified entry level candidates who were Americans that did not require
visa sponsorship was the reason Johnny was not offered a position. In this example, we
observed how Johnny was discriminated against due to his nationality and visa status.
Yet, from a legal standpoint, international students like Johnny are not protected from
citizenship status discrimination under 8 U.S.c. § 1324b7 (Legal Information Institute,
n.d.; Office of Special Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair Employment Practices,
2014). What this means for international student participants and the community, is that
discrimination on the basis of our visa status can legally occur. Often, such
discrimination is carried out through comparisons with American job candidates – one
that we have observed through narratives of participants in this study.

7

According to Legal Information Institute (n.d.), the provision 8 U.S. Code, § (Section) 1324b, titled
“Unfair immigration-related employment practices,” is codified through Immigration and Nationality Act.
Subsection (a) prohibits “discrimination based on national origin or citizenship status” with regards to
hiring or recruiting individual for employment, or discharging individual from employment. Subdivision
(3) defined “protected individuals” as U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents who are not yet eligible to
apply for naturalization or who have applied within six months of eligibility, asylees, and refugees.
Subsection (h)(3) would define F-1 visa holders as “unauthorized aliens” under this section.
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Constrictive, Confusing, and Complicated Policies
Through each participant’s narratives, we observed the impacts of employment
authorization policies like OPT and H-1B had in their job search processes, such as the
temporary nature of the work authorization and the need to navigate immigration
policies, all of which made them less favorable candidates compared to other job
candidates who are not restricted by policies. While not a focus of this study, participants
constantly discussed the stress and uncertainty from their job search that significantly
impacted their mental health. While the job search itself is a stressful process, the
constrictive, confusing, and complicated immigration policies international students must
navigate added multiple layers of stress and uncertainty to participants’ experiences.
Aside from the temporary nature of OPT, international students are only allowed 90
cumulated days of unemployment within the OPT period, which presented as another
form of stressor for international students to have to identify a job within 90 days.
Additionally, employment authorization programs require that international students be
employed in fields relevant to their academic programs.
Eska was the only participant in the study close to obtaining a H-1B work visa.
While Eska was in their job search, they experienced so many rejections that they were
desperate to find their first job. Not only did Eska not disclose their visa status to be
offered their first job, but they also knew the job was not at all relevant to their academic
program. Besides, Eska did not know they had to report their employment on the Student
and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP) portal, nor was their supervisor knowledgeable
and supportive about hiring an international student like Eska after they disclosed their
status. When Eska was approaching 60 days in the 90-day limit, they felt even more
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stressed to find a job. It was the perfect timing for Eska when a position opened in a
company their sorority sister worked at. What made the opportunity even perfecter was
that this company had previously provided multiple H-1B visa sponsorships to
international students, Eska’s sorority sister included, and verbally agreed to sponsor
Eska in their new role. It was what seemed like a perfect opportunity in a desperate time
of need, until Eska and their supervisor began the processes of filing a H-1B visa
application.
To obtain a H-1B Specialty Occupations visa, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services (USCIS) defined two requirements for an occupation to qualify as a “specialty
occupation,” that the occupation requires (a) “theoretical and practical application of a
body of highly specialized knowledge,” and (b) “attainment of a bachelor's or higher
degree in the specific specialty (or its equivalent) as a minimum for entry into the
occupation in the United States” (USCIS, n.d.-a). For a position to be considered a
specialty occupation, the nature of the role must be specific and specialized, that the
minimum requirement of the job is a bachelor’s degree or higher or its equivalent
(USCIS, n.d.-a). The candidate then, would need to hold a U.S. or foreign degree
required by the specialty occupation to justify their qualifications to perform services in
that specialty occupation (USCIS, n.d.-a).
Unbeknownst to Eska, their supervisor, and Eska’s international friends on H-1B
visa in the company, Eska’s qualifications and the position itself were not eligible for a
H-1B visa. The lawyer hired by the company to work on the H-1B work visa explained
two reasons for ineligibility. First, Eska’s marketing degree did not align with the
position’s Public Relations occupation, therefore Eska cannot justify their qualifications
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to perform services in that occupation. Second, the role did not meet the specialty
occupation requirement for a H-1B work visa. While Eska cannot remember the details of
the legal counsel they received, Eska described that the position they held was not
“specialized enough” under H-1B requirements, as they were working a “front desk
reception type” job. Eska regretted taking the job opportunity and felt maybe they could
have found a different position in the field they were studying in. Yet, Eska, nor their
employer, knew the details and fine print of what it entailed to meet the specialty
occupation requirement needed for a H-1B work visa.
This specialty occupation requirement of H-1B has been referred to the “Einstein
Category” by the author of the provision, congressman Bruce Morrison, who described
the category of employees to be “truly extraordinary in the field and [are the] most
valuable player on the team, not merely in the starting lineup” (Monroe, 2019, p. 1391).
Application to H-1B itself requires that a foreign employee be a “highly skilled worker”
to be deserving of the role, and that companies need to have taken “good faith steps” to
recruit U.S. workers, to justify a H-1B sponsorship (Monroe, 2019). Those in favor of H1B programs would argue that “the H-1B visa program provides excellent opportunities
for U.S. employers to attract foreign talent, and to put that talent to use in businesses
across the country in order to improve the nation’s economy as a whole” (Callan, 2016, p.
338). Plus, the existence of H-1B program has historically been characterized as a
program to fill large number of vacant jobs, especially those in Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math (STEM) fields in the U.S. (Hahm, 1999; Monroe, 2019). Just as
arguments for OPT STEM extension program (Yao & Viggiano, 2019), international
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students are continually treated as commodities in the discussions of the H-1B visa
programs to serve U.S. interests.
The “Einstein Category” of the H-1B visa program signals U.S.’s motivations to
recruit and retain only foreign national talents that will continue to serve U.S. self-interest
and national agenda, thereby continue to position international workers as commodities
(Yao & Viggiano, 2019). This category then, becomes a measure to identify who among
nonimmigrant workers is considered a commodity deserving of the H-1B sponsorship. H1B program continues to position non-U.S. citizens as not only outsiders of the country,
but they must also be able to prove and justify their worth so they can stay and work in
the U.S. Unfortunately for Eska, even with a position and a company willing to provide a
H-1B sponsorship, they were not considered to be a “specialty” worker or “talent”
deemed beneficial for U.S. self-interest – hence, they could not petition for a H-1B visa.
Agency in Post-Graduation Pathways
Despite the barriers presented to international Students of Color during their job
search, participants exercised agency in taking thoughtful, reflective, and intentional
actions to reach their planned post-graduation pathways (Bandura, 2006;
Sangganjanavanich et al., 2011; Tran et al., 2020). In participants’ narratives, participants
demonstrated agency in their job search by being strategic, understanding their
circumstances to advocate for themselves, building a support and resource network, selfreflecting, and identifying other opportunities for their post-graduation pathways.
Participants took proactive actions they deemed would be beneficial for them to secure a
job offer, such as Papaya’s vigorous “spam applying” to jobs, as well as Johnny’s and
Eska’s attendance at their universities’ career fairs to gain professional experiences
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through networking and finding internships. Just as referenced earlier in this chapter,
participants also demonstrated agency by drawing from their comparative knowledge,
and intentionally selecting a post-graduation pathway upon reflection of their
circumstances (Bandura, 2006). While Chelsea was job searching at the time of this
study, she recognized and named her strengths as an international student to empower
herself as a candidate. Chelsea specifically referenced multilingualism as a skill, a
strategy also referenced in Sangganjanavanich et al. (2011), though she was not sure if
her multilingual abilities would suffice as an advantage to the companies if she was to
compete with American workers with multilingual skills. Chelsea recognized that
American candidates would still be in a much more advantaged position than her, since
American candidates do not need to navigate complications around visas. Recognizing
the central role of employment authorization programs and immigration policies played
in their job search, all participants adopted strategies and self-advocacy behaviors to
discuss their international student status with prospective employers.
Visa Conversations and Self-Advocacy in the Job Search
When the full-time opportunity for Johnny fell through, he learned a lot from his
experience and how to navigate his job search in the future. When Johnny searched for a
summer internship earlier this year as a graduate student, he knew he had to be strategic
in identifying companies that could provide him with visa sponsorship, as he said,
I'm being strategic in the sense that I want to start this conversation early on, and
not try to avoid it. Because I think last time, I was, like, kind of trying to avoid
this conversation. You know, I don't know, like, I [thought] that’ll give me a
better chance. But I think right now, it's like, no, like, these people, like these
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companies need to know. And also, it's good for both of us, so that we don't waste
each other's time.
During his recent internship search, he would ask a question about visa sponsorships to
the companies he interviewed with. Even though he was only interviewing for an
internship and did not need a visa sponsorship, he wanted to gauge the companies’
previous experiences, openness, and willingness to provide a visa sponsorship for their
full-time employees. When he received three internship offers from different companies,
he factored into the company’s precedence of sponsoring H-1B visas in deciding among
the offers. At the end, he chose to intern at a large company with history of sponsoring
multiple H-1B visas. He was proactive and strategic during his internship search by
identifying a company that might be able to sponsor him, so that he may gain internship
experiences with that company and be more advantageous as a job candidate for openings
in that company when he enters the job market.
The timing of the visa conversation, or when international students disclose their
visa status to prospective employees, was a strategic step participants consider during
their job search. Just as Johnny learned from his experience with River Company, he
knew he should have disclosed his international student status and intentions for a H-1B
visa sponsorship earlier in his job search process. His initial strategy to not disclose his
status until when absolutely needed, just like Eska, was a strategy he regretted because he
felt like he wasted time and effort pursuing a potential job offer. Hence, he learned to
disclose his status as early as possible in the search process. This was also a strategy
adopted by both Papaya and Chelsea in their job search, as they also held the mentality of
“not wasting theirs and the employers’ time” if the company would not hire international
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students. As Chelsea said, “I'm not afraid of like bringing [the visa conversation] up,
because I'd rather bring it up before anything, rather than like, you know, [at] the [end] of
[search process].” Even though disclosing their status early on led to a lot of rejections
based on their immigration status, participants knew that this strategic act would help
them eliminate companies that were not open to hiring international students or
sponsoring a H-1B visa. That way, they may turn their attention, time, and effort to other
companies that may be open to hiring them.
Participants also demonstrated agency by being reflective in their own actions and
behaviors when interacting with prospective employers, especially on what to say about
their immigration status. Depending on what participants were seeking, participants
learned ways to be able to advocate for themselves even during visa conversations that
were disadvantageous to them. For example, Chelsea would disclose to prospective
employers about the timeline of her 12-month employment authorization such as start and
end dates for OPT, and would even disclose that her plan would be to apply to and attend
graduate school after her OPT term was up. When Johnny discussed a H-1B visa
sponsorship with prospective employers during his internship search, he would also
mention how he would “have a master's degree [that would lead to] higher chances of
getting [selected from the] H-1B [lottery], because there's like, two rounds [of lottery].”
In his conversations, Johnny was not only knowledgeable about his OPT STEM
extension and the H-1B cap gap, but he was also able to discuss the advanced degree
exemption of H-1B visa cap8, as he would soon be going into the job market after

8

The H-1B advanced degree exemption for H-1B visa cap is only eligible for those who earned a master’s
degree or higher from an accredited U.S. institution, where if not selected from the first H-1B cap pool of
65,000, H-1B applicants with a master’s degree or higher will be placed into a second-round cap pool of
20,000, thereby increasing one’s odd to be selected for H-1B visa petition (USCIS, n.d.-a). See Chapter 1.
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graduating from his master’s program. While Johnny would disclose his visa status,
Johnny was also advocating for himself based on his knowledge of the immigration
policies, by telling prospective employers: (a) the length of his employment
authorization, (b) his need for visa sponsorship after employment authorization, and (c)
the increased likelihood his application would be selected from the H-1B lottery based on
his educational attainment.
Papaya also demonstrated agency in deciding the companies she would work for,
while being strategic based on limitations from the immigration policies. For Papaya, a
visa sponsorship was non-negotiable at the time of her job search. Hence, she was clear
to not apply to positions that explicitly stated they did not provide sponsorship, nor would
she reach out to those companies. Additionally, when companies would offer to employ
her for 12 months through OPT without a future sponsorship, Papaya would reject these
offers. She wanted to be strategic in utilizing her 12 months of employment authorization
for a company to sponsor her a H-1B, as Papaya described:
It's [better] to get in early, introduce yourself to the company, and then your
chances of getting them to sponsor your H-1B is higher. You can't go to a
company and jump ship to another one that sponsors H-1B, because [the new
company] barely know[s] you. … You have to either be already there [in the
company] or like, you would have to have an internship with them, they would
have to have this relationship with you somewhat [to sponsor you to continue
working].
Papaya knew it would be much harder to convince a company to sponsor her without
prior working relationships, hence, she was intentional in her career planning by
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strategically utilizing her 12-month OPT as an opportunity for a longer-term H-1B
sponsorship.
Graduate School: Outcome or Another Opportunity?
While this study only looked at the job search experiences of undergraduate
international Students of Color, the topic of graduate school was often brought up in
participants’ narratives. However, attending graduate school was either described as
another valuable opportunity, or a back-up plan to one’s attempt at securing a job –
sometimes, an outcome from the harsh realities of job search for international Students of
Color.
For Chelsea and Johnny, their intentions to stay in the U.S. was one of their
motivations to attend graduate school, though they also knew what a valuable opportunity
it would be to obtain a graduate degree to increase their academic qualifications. Chelsea
knew that attending graduate school would add at least two additional years to their time
to remain in the U.S., and that with a master’s degree, it would increase their likelihood
of securing a job offer and being selected from the H-1B lottery cap. While Johnny’s
initial goal after graduation was to utilize his OPT, the two rejections from River
Company after almost securing a job offer gave him a reality check of his job search.
Therefore, when a teaching assistantship offer and an opportunity to attend graduate
school arose, Johnny took the opportunity. It was a valuable opportunity for Johnny as he
would be able to fund his education, support himself, and further his education. While he
received remarks from his friends that he “wasted” his OPT and his few months of job
search, he still felt that going to graduate school was a great choice for his next steps after
graduation. Johnny’s ability to reposition himself and his future goals can be described as
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an act of agency as he actively shaped his life through self-reflecting and self-regulating,
even though he may have described his job search efforts as “wasted.”
Eska’s decision to attend graduate school was more of a decision out of necessity.
When Eska’s plans for a H-1B visa sponsorship was no longer possible, they had to
quickly find an alternative plan to continue staying in the U.S. While Eska still viewed
going to graduate school as a great opportunity, it came as a forced decision after learning
that they could not apply to H-1B. Eska still enacted agency in considering their
circumstances and deciding on a next step that is best fit for their goals to stay in the U.S.
However, how they arrived at the circumstances to attend graduate school was informed
by discriminatory immigration policies.
The opposite happened for Papaya and her decision to attend graduate school,
where she demonstrated agency to achieve her end goal (Bandura, 2006). Papaya was
working in a temporary position in insurance through her OPT, of which her supervisor at
that time verbally offered a full-time, permanent position with H-1B sponsorship. Yet,
through her job search, she knew that she was not qualified enough to get her ideal job in
banking. She also reflected on the nature of her full-time job offer, including the job
description, diversity of her office, office culture, as well as how the position may or may
not support her long-term career planning and development. At the end, she chose to
attend graduate school instead and turned down the job offer. Even though a H-1B
sponsorship was what Papaya had sought after during her job search, Papaya was
intentional and reflective in her circumstances, actions, and end goals. Papaya stayed true
to her end goal of obtaining her dream job in banking, while at the same time recognized
her lack of skills and qualifications from her undergraduate education to achieve her end
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goal. She demonstrated agency, acted proactively, and changed her strategy to get her
dream job: by attending graduate school so she may gain more knowledge and
experiences before returning to the job market.
Higher Education Institution’s Missing Role: Lack of Tailored, Effective Support
In discussions with participants about their job search experiences, international
Students of Color not only have to navigate racialized and nativist experiences, but also
the impact of policies on their job search. International Students of Color then, must be
able to understand and know ways to navigate conversations and questions about
immigration policies on their situations as job candidates. Just as multiple literature and
reports (Balin et al., 2016; Esaki-Smith, 2022; Global Alliance for International Student
Advancement, 2021; McFadden & Seedorff, 2017) suggested, international students need
tailored career support from their U.S. institutions, and most would agree that their career
centers were not helpful during their career journey. Esaki-Smith (2022) also found that
international students primarily relied on personal connections and resourcefulness to
achieve their career goals, which was evident in this study. Out of all four participants,
three participants primarily depended on peers and friends who are international students
and job searched before they did. Aside from peers, participants would also rely on their
own resourcefulness to find answers to their questions, such as through Google or college
websites. When participants began their job search, they either did not reach out to
resources on campus (i.e., career centers and international offices), or when they did, they
found these resources were not helpful at all. Participants’ knowledge and understanding
of the immigration policies that impacted their experiences varied, though they all
discussed learning from their friends and peers when it came to ways to navigate policies.
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Out of all participants, Eska received the least amount of career support after
transferring to the 4-year institution where they obtained their bachelor’s degree. Even
though the community college Eska first attended before transferring to a larger
institution taught Eska a lot about being an international student, specifically how to
maintain their F-1 visa status, Eska lacked institutional support in their job search. Eska
also did not depend on their international student centers to understand employment
authorization programs and policies. Because of this, Eska had a misunderstanding about
Curricular Practical Training (CPT), that doing CPT will reduce their eligible term for
OPT, hence they did not pursue any internship opportunities during their undergraduate
education. Eska learned most about the job search process through their friends and peers
and would utilize the college’s website to learn immigration related information. As Eska
said, “[campus resources were] definitely not the first place I looked into.” While careerrelated resources did exist on their campus, Eska felt that most resources were not
applicable to a non-citizen like them. Eska also never reached out to the international
student center at their institution because they did not feel the center was accessible to
them. Aside from friends and peers, Eska did not know who they can speak with for job
search advice, and at the end of our individual interview, Eska asked me for advice as
they are beginning a second round of job search as a graduating MBA student.
The lack of tailored career support, accessible immigration support, and effective
resources from U.S. institutions were also experienced by Johnny and Papaya. Like Eska,
Johnny and Papaya both described how it was a hassle to access the international student
center on their campuses, and that center would not be the first place they turned to
unless absolutely needed for immigration compliance. Johnny and Papaya also talked
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about the lack of tailored career support for international students. While career support
services did exist, with some programs specifically designed to support international
students, Johnny and Papaya did not find those resources helpful and effective for their
situations. For example, Johnny talked about not receiving any helpful advice from his
department’s career services when he was choosing from his internship offers. Both
Papaya and Eska also talked about how well-connected their business colleges were,
though they were not beneficial for international students like themselves. These colleges
would bring companies to their campuses for students to network with, but Papaya and
Eska felt that they were either still competing with American students, or that some
companies would explicitly state they did not hire international students.
Through these narratives, participants either did not receive any support, received
some support that was not helpful, or struggled with accessing resources dedicated to
international students. As a result, all three participants consistently relied on their own
resourcefulness or sought advice from their peers during their job search. Participants’
friends and peers provided word-of-mouth tips and general advice through their own
personal experiences in the job search while navigating through immigration policies,
such as Johnny’s description of his Malaysian friend as the “living bible” for all things
immigration. However, none of these word-of-mouth tips and advice are institutionalized
and provided as resources to all international students at higher education institutions,
and international students would have to rely on their own resourcefulness and
connections to identify their support system.
Chelsea was the only participant in this study who received an institutionalized
form of tailored career support – a career preparation class in her college designed to
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support international students so they may identify professional opportunities. Chelsea
chose to sign up for the course, and that course was only offered in her college, not the
entire institution. It was through this class that Chelsea learned about the immigration
policies, OPT and H-1B, and how these policies played a role in her post-graduation
plans. When Chelsea saw the realities of her job search from the class, Chelsea was
disheartened and discouraged about her future career and life in the U.S. Yet, Chelsea
described that her shock and frustration gave her a sense of preparation, as she now
knows what she might expect in her job search and the resources she can access. It was
also through this reflection that Chelsea rejoined the class in the next semester as a
Teaching Assistant, so she may support other international students through their reality
checks. While knowing this information was extremely helpful, Chelsea’s knowledge did
not come until much later in her college experience: her senior year. She expressed how
she hoped to have known the realities of her post-graduation pathways earlier in her
college experience, rather than be kept in the unknown. To Chelsea, institutions should be
responsible in educating international students about immigration policies and preparing
them for their professional endeavors, as early as during orientation days, instead of only
telling international students “the good thing (sic)” of their college experience without
preparing them for their life after graduation.
Complicating Success Stories
Within all participants’ narratives, we observed the supportive roles that
international student friends played during their job search. Participants would constantly
rely on their peers and friends who were international students and job searched in the
past for advice and moral support. For Chelsea, even though she recognized the
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disadvantaged position she was in during her job search, she continued to be as hopeful
as possible about achieving her goals to identify a full-time position for OPT. During her
current job search at the time of this study, Chelsea remained hopeful after seeing two of
her friends who successfully secured job offers, as she said,
After seeing, you know, my friends doing it, [finding a job] … [I would think]
okay, like, if they could [find a job], why can't I? … There is a job out there that
will hire me. … Seeing my friends doing it, going through it successfully, I will
[tell] myself [not to be alarmed], [I] can get through it.
The success stories of Chelsea’s friends continued to serve as a beacon of hope for
Chelsea’s job search, even though the process has been stressful. While the success
stories of other international students can be empowering and reassuring for those in the
job search, caution needs to be paid to how these stories influence international students’
perception of their post-graduation pathways.
Johnny began to reflect on his journey as a graduate student while planning for his
pathway after graduation. As an undergraduate student, Johnny had his mind set on
staying in the U.S. and would do anything to achieve that. However, now, Johnny is no
longer sure that is a good plan for him. Johnny began to reflect on his post-graduation
motivations after hearing the experience of his friend who was not selected from the H1B lottery three years consecutively – an example of a counter-story that is not the
dominant, success stories told to international students. Johnny realized that U.S.
immigration policies are not friendly to an international student like him, nor does he feel
belonging in U.S. society. During our interviews, Johnny expressed a sense of guilt for
his mentality to do anything to stay in the U.S. when he was an undergraduate student.
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This was not a mentality influenced by his family, but by peer pressure from his friends
and people he met in the U.S. Johnny described, “when you see a success story, like a
friend making it in the U.S., it motivates you to thinking that staying is a good idea.” It
was through these success stories that Johnny felt pressured to set his goals to stay in the
U.S., so he would also be successful after graduation. Yet, the idea of a success story is
one that needs to be explored and examined further. I question: What is considered a
success story? What factors are framed within a success story? What success stories are
more accessible to international students in the U.S.?
After reflecting on the experiences of Johnny, Chelsea, as well as my own, I posit
that dominant, success stories of international students in the U.S. are biased to stories of
international students who stayed in the U.S. International students are more likely to
access success stories of international students who remain in the U.S. than those who
may have returned home or went to another country. These stories can be accessed either
through international students’ social groups in the U.S. where they would meet other
international students, or via college campuses when achievements of international
students who are alumni or have more seniority are highlighted. Also, when we consider
the “Einstein Category” and other requirements of obtaining a H-1B visa, those who
received a H-1B visa after overcoming multiple barriers and hurdles are sure to be
considered as successful in beating the odds, hence would be identified as role models.
Additionally, we also need to reflect on the embedded white supremacy culture, western
hegemony, as well as U.S.’s cultural and colonial power globally, especially on countries
that are not predominantly white. Partly influenced by the American Dream fallacy and
the prestigious American culture, a(n) (non)immigrant’s ability to build and maintain a
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life in the U.S. is considered a huge achievement that any individuals and families would
be proud of – one that I have observed within myself and my family, Johnny’s narrative,
and the experiences of my international student friends.
It is crucial then, for international students like Johnny, to be exposed to counterstories from these success stories, which include the harsh realities of obtaining a H-1B
work visa, or to hear stories that involve one’s achievements in their home countries or
other countries than the U.S. International students should be exposed to a wide variety of
post-graduation pathways, and the measure of one’s success should not be limited to only
job placements in the U.S. and visa sponsorships after graduation. Institutions hold the
obligation to consider the elements of success stories told to international students and be
wary of the implications stories can have on listeners. When Johnny was exposed to such
a counter-story, as disappointing as it may be, he began to reflect on his actions, dreams,
and future goals. In turn, Johnny demonstrated agency in defining his own definition of
his success story (Bandura, 2006).
Implications for Practice
As I provide some ideas for implications for practice in this section, I remind
readers that this research study aims to reframe international student career support in the
form of advocacy from institutions in local and/or national settings. The purpose of this
research was not to provide best practices for international students to engage in during
their job search, but to disrupt existing policies and systemic barriers that impact
international students. Hence, I offer some ideas for advocacy, practices, and actions that
higher education institutions, community leaders, and policymakers must consider, so the
barriers international Students of Color experience in their job search can be addressed.
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For Higher Education Institutions
There is so much more that higher education institutions can develop to provide
institutionalized support for international students’ post-graduation pathways. In their job
search, international Students of Color in this study did not adequately utilize their
institutions’ career resources, nor did they find the resources and support relevant to their
positionalities as international students. Hence, it is crucial for institutions to evaluate
their current career support services and outreach to both enrolled and graduated
international students. Institutions should engage in an evaluation process to improve and
provide comprehensive, tailored career support for international students. Professionals at
institutions who advise international students, such as academic advisors, career coaches,
faculty, and staff, should be trained to have a basic understanding of the immigration
policies that would impact international students’ career planning. These practitioners
should not be replacing the roles of immigration advisors, but if practitioners had a
foundational level of knowledge on immigration policies and the ways international
students must navigate complicated immigration policies in their career planning, they
could provide relevant support and advice to international students’ experiences.
Participants typically turned to their peers and friends for word-of-mouth tips and
tricks in the job search, especially hearing from the past experiences of other international
students. Yet, these tips were communicated from peer-to-peer, friend-to-friend, and were
not institutionalized as part of the career support provided by higher education
institutions to international students. This knowledge and these tips communicated
among peers and friends have proved to be helpful for international students, and
institutions should embed this knowledge within career resources provided to students.
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Hosting coaching or workshop sessions for international students with topics such as selfadvocacy and tips to navigate conversations on one’s visa, an introduction to immigration
policies and realistic career planning, as well as legal consultations with immigration
lawyers, are some examples of career support institutions can provide.
Even though Chelsea was overwhelmed with the information she received about
immigration policies, she appreciated having a reality check about her post-graduation
pathways that prepared her for her job search. International student support and career
resource centers can help international students paint realistic ideas and manage their
expectations of what post-graduation would look like, especially those with plans to enter
the U.S. job market. As immigration policies posit as huge barriers for international
students’ efforts to secure a job offer, international students should be encouraged to start
their career preparation as early as possible. International students should also be taught
to engage in parallel planning, or planning two different pathways (i.e., finding a job at
home and finding a job in the U.S.), so they may pivot and choose a different postgraduation pathway when needed. As we continue to examine the narratives of success
stories told to international students, institutions can create opportunities to connect
international students to international alumni, or to diversify the stories told about
international students’ post-graduation pathways.
While it is crucial for institutions to provide comprehensive support to
international students, institutions should also work with employers and companies to
employ international students. Higher education institutions and relevant resource centers
can do their part to advocate for international students’ career growth and development
by intentionally creating pathways and identifying professional opportunities or
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placements for them. One way of doing so is by collaborating with companies so they
may consider international student applicants as much as domestic applicants. With the
connections built between institutions and companies, institutions can talk to prospective
employers about hiring international students, such as helping them understand how they
can hire international students through CPT, OPT, and H-1B, as well as gauging their
willingness to work with or sponsor international students.
For Community Leaders and Policymakers
With the restrictive, nationalistic, and nativistic policies that position international
students as temporary nonimmigrants and commodities, U.S. employers are less likely to
want to hire international workers, thereby creating a hostile job market for international
students. While higher education institutions can do their part to support international
students as best as possible, and that international Students of Color can continue to act
strategically by exercising agency in their job search, the huge barrier of immigration
policies would not be addressed with just these efforts. Hence, community leaders within
the U.S. and policymakers should begin advocating for international students, or to
consider strategies that can make hiring international workers more accessible for U.S.
employers. While it is difficult to challenge the immigration system given the highly
polarized discussions on immigration in the U.S., there are steps that can be taken in
order to change a system that is unfair to international employees. For example, more
lawsuits have been filed and were successful in federal courts since 2015 to challenge
USCIS on the legality of H-1B denials, as a result of increased difficulties to obtain H-1B
in the previous Trump administration (Lee & Yale-Loehr, 2019).
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In this study, international Students of Color were often subjected to forms of
neo-racism and racist nativism in the U.S., often contributed through discrimination
based on one’s race/ethnicity, skin color, English abilities, and perceived immigration
status. These forms of discrimination were present not only in the day-to-day experiences
of international students, but also in professional settings or during their job search.
Hence, there is an obligation and responsibility for U.S. host society members to support
international students by developing practices embedded in equity, inclusion, and cultural
humility. U.S. as a host society should be trained and educated to interact crossculturally, but also to recognize how white (American) supremacy and Western
hegemony positions itself in the experiences of international students in the U.S. Pressure
should not be placed on international students to assimilate to the American culture, but
U.S. ought to reframe international student support with equity and inclusion in mind.
Finally, the language used to dehumanize international students should also be critically
examined, such as the uses of “talent,” “cash cow,” “sources of (global) diversity,” and
“spokespersons for countries or continents.” These languages and terms continue to fuel
narratives of international students’ presence in the U.S. as commodities and their
contributions to U.S. interests, which we evidently observed in immigration policies and
employment authorization programs like OPT STEM extension and the H-1B work visa.
Recommendations for Future Research
While this research began an analysis to name the discriminatory experiences
international Students of Color experience in their job search, the existing literature and
research should be expanded to critically examine the experiences of different
demographics of international students. Researchers should also pay caution not to study
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“international students” as a homogenous group, and be wary of the different identities
this broad student population holds, whether that is race/ethnicity, gender, sexuality,
disability status, age, country of origin, student with families/partners, religious affiliation
or spirituality, level of education, career field, and more. Research on this topic must be
expanded to the different identities and subgroups of international students in the U.S.
For this particular study and the theories utilized, the demographics of participants could
expand and analyze the intersecting, compounding nature of discrimination among
international Students of Color based on one’s race, ethnicity, culture, and country of
origin. For example, the demographic of international Students of Color in this study is
missing the perspective of international students from Sub-Saharan Africa, which
Changamire and colleagues (2021) found to experience the “double jeopardy of
‘Blackness’ and ‘foreignness’” as international graduate students. The research should
also be expanded to include the experiences of graduate students, which was an
exclusionary criterion in this study due to the advanced degree exemption of H-1B. When
recruitment for this research first began, multiple graduate students reached out to me and
expressed their interests to participate in this study, so they may tell their stories as
international graduate students job searching in the U.S. This signaled to me as a
researcher that there are many more narratives on this topic to tell among international
students in the U.S.
In participants’ discussions about post-graduation pathways, I noted that the
participants were able to enact agency through their access to comparative knowledge,
which supported their reflection of and choice for post-graduation plans. By engaging in
constant comparisons of one’s opportunities in the U.S. vs. at their home countries, as
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well as one’s quality of life in different settings, in a way, presents as a form of capital to
international Students of Color to be able to access multiple options for their postgraduation pathways. Future research may consider exploring, understanding, and
analyzing international students’ form(s) of capital to navigate their post-graduation
pathways, which will build on to the existing conversations around how international
students may enact and exercise agency.
As the body of research continues to expand on this topic, another recommended
area of research would be to include employers’ perspective in hiring decisions when
there is an international student applicant. The narratives of hiring managers when
considering an international student applicant, whether they decide to hire or not hire an
international applicant, as well as the factors that influence their decisions is an area to be
explored. Plus, researchers can also look at the experiences of supervisors and/or
employers in navigating immigration policies with goals to retain their international
workers, especially while petitioning for H-1B. Finally, the perspectives of higher
education institutions should also be included, such as case studies of campus resources
and programs designed to support international students’ post-graduation pathways, and
their impacts on international students’ experiences in the employment search.
Conclusion
In presenting the last piece of my narrative, I reflected a lot on the use of the word
“discrimination” in this study. In a recent national conference where I presented
preliminary findings of this thesis, I was once again questioned, by an individual who
used to be an international student, that the use of the term “discrimination” was
inaccurate, and that international students are not discriminated against in the job
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search. Once again, I offer a concluding piece of my recent job search experience that
continues to affirm my position.
As a young professional job searching with a soon-to-have master’s degree and
after years of 60-hour work weeks, I held hope that my experiences and qualifications
would put me in a more advantageous position. Fortunately for me, within a week, I
received not one, but two job offers. I began the conversations on my visa as early as in
the first round of interviews with these two institutions. While I received a verbal
confirmation from one institution that a H-1B visa sponsorship will be provided to me,
the other institution wanted to verify that they could do so. (I might also add that when
the department director told me that they could and would sponsor my employment, the
intensity of emotions I felt left me utterly speechless for hours – it was surreal.) The other
institution had sponsored an international employee in the role I was offered in the past,
so they told me it should not be an issue to sponsor my employment. Unfortunately for us,
the international center had told the department that the position was not eligible for a
H-1B visa sponsorship due to the salary requirement, and the hiring manager reached
out to rescind the offer made to me because they could not sponsor me.
I was not as upset or disappointed with the rescinded job offer because I had
another job offer (which the hiring manager cared to mention in the email as an upside of
the rescinded job offer, by the way), but I could hardly imagine how differently I might
feel if I did not have the second offer. International students in the job search are
discriminated against for their immigration status, but worst yet, international students
are not legally protected from employment discrimination. Instances like these will keep
occurring, unless we begin to tell counternarratives of international students in the job
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search, to explicitly name these incidents as discrimination, and to call attention to the
discriminatory policies that shape our lives as residents in this country.
…

The purpose of this thesis research was to study the employment search
experiences of Chelsea, Papaya, Johnny, and Eska, all of whom are international Students
of Color in the U.S., and job searched for a full-time, post-graduation employment after
graduation. The research design was informed by both narrative inquiry and counterstorytelling, and individual narratives of each participant were presented as findings of
this study. Through two rounds of data collection of focus group and/or semi-structured
individual interviews, participants shared their job search experiences as undergraduate
students. The study was intentional in highlighting and amplifying the counter-narratives
of international Students of Color, as well as to call attention to the immigration policies
and programs that create restrictions and barriers to international students’ experiences.
Using neo-racism, racist nativism, and agency, the narratives were analyzed, and ideas
were constructed to answer the research questions: (a) What are the forms of
discrimination and challenges international Students of Color encounter and experience
in their U.S. job search process? (b) In what ways do neo-racist and racist nativist
policies affect or inform these experiences? and (c) How do international Students of
Color respond to these barriers and challenges?
The findings of this study demonstrated the forms of discrimination, neo-racism,
and racist nativism experienced by international Students of Color, while job searching in
the U.S. International Students of Color are positioned as “other” and in comparisons
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against American job candidates, based on their race/ethnicity and perceived immigration
status. The international student/F-1 visa holder/nonimmigrant status continues to be a
stigma to international student as job candidates, and this stigmatization is due to the
existing immigration policies and employment authorization programs on international
students, namely, Optional Practical Training (OPT) and H-1B work visa. In face of these
barriers, international Students of Color have enacted agency in strategizing their job
search behaviors, such as initiating visa conversations with prospective employers and
attending graduate school. Participants also discussed the value of U.S. education and
career goals as return-on-investment, their dependency on personal network and
resourcefulness on their career development, as well as the complicated use of success
stories in planning post-graduation pathways. This study offers a discussion to critically
examine the challenges international Students of Color experience while job searching in
the U.S., and specifically to name these challenges as a form of discrimination
targeted at both race and nonimmigrant statuses of international Students of Color.
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Appendix A
*required
1. Do you hold a F-1 visa?*
a. Yes – Skip logic to next question
b. No – Skip logic to end of survey (not eligible)
2. Did you graduate, or will be graduating, with your bachelor’s degree from your
institution?*
a. Yes – Skip logic to next question
b. No – Skip logic to end of survey (not eligible)
3. Did you actively participate, or have you been participating actively, in postgraduation job search in the U.S., in the last year (2021)?*
a. Yes – Skip logic to next question
b. No – Skip logic to end of survey (not eligible)
4. Do you understand that your participation in this research requires that you share
with the researcher some difficult moments in your life, where you may have
experienced racism, nativism, hate, and/or discrimination, toward your identity as
an international student?*
a. Yes, I understand that I will be asked questions and will share my
experiences related to this. – Skip logic to next question
b. I’m not sure. I would like more clarification from the researcher and
would like them to reach out to me before consent to participating. – Skip
logic to next question
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c. No, I prefer not to share or do not think I can speak on any experiences for
this study. – Skip logic to end of survey (not eligible)
5. First name
6. Last name
7. Pronouns
8. Email address
9. Phone number (for follow-up and reminder calls, if needed)
10. Chosen pseudonym
11. Your country of origin
12. Describe your racial/ethnic identity [check all that apply]
a. African or Black
b. Arab or Middle Eastern
c. Asian
d. Hispanic or Latina/o/x/e
e. White or Caucasian or European
f. Others
i. [insert text]
13. Name of your institution where you earned/are working toward your Bachelor’s
from
14. Years you have been in the United States
15. Your major or area of study
16. Describe, as detailed as possible, what employment seeking behaviors you
engaged in within 2021
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a. For example: over a period of 6 months, I identified job opportunities
using job search engines like Glassdoor. I reached out to potential
employers for networking and attended 3 virtual job fairs. I sought help
from recruiters and career coaches. I update my application documents
(e.g., resume, cover letters, or CV). I applied to [x amount of] jobs and
went to [x amount of] interviews.
17. When are you typically available in the following list of times/days? All times
are listed in Central time zone. [check all that apply]
a. Tuesdays between 3 – 5PM
b. Tuesdays between 5 – 8PM
c. Wednesdays between 11AM – 1PM
d. Wednesdays between 1 – 3PM
e. Thursdays between 3 – 5PM
f. Thursdays between 5 – 8PM
g. Fridays between 3 – 5PM
h. Saturdays between 3 – 6PM
i. Sundays between 3 – 6PM
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Appendix B
Motivations and Expectations Coming to the U.S.
Experiences as International Students on Campus
•

Perception of race/ethnicity

•

Perception of international identity

•

Career and professional development (i.e., outside-of-classroom experiences)

•

Institutional support

Motivations or Decision-Making Process for Post-Graduation Plans
•

Important factors (at home and at the U.S.)

•

Other options

The Employment Search
•

Starting the process:
o Preparation, resources, researching labor market, or general career support
o Perceptions and views of themselves, such as strengths or challenges in
the job market
o Knowledge of OPT, H-1B, or other visa programs

•

During the process:
o What is done (i.e., career fairs, job websites, etc.)?
o Strategies

•

The incident(s):
o What happened?
o Who is present?
o How was that perceived? What was the impact?
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•

Moving forward
o What was the response?
o Strategies taken?
o What could have been helpful for you?

